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autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwave signal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 26:

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the
length L of said spanis at least about 5 km.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
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remote end;

a first light source for producing a
coherent carrier lightwavesignalof a first
predetermined wavelength;

a spectrum spreading signal modulator for
temporally structuring said carrier
lightwavesignal into a spread spectrum
modulated interrogation lightwavesignal
which continuously reiterates sequences of
an autocorrelatable spectrum spreading
signal, the reiterated sequences being
executed in a fixed relationship to a
predetermined timing base;

a lightwave heterodyner havingfirst and
secondinputs for receiving a primary
signal anda localoscillator signal,
respectively, and operative to produce the
beat frequencies of their respective
frequencies;

a lightwave directional coupler havinga first
port which receives said spread spectrum
modulated interrogation lightwave signal, a
second port coupledto said first end of said
optical fiber span, and a third port coupled to
said primary signal input of the heterodyner;

said directional coupler coupling said spread
spectrum modulated interrogation lightwave
signal to said second port whereit is launched
in a forwardly propagating direction along
said optical fiber span causing the return to
said second port of a composite back-
propagating lightwave whichis a
summation of lightwave back-propagations
from a continuum of locations along the
length of the span, said composite back-
propagating lightwave signal comprising a
summation of multiple components including;

a first signal component comprising the
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light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.
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summation of portions of the said spread
spectrum modulated interrogation lightwave
signal which the innate properties of the
optical fiber cause to backpropagate at a
continuum of locations along the span; and

a second signal component comprising the
modulation of said first signal component
caused by longitudinal components of optical
path changes inducedinto said span at a
continuum of locations along said span by
external physical signals, said second signal
componentfurther including a corresponding
set of n subcomponents comprising the
modulation of said first signal component by
optical path changes caused bysaid external
signals at the respective sensing positions;

said directional coupler coupling said
composite back-propagating lightwave to
said third port whereit is applied to said
first input of the heterodyner;

a second light source coupled to said second
input of the lightwave heterodyner, said
second light source producing a coherentlocal
oscillator lightwave signal in phase locked
relation to said carrier lightwave signal and of
a second predetermined wavelength which
differs from the first predetermined
wavelength by an amountof difference small
enough to produceat the output of the
heterodynera radio frequency(r.f.)
composite difference beat signal, but by an
amount large enoughto causesaidr.f.
composite difference beat signal to have
sufficient bandwidth to causeit to include

r.f. counterparts of signal components and
subcomponents of said composite back-
propagating lightwavesignal;

said r.f. composite difference beat signal
being coupled to an n-waysplitter
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providing a corresponding set of n output
channels, each transmitting said r.f.
composite difference beat signal;

a corresponding set of n de-spreaders and
de-multiplexers having their respective
inputs connected to the corresponding
output channels of said n-way splitter
through a correspondingset of time delay
circuits which respectively provide a
corresponding set of predetermined time
delays in relation to said predetermined
timing base of the spectrum spreading
signal modulator, to establish said n
desired sensing positions along said optical
fiber span; and

said set of r.f. de-spreaders and de-
multiplexers concurrently serving multiple
functions including:

a first function of performing a coherent
signal correlation process uponsaidr.f.
composite difference beat signal to de-
spread ther.f. counterparts of the
interrogation lightwave signal; and

a second function of conjunctively
temporally and spatially demultiplexing
said r.f. composite difference beat signal to
provideat their respective outputs r.f.
counterparts of the subcomponentsof said
second signal component of said composite
back-propagating lightwave signal caused
by changesin the optical path within said
optical fiber span induced by external
physical signals respectively coupled to the
optical fiber span at corresponding sensing
positions.

Patent Claim 4:

4, The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein said
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type of external physical signal which
induces light path changesin said optical
fiber span is an acoustic pressure wave
signal.

Patent Claim 6:

6. The reflectometer of claim 5, wherein:

said optical fiber span is of a length L; and
said first light source is a laser having the
performance capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient phase
stability to substantially retain coherency
in propagation along said optical fiber span
for a distanceat least equal to 2L.

Patent Claim 7:

7. The reflectometer of claim 6, wherein the

length L of said optical fiber spanis at least
5 km.

Patent Claim 8:

8. The reflectometer of claim 7, wherein said

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Patent Claim 9:

9, The reflectometer of claim 7, wherein said

optical fiber span comprises a single-mode
fiber optic cable.

Patent Claim 22:

22. The method of claim 4, wherein said

optical fiber span comprisesa fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.
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Patent Claim 23:

23. The reflectometer of claim 4, wherein:

said optical fiber span has a coating made
of a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulusanda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, and
said coating serving to enhance the
longitudinal componentof strain variation
derived from an acoustic wavesignal whose
wavefrontis incident to the span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wave front propagates.

Patent Claim 26:

26. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein

said type of external physical signal which
induces light path changesin said optical
fiber spanis a selected one of a group
consisting of: (i) a seismic signal wherein
with the media which couplesthe signal to
said optical fiber span includesat least in part
the ground in whichthe fiber optic span is
buried; (ii) an underwater sound signal
wherein the media which couples the signal
to said optical fiber span includesat least in
part a bodyof water in which the fiber
optic span is immersed; (iii) an
electromagnetic force field coupled to the
optical fiber span; (iv) a signal comprising
temperature variations coupledto the optical
fiber span; and (v) at least one microphonic
signal which is coupled to said optical fiber
span at an at least one ofsaid set of n sensing
positions along the optical fiber span.

Patent Claim 27:
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27. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein

each of: (i) said coherent carrier lightwave
signal; (ii) said coherent local oscillator
lightwavesignal; (111) said spread spectrum
modulated interrogation lightwave signal; (iv)
said composite back-propagating lightwave
signal; (v) said radio frequency(r.f.)
composite difference beat signal; and (vi)
each counterpart of said r.f. counterpart of the
subcomponentsof said second signal
componentof said composite back-
propagating lightwave signal, is a continuous
wave (CW)signal.

Patent Claim 31:

31. A system wherein, at respective span
sensing stations of a plurality of sensing
stations along a span ofoptical fiber, the
system senses input signals of a type having
a property of inducing light path changes
at regions of the span influenced by such
input signals, comprising:

meansfor illuminating an optical fiber
span with a CW optical signal;

meansfor retrieving back-propagating
portions of the illumination back
propagating from a continuum of locations
along the span;

means for modulating said CW optical
signal with a reiterative binary psuedonoise
code sequence in a manner which further
temporally structures the modulated CW
optical signal into a spread spectrum
reiterative binary psuedonoise code
sequencesignal;

meansfor picking off a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved signal,
wherein the r.f. counterpart is in phase
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locked synchronism with the CW optical
signal;

meansfor performing a corresponding
plurality of coherent autocorrelation
detection processes uponsaid r.f.
counterpart of the retrieved optical signal
to conjunctively perform correlation
detection and dispreadingofther.f.
counterparts in the respective
autocorrelation detections of the plurality
of autocorrelation detection processes in a
corresponding plurality of different timed
relationships with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW opticalsignal.

Patent Claim 32:

32. Signal sensing array apparatus,for
sensing input signals at an array of a plurality
of sensing stations along an optical fiber
span, wherein at respective sensing stations
of the array the apparatus senses input
signals of a type having a property of
inducing light path changes within
influenced by such input signals, said
apparatus comprising:

an optical wave network comprising a
transmitter laser and a lightwavedirectional
coupler, said network being operative to
illuminate an optical fiber span with a CW
optical signal andto retrieve portions of the
illumination back-propagating from a
continuum of locations along the fiber span;

a modulator operative to modulate and
temporally structure the CW optical signal
into a CW optical signal with a reiterative
spread spectrum form of binary
psuedonoise code sequence form of
modulatedsignal;
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a heterodyner which, in phase locked
synchronism with said transmitter laser,
receives said retrieved back-propagated
portions of illumination and derives
therefrom a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart; and

a correspondingplurality of
autocorrelation detectors operative to
respectively perform coherentcorrelation
processes uponsaid r.f. counterpart of the
retrieved optical signal to conjunctively
perform correlation detection and
dispreading functions therewith, in
respective timed relationships of a
corresponding plurality of different timed
relationships with respect to said
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation code.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23 and 25-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings haveessentially

the same claim requirements as the ‘863 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader. (See comparison

above). In addition, where claims 23 and 25-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings and the ‘863

ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims 23 and 25-30 of the ‘161

Reissue Proceedings would be obvious variants to one of ordinary skill in the art based on

engineering expediency of the ‘863 ODP Claims.
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Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over the ‘863 ODP Claimsofthe ‘863 patent in view of Kersey et al.’806 (U.S.

Patent No. 6,285,806).°°

XIV. Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in
public use or onsale in this country, more than oneyearprior to the date of application for patent in the
United States.

Claims 23-25 and 31-33 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Kersey et al.'806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).

With respect to claim 23, Kersey et al.'806 discloses

[a] system comprising:

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses a system 200 for

detecting an acoustic signal. (Kersey et al.'806 Abstract; c.1, Il.6-10; see Figure 2). The

Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses light path changes induced by conditions to be

sensed (i.e., acoustic waves, temperature change,stress and strain) provide a measurementof the

conditions to be sensed. (/d. c.1, 11.15-19; c.2, 11.6-10; c.3, 1146-49).

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'S806 sufficiently discloses [a] system.

*° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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a span of optical fiber having sensing zone segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path changes at sensing zone segments that result in
a back-propagating signals wherein each zone segmenthasa specialized sensing function;

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'S06 discloses a fiber sensory array

200 comprising a span of optical fiber 214 having sensing zone segments (Kersey et al.'806

Bragg grating reflectors 218-0 — 218-N with coils 216-1 — 216N) with signals (sum of reflected

light fluxes; id. c.3, I1.56-57) incident to the span 214 having a property of inducing light path

changesat the sensing segments/regions (Bragg grating reflectors 218-0 — 218-N with coils 216-

1 — 216N)of the span 214 that result in a back-propagating signal. (/d. c.3, 11.40-49, 54-57; see

Figure 2). The Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses light path changes induced by

conditions to be sensed (i.e., acoustic waves, temperature change, stress and strain) provide a

measurement of the conditions to be sensed. (/d. c.1, II.15-19; c.2, 11.6-10; c.3, 11.46-49)

Thus, the Examiner concludesthat Kersey et al.'S06 sufficiently discloses a span of

opticalfiber having sensing zone segments wherein electromagnetic signals incident to said span

have a property of inducing light path changes at sensing zone segments that result in a back-

propagating signals wherein each zone segmenthasa specialized sensing function.

a light source operative to provide a continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses a laser 202 that emits

light having a long coherence length and a narrow wavelength range. (Kersey et al.'806 c.3,

11.56-57).

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'806 sufficiently discloses a light source

operative to provide a continuous wave (CW) opticalsignal.
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a modulator operative to modulate the CW optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said modulator providing the modulated CW optical
fiber to the span;

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses a phase modulator 208

that modulates a flux provided by the laser 202 with a Pseudo-random bit sequence (“PRBS”)

generated by generator 206 to produce a PRBSoptical signal 210. (/d. c.3, 11.35-46; see Figure

2). The Examinerfinds that the generator 206 produces the PRBS whichis provided to both the

phase modulator 208 to produce a PRBSoptical signal 210 and the delay circuit 228 and

correlation circuit 230 combination. The Examinerfinds that the PRBSis the reiterative

autocorrelatable form of modulation.

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'806 sufficiently discloses a modulator

operative to modulate the CW optical signal with a reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation, said modulator providing the modulated CW opticalfiber to the span.

an optical receiver joined to said span and capableof receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency (r.f.) counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal;

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses an optical receiver

(combination coupler 220, transducers 22 and 224, and amplifier 226) joined to said span 214

and capable of receiving a retrieved optical signal returned therefrom (sum ofreflected light

fluxes; id. c.3, 11.56-57), wherein the retrieved optical signal comprises back-propagating

portions of the illumination from the sensing segments/regions (Bragg grating reflectors 218-0 —

218-N with coils 216-1 — 216N), said receiver (combination coupler 220, transducers 22 and

224, and amplifier 226) operative to produce a radio frequency (r.f.) counterpart signal (output
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signal 227) of the retrieved optical signal. (/d. c.3. 1.54 —c.4, 1.8; see Figure 2). The Examiner

finds that that Kersey et al.'S06 discloses that heterodyne processing can also can be incorporated

into the system for demodulation. (/d. c.5, l1.7-13).

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'806 sufficiently discloses an optical

receiverjoined to said span and capable of receiving a retrieved optical signal returned

therefrom, wherein the retrieved optical signal comprises back-propagating portions of the

illumination from sensing zone segments, said receiver operative to producea radio frequency

(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved optical signal, wherein the counterpart signalis in phase

locked synchronism with the CW optical signal.

a processor operative to detect a reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation
from the counterpart signal in a corresponding plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of the CW optical signal
to give at least one signal for each zone segment.

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses a processor (correlation

circuit 230/230-1 — 230-N) to detect a reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation (PRBS

generated by generator 206) from the counterpart signal (output signal 227) in a corresponding

plurality of different timed relationships (delay circuit 228/228-1 — 228-N outputs to correlator

230/230-1 — 230-N) with respect to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation (PRBS

generated by generator 206) of the CW optical signal (PRBS optical signal 210) to give a

measurement (/1- 3) representative of the electromagnetic field proximate to at least one zone

segment (Bragg grating reflectors 218-0 — 218-N with coils 216-1 — 216N). (/d. c.4, 1.8 —c.5, 1.6;
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see Figures 2, 3). The Examinerfinds that the ‘electromagnetic signals’ inherently have an effect

on the fiber optic span of Kerseyet al.'806, as evidence by Kerseyetal.'986.*°

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'S06 sufficiently discloses a processor

operative to detect a reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation from the counterpart signal

in a corresponding plurality ofdifferent timed relationships with respectto the reiterative

autocorrelatable form ofmodulation of the CW optical signalto give at least one signal for each

zone Segment.

With respect to claim 24, Kersey et al.'806 discloses

wherein at least one zone segment of said spanis helically disposed.

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses zone segments of the

span of optical fiber 214 having coils helically disposed (Kersey et al.'806 Bragg grating

reflectors 218-0 — 218-N with coils 216-1 — 216N).

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'806 sufficiently discloses wherein at

least one zone segment ofsaid span is helically disposed.

With respect to claim 25, Kersey et al.'806 discloses

wherein said span has a length L andsaidlight sourceis a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwave signal with sufficient stability to retain coherency in
propagation along said span for a distance at least equal to two times length L.

In this regard, the Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'S06 discloses the span of optical fiber

* See rejection of claim 23 above for explanation of electromagnetic field sensing inherency (emphasis on "system"
element).
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214 having a length L. (/d. Figure 2). The Examinerfinds that Kersey et al.'806 discloses the

light source being a laser 202 having a long coherence length and a narrow wavelength range.

(Id. c.3, 11.29-31). The Examinerfinds that the laser 202 emits light that is modulated by phase

modulator 208, propagated up the entirety of the optical fiber 214, and reflected back from the

Bragg grating reflectors 218-0 — 218-N/coils 216-1 — 216N combinations. Since the PRBS

optical signal 210 is propagated downthe entirety of the optical fiber 214 and back as indicated

in Figure 2, the Examinerfinds laser 202 inherently has the capability to generate a lightwave

signal with sufficient phase stability to substantially retain coherency in propagation along said

span for a distance at least equal to two timeslength L.

Thus, the Examiner concludesthat Kersey et al.'806 sufficiently discloses wherein said

span has a length L and said light source is a laser having the capability to generate a lightwave

signal with sufficient stability to retain coherency in propagation along said spanfor a distance

at least equalto two times length L.

With respect to the limitations of claim 31, The Examinerfinds that claim 31 is a method

claim for performing the functions of the apparatus of claim 25. Thus, the Examiner concludes

that the apparatus of claim 25 performs the methodsteps of claim 31. (See rejection of claim 23

above).

With respect to the limitations of claim 32, The Examinerfinds that claim 32 is a method

claim for performing the functions of the apparatus of claim 24. Thus, the Examiner concludes
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that the apparatus of claim 24 performs the methodsteps of claim 32. (See rejection of claim 24

above).

With respect to the limitations of claim 33, The Examinerfinds that claim 33 is a method

claim for performing the functions of the apparatus of claim 25. Thus, the Examiner concludes

that the apparatus of claim 25 performs the methodsteps of claim 33. (See rejection of claim 25

above).

XV. Rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 103

The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis forall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the inventionis not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness underpre-

AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claimsat issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousnessor

nonobviousness.
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Claims 26 and 34 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kersey et al.'806 (U.S. Patent No. 4,889,986) in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No.

5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No. 5,754,293).

In this regard, Kersey et al.'S06 disclosesall the limitations, as previously set forth,

except for specifically calling for the length L of said span being at least about 5 km.

However, a fiber optic sensing device having the length L of the span being at least about

5 km is knownin the art. The Examinerfinds that Tayloret al., for example, teaches the length

of a fiber optic span of fiber optic sensor device being as long as 50 km.(Tayloretal. c:4, 11.37-

40, 47-64; see Figure 3).

The Examinerfinds that that it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention was madeto incorporate for the length L of said span beingatleast

about 5 km as described in Taylor et al. in the system of Kerseyet al.'806.

A person of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to provide the length L of at least

about 5 km for the optical fiber span since it is desired length for both linear acoustic and

pipeline sensory arrays. (Farhadiroushan c:1, 11.33-46). In other words, such a modification

would have provided a system for detecting signals of a large number of sensors in acoustic and

pipeline application, thus increasing the overall versatility of the fiber optic sensor system.

Thus, the Examiner concludesthat Kersey et al.'806, Taylor et al. and Farhadiroushan

teaches and/or renders obviousthe limitations of the length L of said span being at least about 5

km.
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Claims 27 and 35 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kersey et al.'806 (U.S. Patent No. 4,889,986) in view of Nilsson (U.S. Patent No.

5,177,764).

In this regard, Kersey et al.'806 explicitly discloses the light source being a laser 202 that

emits light having a long coherence length and a narrow wavelength range. (Kersey et al.'806

c.3, Il.56-57). While Kersey et al.'S806 discloses the light source being a laser 202 (id.), Kersey et

al.'806 is silent to the laser being a planar, ring-type laser.

However, a light source that is a planar, ring-type laser is knownin the art. The Examiner

finds that Nilsson, for example, teaches a planar ring-type laser light source (Nilsson Abstract;

c.4, l.5-42; whole document).

The Examinerfinds that that it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention was madeto incorporate the planar, ring-type laser as described in

Nilsson in the system of Kersey et al.'806.

A person of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to provide the planar, ring-type

laser, since it has an optimized differential loss and is frequency tunable. (/d.) In other words,

such a modification would have provided a system for detecting an acoustic signal that utilizes a

unidirectional laser that is frequency tunable, optimized and simple to operate, thereby

operationalefficient.

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'806 and Nilsson teaches and/or renders

obviousthe limitations of wherein said light source is a planar, ring-type laser.
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Claims 28 and 36 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kersey et al.'806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806) in view of Groves-Kirkby (UK Publication

No. GB 2372100 A) and Bailey et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,626,043).

In this regard, Kersey et al.'S06 disclosesall the limitations, as previously set forth,

except for specifically calling for the span of optical fiber comprising a single modefiber optic

cable.

However, a span of optical fiber comprising a single modefiber optic cable is known in

the art. The Examinerfinds that Groves-Kirkby, for example, teaches a fiber optic waveguide

Bragg grating system for sensing mechanical strain. (Groves-Kirkby Abstract; c. 2, I].22-24; c. 4,

11.16-17). The Examiner finds that Groves-Kirkby teachesa fiber optic waveguide Bragg grating

system comprising a preferenceto utilization of a single mode optical fiber (1, 2, 100) as the

waveguide. (Id. at c. 2, 1.15; c. 3, 1.19; c.6, 11.14-16; c.10, I1.15-17).

The Examinerfinds that that it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention was madeto incorporate the single mode optical fiber as described in

Groves-Kirkby in the system to detect an electromagnetic field of Kersey et al.'806.

A person of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to provide the single mode

optical fiber, since it is preferred and considered a standard cable utilized in telecommunications.

(Groves-Kirkby at c. 2, 1.15; c. 3, 1.19; and Bailey et al. at c.3, 1154-59) In other words, such a

modification would have provided a system for detecting an acoustic signal that utilizes a

standard fiber optic cable that is already available for usage throughoutindustry, thereby

reducing costs and increasing interfacing capabilities.
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Thus, the Examiner concludesthat Kersey et al.'806, Groves-Kirkby and Baileyetal.

teaches and/or renders obviousthe limitations of wherein said span of opticalfiber comprises a

single mode fiber optic cable.

Claims 29 and 37 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kersey et al.'806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806) in view of Townley-Smith et al. (U.S.

Publication No. 2005/0077455).

In this regard, Kersey et al.'S06 disclosesall the limitations, as previously set forth,

except for specifically calling for the span of optical fiber being made from the polarization

preserving type of opticalfiber.

However, a span of optical fiber being made from the polarization preserving type of

optical fiber is known in the art. For examination purposes, the Examinerfinds that polarization

maintaining type is the same as polarization preserving type given its broadest reasonable

interpretation (emphasis on ‘maintaining’ and ‘preserving’ being equivalent to one of ordinary

skill in the art). In this light, the Examinerfinds that Townley-Smith et al. teaches a fiber optic

perimeter detection system for detecting intruders. (Townley-Smith et al. Abstract). The

Examinerfinds that Townley-Smith et al. teaches a stress sensing fiber 108 being of the

polarization maintaining type. (/d. at { 0077).

The Examinerfinds that that it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention was madeto incorporate the polarization maintaining type fiber as

described in Townley-Smith et al. in the system to detect an electromagnetic field of Kersey et

al.'806.
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A person of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to provide the polarization

maintaining type fiber, since it can increase the fiber optic sensor’s sensitivity range when a

changeofstress is applied, and reduce someof the potential negative effects of fiber

birefringence. (/d.) In other words, such a modification would have provided a morestress

reactive sensor with reduced effects of birefringence, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the

fiber used in a system for detecting an acoustic signals.

Thus, the Examiner concludes that Kersey et al.'806 and Townley-Smith et al. teaches

and/or renders obviousthe limitations of wherein said span ofopticalfiber is made from the

polarization preserving type ofopticalfiber.

Claims 30 and 38 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kersey et al.'806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806) in view of Goldneret al. (International

Publication No. WO 2004/034096).

In this regard, Kersey et al.'S06 disclosesall the limitations, as previously set forth,

except for specifically calling for the span of optical fiber having a coating madeof a

thermoplastic material having the combined characteristics of a low Young's modulus and a

Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber, wherein the coating enhancesthe longitudinal

componentofstrain variation derived from an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis incident

to the optical fiber span from a direction at least in part having a lateral componentin the

direction along which the wavefront propagates.

However, a span of optical fiber having a coating made of a thermoplastic material with

the characteristics as set forth above is knownin the art. For examination purposes, the Examiner
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finds that ‘971 patent discloses a thermoplastic elastomer as a material having the characteristics

of claim 30. (‘971 patent; c.17, ll. 20-24).

In this light, the Examinerfinds that Goldneret al. teaches a ruggedfiber optic array that

is utilized in hydrophoneor geophoneapplications. (Goldner et al. Abstract). The Examiner

finds that Goldneret al. teaches an optical fiber 17 being woundarounda radial support rod 20

and the combination coated with a low modulus thermoplastic elastomer 21. (Id. c.7, 1. 29 —c.8,

1.2; c.13, IL3-13; claim 23; see Figures 1A, 1B).

The Examinerfinds that that it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention was madeto include the low modulus thermoplastic elastomer

coating on the fiber as described in Goldneret al. in the system of Kersey et al.'806.

A person of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to provide the low modulus

thermoplastic elastomer coating on the fiber, since it would block diffusion of water into the

cable structure as well as provide as isolation from external stresses on the system that occur

during the operation of the system. (Id. c.13, ll.6-13). In other words, such a modification would

have provided a morefluid resistant and structurally resilient fiber optic cable, thereby increasing

the operational longevity of the fiber used in a system for detecting an acoustic signals.

Thus, the Examiner concludesthat Kersey et al.'806 and Goldneret al. teaches and/or

renders obviousthe limitations of the span of opticalfiber [having] a coating made of a

thermoplastic material having the combined characteristics ofa low Young's modulus and a

Poisson's ratio below that ofnatural rubber, wherein the coating enhances the longitudinal

componentofstrain variation derivedfrom an acoustic wave signal whose wave frontis incident
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to the opticalfiber spanfrom a direction at least in part having a lateral componentin the

direction along which the wave front propagates.

XVI. Conclusion

Applicant is respectfully reminded that any suggestions or examples of claim language

provided by the Examinerare just that—suggestions or examples—anddonotconstitute a

formal requirement mandated by the Examiner. To be especially clear, any suggestion or

example provided in this Office Action (or in any future office action) does not constitute a

formal requirement mandated by the Examiner.

Should Applicant decide to amendthe claims, Applicant is also reminded that—like

always—no new matter is allowed. The Examinertherefore leaves it up to Applicant to choose

the precise claim language of the amendmentin order to ensure that the amended language

complies with 35 U.S.C. § 112 1° paragraph.

Independent ofthe requirements under 35 U.S.C. § 112 1°‘ paragraph, Applicantis also

respectfully reminded that when amendinga particular claim, all claim terms must have clear

support or antecedent basis in the specification. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.75(d)(1) and MPEP§

608.01(0). Should Applicant amendthe claims such that the claim language no longer hasclear

support or antecedent basis in the specification, an objection to the specification may result.

Therefore, in these situations where the amended claim language does not have clear support or

antecedentbasis in the specification and to prevent a subsequent “Objection to the Specification’
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in the next office action, Applicant is encouragedto either (1) re-evaluate the amendment and

changethe claim language so the claims do have clear support or antecedentbasis or, (2) amend

the specification to ensure that the claim language does have clear support or antecedentbasis.

See again MPEP § 608.01(0) (3). Should Applicant choose to amendthe specification,

Applicant is reminded that—like always—no new matter in the specification is allowed. See 35

U.S.C. § 132(a). If Applicant has any questions on this matter, Applicant is encouraged to

contact the Examiner via the telephone numberlisted below.

Applicant is reminded of the obligation to apprise the Office of any prior or concurrent

proceedings in which the ‘971 patent is or was involved, such as interferencesortrials before the

Patent Trial and Appeal Board, other reissues, reexaminations,or litigations and the results of

such proceedings.

In accordance with MPEP § 1406, the Examiner has reviewed and considered the prior

art cited or ‘of record’ in the original prosecution of the ‘971 patent. Applicant is reminded that

a listing of the information cited or ‘of record’ in the original prosecution of the ‘971 patent need

not be resubmitted in this reissue application unless Applicant desires the information to be

printed on a patent issuing from this reissue application.

Applicantis further reminded of the continuing obligation under 37 C.F.R. §1.56 to

timely apprise the Office of any information whichis material to patentability of the claims

under consideration in this reissue application.
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Stephen J. Ralis whose telephone numberis (571)272-6227. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday- Friday, 8:00-5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Timothy Speer can be reached on 571-272-8385. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

maybe obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Stephen J. Ralis/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

Conferees:

/Luke S. Wassum/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

/Timothy Speer/
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3992

SJR
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RUGGED FIBER OPTIC ARRAY

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

60/416,007, filed October 4, 2002, U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

60/463,295,filed April 16, 2003, and U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

60/465,150, filed April 24, 2003, the entirety ofwhich are expressly incorporated

herein by reference.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention:

The present inventionrelates generally to an improved design and

construction technique for fiber optic hydrophones and hydrophonearrays. More

specifically, the present invention comprises a fiber optic hydrophonethat has a

continuous solid, yet compliant, elastomer core. In some embodiments, plastic

microspheres have been addedto the elastomercore to provide increased acoustic

compliance.

Description of Related Art:

There are many occasions whenit is necessary to detect acoustic signals in

an underwater environment. For example, geologic exploration is often carried out

by setting small explosives below the ocean's, or other body of water's, surface,

detonating the explosives, and then detecting the resulting acoustic signals to

determine the structure of various features on or under the sea floor. Additionally,

there is a need to be able to detect acoustic signals, such as the sounds emitted by

ships, submarines, fish or other animals, that are transmitted under water.

Generally, where acoustic signals need to be sensed or detected in an

underwater environment, sensors called hydrophones are used. In many instances,

multiple hydrophonesare joined together with a specified spacing between each
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hydrophone to form an array of hydrophones. Such arrays ofmultiple hydrophones

are particularly useful compared to use of single hydrophones whereit is necessary

to determine the direction the acoustic signals are coming from, or to provide

increased sensitivity so as to improve the likelihood of detecting faint acoustic

signals.

Conventional hydrophonearrays consist of a series of many piezoelectric

elements, or sensors, each of which produces a voltage proportional to the intensity

of acoustic signals incident upon the hydrophone. Typical hydrophonesavailable

for use in such arrays at present have variouscircuitry or other electronics

associated with the sensor elements located at each sensor in hydrophone. These

associated circuits are used for amplification,filtering, digitization, multiplexing

and the like of the signals produced by the piezoelectric sensors. Because these

additional circuits or electronics are necessarily located underwater, the circuits and

electronics are exposed to harsh conditions, such as extreme pressure due to the

depth the hydrophone is deployed, or water leakage into the hydrophone housing.

To protect the circuits, hydrophones typically include hermetically sealed armored

housings. If the circuitry does fail, however, repair of the hydrophonerequires that

the hydrophone,or,as is typically the case, an entire array or portion of an array,

may need to be retrieved from its underwater deployment for diagnosis and repair.

Because such repairs are costly and time consuming, and may require the use of
specialized vessels and equipmentto retrieve the damaged hydrophones,there is a

need for a more robust acoustic sensor.

One system that provides improved robustness andreliability uses fiber optic
sensors as the sensor element in the hydrophone. Suchfiber optic sensors typically

use optical fiber wrapped in a high precision winding pattern around compliant, air-

backed mandrels as the sensing medium. This arrangement is advantageousin that

no additional circuitry or electronics are required at the location of the sensor,

making the fiber optic sensors inherently more reliable than other types of

conventional hydrophones used in hydrophonearrays.
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In a fiber optic sensor, light is sent from a source located in a relatively

benign environment through the optical fiber to the sensor. Acoustic pressure

wavespresent in the water dynamically strain the fiber, resulting in a shift in the

phaseofthe light transmitted in the optical fiber. The phase shifted lightis

compared to a reference signal, creating an interference pattern. The resulting light

signal is then sent to an interrogator, which converts the light to an electrical signal

for demodulation.

There are several shortcomings associated with presently available

hydrophonearrays that use fiber optic sensors as the sensor element. One

disadvantage ofpresently available fiber optic sensorsis that the fiber generally is

wrapped arounddiscrete, hollow mandrels that are stiff enough to withstand the

hydrostatic pressure requirements of deploying hydrophones under water, yet are

compliant enoughso that the acoustic pressure waves in the water can dynamically

deform the mandrel, thereby straining the optical fiber resulting in a phase shift of

the light transmitted through the fiber. Accordingly, the mandrels must be formed

into sealed, relatively hard plastic or thin metal hollow cylinders that are leak proof

against water under the required hydrostatic pressure. In general the mandrels used

in presently available fiber optic sensors are stiff and unbendable. This is

disadvantageousin that it is useful to be able to manufacture fiber optic sensor

arrays in long continuous sections, and to store such arrays on circular drums, from

whichthe fiber optic sensor array may be deployed and retrieved, and such long

sections need to be flexible.

To facilitate the flexibility needed to store the fiber optic sensor arrays on a

circular drum, the mandrels must be made into short cylindrical pressure vessels,

such as, for example, capped tubes, with flexible links between the capped tubes to

form long continuous bendable sections. A considerable amount of labor must be

used to assemble the optic fiber wrapped on the air-backed mandrels into

interferometers. This laborious process includes preparing the optical fiber,

splicing and recoating the optical fiber, dressing the optical fiber, mechanically
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assembling the pressure vessels, and sealing and testing the vessels and optical fiber

to ensure that the resulting assembly is water tight and functions as desired.

Asfiber is wound around the long continuous, bendable sections, great care

must be exercised to ensure that the mandrel/flexible link interfaces do not have any

sharp or uneven surfaces, and do not separate, shift, or deform underpressure or

tension, which will breakthe optical fiber. In addition, array strength members and

extra optical fibers often must be placed along the outer surface of the continuous

section, leading to optical fiber damage during reeling/unreeling operations as a

result of friction, bending, crushing, and thelike.

Anadditional shortcoming with air-backed mandrel optical fiber

hydrophonesis that such devices have a flat optical phase response to acoustic input

as a function of acoustic frequency. This is disadvantageousin acoustic frequency

ranges that contain unwanted acoustic signals, such as noise caused by fish, whales

or other sound source, whose presence limits the dynamic range of the overall

system unless very high sample rates are used by the system electronics to

interrogate the sensorsto allow signal analysis and canceling ofthe noise.

The spaces between and around the mandrels used for the fiber optic sensors

may also befilled with a liquid in an attempt to provide improved acoustic coupling

and thus sensor sensitivity as well as to improve or control the buoyancy of the

array. Such construction may be disadvantageous because such liquid-filled fiber

optic sensor arrays are susceptible to puncture during deploymentandreeling

operations as wellas during normal operation, and leakageofthe fluid typically
results in failure of the array. Moreover, where a fluid such as kerosene or

kerosene-like liquids or other possibly environmentally hazardous material is used,

leakage of the fluid can contribute to unwanted pollution.

What has been needed, and heretofore unavailable, is a reliable, robust fiber

optic acoustic sensorthat has eliminates the disadvantages of air-backed or fluid

filled arrays, yet provides for increased sensitivity and ease of manufacture. The

present invention satisfies these and other needs.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention overcomes many of the shortcomings associated with

fiber optic hydrophone arrays manufactured in accordance with prior art methods.

The present invention eliminates the requirement forrigid, air-backed

mandrels for the fiber optic hydrophones. Instead, long cylindrical segments of a

continuously flexible elastomer form the base of the hydrophonestructure. The

optical fiber is wound onto the one-piece segments that are completely free of the

rigid mandrel/flexible link interfaces and their associated problems. Complianceis

provided to hydrophone through the use of voided plastic microspheres dispersed

within the elastomer substrate. The hardness of the microsphere containing

elastomeris controlled to meet the required acoustic sensitivity and the acoustic

sensitivity versus depth requirements of a particular application.

One advantage of using an elastomer substrate is that the dynamic properties

of the elastomer, such as, for example, bulk modulus and Poisson’s ratio, may be

altered as necessary to tailor the mechanical response ofthe sensor for an

application. Suchtailoring is useful, for example, to achieve mechanicalroll-off of

undesired (that, is, out of band) frequency response. The ability to suppress

selected frequency ranges providesforlimiting the bandwidth ofthe fiber optic

sensors, reducing demands on the demodulation electronics, which historically

require, using prior art sensors, sample rates that are orders of magnitude higher

than that required to satisfy Nyquist criteria in order to maintain large dynamic

ranges.

Further, replacing the individual sealed rigid mandrels with a flexible

polymerallowsthe center core of the hydrophone or geophone segmentto be used

for passing extra optical fibers and/or a central strength member. Thusthe central

core of the hydrophone or geophone segment can be constructed similar to a

standard high strength fiber optic telecommunications cable with the optical fiber

protected in a thin metal tube surrounded by a rugged strength member and a tough

outer jacket. Such a cableis inherently designed to withstand reeling/unreeling
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without stressing the optical fiber. In one embodimentofthe present invention, the

void filled elastomer is extruded onthe outside of the core of the cable structure in a

concentric fashion, thereby forming the base upon whichto windtheoptical fiber to

form a hydrophoneorarray of hydrophones.

In another aspect of the present invention, the hydrophonesofthe present

invention may be disposed within a hollow tube, with the remaining space within

the tube filled with a liquid, as in a standard towed hydrophonearray, or a low shear

polymer compoundthat does not flow. The purposeofthis filler is to isolate the

hydrophones from longitudinal shear waves which cause noise in the output of the

array.

In other aspects of the present invention, the outer surface of the hydrophone

may be formed from a tough, abrasion resistant elastomeric cover, which provides

turbulent boundary layer noise rejection. In one embodiment, microspheres may be

added to the low shear polymerand/or the elastomeric cover as needed to adjust

buoyancy of the hydrophonearray. This embodimentis particularly advantageous

in that the hydrophone may beusedasis, that is, the fiber optic hydrophone may be

towed without needing to be encased within a fluid filled tube,as is typical for fiber

optic hydrophonearrays presently used.

In another aspect of the present invention, the hydrophone of the present

invention may be constructed without the abrasion resistant cover. In one such
embodiment, the hydrophone may be mounted within a fluid filled tube,as is

typical in present towed hydrophonearrays.

In yet anotheraspect, the present invention is embodied in a continuous,

flexible cylindrical device for detecting acoustic signals, comprising a flexible core

including an acoustic substrate, an optical fiber wound around the acoustic

substrate, and at least one periodic refractive index perturbation formed in the

optical fiber. In another aspect, the acoustic substrate contains a plurality of voids.

In still a further aspect, the voids are formed by hollow microspheres, which may be

formed from a compliant material.
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In still another aspect of the present invention, the flexible core includes a

hollow tube for providing a passageway through the core. In one aspect, the

flexible core includes a strength memberfor providing tensile strength to the core to

resist stretching or breaking of the core during deployment, retrieval or use. In

another aspect, the flexible core includes a strength membersurrounding the hollow

tube for providing tensile strength to the core to resist stretching or breaking of the

core during deployment, retrieval oruse.

Still another aspect of the present invention includesan intermediate jacket

disposed between the metal tube and the central strength member. In one aspect,

the jacket is disposed over the strength member.

In another aspect, the present invention includes an acoustic substrate

including an elastomeric material having a selected dynamic property for limiting

the sensor frequency response to within a desired range of frequencies.

In still another aspect, the optical fiber is wound under tension to form at

least one optical hydrophone. In yet a further aspect, the present invention includes

an embodiment wherein the optical fiber is wound under tension to form a plurality

of optical hydrophones, with each of the hydrophones separated by a periodic

refractive index perturbation. In one aspect, the periodic refractive index

perturbationis a Bragg grating; in another aspect, the periodic refractive index

perturbation is a long period grating.

In another aspect, the present invention may include a layer of tape disposed

around the acoustic substrate underthe optical fiber which may have a low

coefficient of friction relative to a coefficient of friction of the fiber. The tape may

be formed from Teflonor the like.

In still another aspect, the present invention may includea filler rod inter-

wound on the acoustic substrate with the optical fiber such that the filler rod is

disposed approximately parallel to the optical fiber . In one aspectthe filler rod

may be formed of nylon. In another aspect, the filler rod has a diameter equal to or

larger than a diameter of the optical fiber. In yet another aspect, the filler rod and

optical fiber are inter-wound around the acoustic substrate so that there is a space
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between adjacent turns of the woundopticalfiber, the space beingfilled with a

compliant material, such as a thermoplastic elastomer or depolymerized rubber.

In a further aspect, the present invention may include a tape layer disposed

around the inter-woundfiller rod and optical fiber. In one aspect, the tape layeris

formed from a material having a low coefficient of friction relative to the optical

fiber, such as Teflon or polyimide polymer.

Anotheraspect of the present invention an external layer formed from an

elastomer, which may be void filled. In another aspect, the present invention may

include an outer tube in whichthe flexible core and optical fiber are disposed, there

also being a space between the outer tube and the flexible core and optical fiber;

and a material disposed within the space, the material for coupling acoustic signals

from the outer tube to the flexible core and optical fiber. In one aspect, the material

is a fluid, such as Isopar or Norpar (ExxonMobil Chemical Co.); in another aspect,

the material is a low shear modulus polymer.

In a still further aspect, the present invention may include an outer

elastomeric layer disposed on the flexible core and optical fiber, the elastomeric

layer including hollow microspheres dispersed throughthe elastomeric layer to

adjust buoyancy.

Other features and advantagesof the invention will become apparent from

the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, whichillustrate, by way of example, the features of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGURE 1Ais a perspective view of one embodiment of the present

invention depicting an array of fiber optic acoustic sensors mounted ona flexible

sub-core assembly and encasedin a protective sheath.

FIG. 1B is a cross-sectional view of the embodimentof the present invention

depicted in FIG. 1A.
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FIG. 2 is an enlarged perspective view of a portion of the embodiment of

FIG.1 illustrating the spacing offiber optic hydrophone elements wound upon the

flexible sub-core assembly.

FIG. 2A is an enlarged perspective view of a portion of the embodiment of

FIG.1 illustrating the spacing offiber optic hydrophone elements wound upon the

flexible sub-core assembly and showingthe use of a ring of low shearor high loss

material disposed between adjacent windingsof the fiber optic to decouple

mechanical motion between the windings.

FIG,3 is a perspective view, partially in cross-section, of an embodiment of

the present invention where the hydrophone array is disposed within a fluid filled

outer protective covering.

FIG.4 is a perspective view, partially in cross-section, of another

embodiment of the present invention where the hydrophonearray is disposed within

an outer protective covering and where the space between the hydrophone array and

the outer covering is filled with a low shear solid material.

FIG.is a schematic view illustrating deployment of a hydrophonearray in

accordance with one embodimentof the present invention down a well bore.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to the exemplary drawings, which illustrate, by way of

example only, embodiments of the present invention, the present inventionis

generally embodiedin a structure and method for forming that structure that

includes a relatively flexible core through which extends an optical fiber. A series

of reinforcing and protection layers are further would aroundthe core , one layer of

which includes windingsof an optical fiber in which are formed one or more

gratings, such as long period or Bragg gratings. The entire structure may further be

surrounded by an outer jacket. In some embodiments, the resulting cable-line

structure may be extended through a protective cylinder formed from a material

such as glass, metal, polymeror other material as needed to provide additional
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protection to the sensor of the present invention depending upon the environment in

whichthe sensoris to be deployed.

Figure 1 is an overall view of one embodimentofa solid fiber optic

hydrophone array 10 in accordance with the present invention. A core sub-

assembly 18 is formed using various layers of materials as described below, and

then wrapping an optical fiber 17 around the core sub-assembly.

In the embodimentdepicted in Figure 1, the core sub-assembly, starting from

the innermost portion of the core, includes a durable hollow tube 11. This hollow

tube may be formed from thin-walled metal tubing, such as, for example, but not

limited to, 316 stainless steel, or other relatively flexible material suitable for use in

the environment in which the hydrophoneis to be deployed. The hollow tube 11

provides a space that extends throughoutthe entire length of the hydrophoneor

hydrophone array that may be used to house additional optical fibers 12, wires, or

other communications means, that may be neededto send or receive signals from

sensors or other equipment located downstream of the hydrophone or hydrophone

array. Such a provision allows for a numberof hydrophonearrays to be deployed

using the same basic cable-like structure.

Hollow tube 11 my be surroundedby an intermediate elastomeric layer 13.

This intermediate elastomeric layer may provide protection to the hollow tube, and

may also act as an adhesive layer to aid in forming and attaching additional layers

to the hollow tube 11. Typical materials that may be used are, for example,

polyurethane and polyethylene.

Surrounding the elastomeric adhesive layer 13 is a strength member 14 made

of metal wires or synthetic or natural fibers. For example, in one embodiment, the

strength member layer 14 may be formedby closely winding a dense layer of

synthetic fibers such as, for example, aramid fibers or Vectran, a product of

Celanese Acetate LLC. The strength member limits the tensile strain transmitted to

the hydrophonearray structures during manufacture and deploymentofthe array to

prevent failure of the assembly underthetensile strain forces experienced during

deployment, retrieval and operational loading of the array assembly. It will be
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understood by those skilled in the art that other high strength natural or synthetic

fibers may be used, depending onthe design and operational specifications desired

for a particular application. Moreover, in an embodimentofthe present invention,

electrical wires, such as twisted pairs of wires, may be wound aroundthe hollow

tube 11 before strength member 14 is added to the core sub-assembly.

The strength member 14 may be surrounded by an elastomerlayer15.

Elastomerlayer 15 encapsulates the inner layers of the core sub-assembly and also

provides for maintenanceofthe radial uniformity of the strength member 14 and

also may also provide a means for damping and isolating the hydrophone from

vibration transmitted along the strength member 14. In some embodiments,

elastomer layer 15 is surroundedby a layer 16 formed from a solid compressible

material such as an elastomer. In one embodiment, the elastomer forming layer 16

may be a polyurethaneor silicone rubber. In another embodiment, voids may be

formed introduced within the solid compressible material with a material such as,

for example, Expancel (Azko Nobel) closed cell polyethylene foam andthelike.

Once layers 13, 14, 15 and 16 have been formed around hollow tube 11, the

resulting core sub-assembly 18 is in the form of a long, continuous, flexible

cylinder, which serves as the mounting base for the optical sensor fiber 17. Using

methods known in the art, such as winding with a standard cable manufacturing
taping head, the optical sensor fiber 17 is wrapped undera selected amount of

tension, on the order of 100 grams, onto core sub-assembly 18 such that it remains

under tension underall expected operating conditions of the hydrophone.

Wrapping the fiber optic sensor 17 around core sub-assembly 18 in this manner

ensures that an acoustic wave impacting the sensor will uniformly strain the optical

sensing fiber. As shownin Fig. 2, fiber Bragg gratings, or long period gratings,

may be incorporated into the optical sensorfiber 17 at appropriate intervals to form

one or more acoustic sensors along the length of the hydrophone assembly.

Asis knownin theart, fiber Bragg gratings may be incorporated into an

optical fiber using a variety of methods. One such method, for example,is

described in U.S. Patent No. 6,222,973, Fabrication ofRefractive Index Patterns in
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Optical Fibers having Protective Optical Coatings, issued April 24, 2001, the

subject matter of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

Once the optical fiber 17 has been woundon the core sub-assembly, an

adhesive may be applied to hold the optical fiber in position on the core sub-

assembly. The adhesive may also be applied during the winding process. Prior to

winding the optical fiber 17 onto the core sub-assembly 18, the core sub-assembly

18 may be wrapped or coated with a layer 19 of material, which may be in the form

of a tape, such as, for example, but not limited to, Teflon (DuPont de Nemours

Co.), polyimide or other suitable material, having a low coefficient of friction with

respect to the jacket of the optical fiber 17. The addition of low friction layer 19

ensures that optical fiber 17 can move with respect to overlying layers during

bending of the hydrophone 10, reducing or eliminating the introduction of

longitudinal strain onto the optical fiber 17 that may result in tensile failure of

optical fiber 17.

The optical fiber 17, including any gratings formed therein, may be

uncoated, or it may be coated prior to winding with a metallic or non-metallic

materials, depending on the needsofthe particular application in which the

hydrophoneis to be used. Where a coating is applied, the optical fiber may be

coating using known processes, such as pressure or tubing extrusion. Coating the

optical fiber 17 prior to winding typically improves the acoustic sensitivity of the
resultant sensor.

In an embodimentof the present invention where the optical fiber 17 is

coated with a solid elastomer, or an elastomer that has been modified to include

voids dispersed within the elastomercoating, the acoustic substrate of the

hydrophone,layer 16, may be formed from a stiffer material than would otherwise

be appropriate. For example, layer 16 may be formed from a polymer having a

relatively higher elastic modulus of, for example, on the order of 80 orgreater

Shore A hardness, such as a suitable silicone polymer, or an incompressible

polymersuch as, for example, unfilled polyurethane or polyethylene. Forming

layer 16 from such a material may be advantageous where reduced sensitivity of the
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fiber optic sensors is required, such as to hydrostatic pressures caused by deep

deployment of the sensors in water, such as in the ocean,or in oil or gas wells.

The optical fiber 17 may be woundin parallel with a radial support rod 20.

Radial support rod 20 may be made ofa plastic material such as nylon,or other

suitable material, and protects optical sensor fiber 17 during subsequenthandling,

including deployment, reeling and extrusion. Additionally, the interstitial volume

between the optical fiber 17 and the radial support rod 20 may befilled with a low

modulus material 21 such as a thermoplastic elastomer of the type typically used

during standard cable manufacture to block diffusion of water into the cable

structure, or, alternatively, with a material such as depolymerized rubber. Low

modulus material layer 21 provides support for any subsequent tape and/or

extruded protective layers, as well providing as isolation from external shear

stresses on the hydrophone10 that occur during or operation of the hydrophone 10.

In one embodimentofthe present invention, a layer 22 formed from a

material, such asTeflon, polyimide orthe like, having a lowercoefficientof friction

than the jacket of the optical fiber 17 may be applied over low modulus material

layer 21 to ensure radial consistency of the low modulus material 21. Layer 22 may

be wound on the assembly as a layer of tape. Layer 22 is surroundedby a layer 23

formed from a low shear strength elastomer, such as, for example, polyurethane and

silicone rubberand the like having a hardness on the order of approximately 30-40

on the Shore A scale. Acting as a noise reduction mechanism,layer 23 isolates the

optical fiber 17 from longitudinally applied shear stresses that contribute to acoustic

noise within the hydrophone.

The final layer applied to the hydrophone assemblyis typically a tough

elastomeric outer jacket 24. The outer jacket 24 protects the hydrophone 10 from

mechanical handling, abrasion, deployment and operational stresses. Outer jacket

24 may be formed froma variety of suitable materials including, for example,

polyurethane, polyethylene,nitrile rubber, or other materials having the desired

physical characteristics.
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While an embodiment of the present invention has been described as being

surrounded by outer jacket 24, in other embodiments, the outer jacket 24, and layers

21, 22 and 23 may be omitted. However, such embodiments will likely need to be

disposed within a fluid filled or solid filled tube to protect the hydrophone from

damage, as is typical in presently available towed hydrophone arrays.

Figure 2 illustrates the details of a hydrophone array 30 includinga plurality

of hydrophones 55 formed in accordance with the embodiment of the present

invention described above. In this embodimentof the present invention, the

plurality of hydrophones may be formed on a continuous core sub-assembly 31.

Prior to winding, one or more fiber Bragg gratings 32 are written into an optical

fiber 17 (Fig. 1) at predetermined intervals. This predetermined interval between

gratings 32 (Fig. 2) becomes the hydrophone length 33, and may vary depending on

the type and wavelength of the signals to be sensed, as well as the sensitivity and

imaging capabilities desired. The length of optical fiber between each fiber Bragg

grating is an individual sensing element 55. The optical fiber 17 is wound around

core sub-assembly 31 at a pitch selected to maintain the required hydrophone

acoustic sensitivity and spacing 33 based upon acoustic requirements.

Adjacent hydrophonesin accordance with the present invention may be

bound by gratings having different center wavelengths. For example, in one

embodiment, a first hydrophone section is bounded by a grating havingafirst

center wavelength and a second hydrophonesection is bounded by a grating having

a second, different center wavelength. Anarray of this type provides for

wavelength division multiplexing, as the signals from both arrays will capable of

separation and analysis using signal processing techniques well knownin theart.

One potential problem is the occurrence of mechanical motion between

adjacent sensors that may reduce the sensitivity of the array. Mechanical coupling

of this kind may be reduced, or eliminated, by adding a thin layer of low shear

material, such as, for example, polyurethane or the like having a Shore A hardness

of approximately 30-40, between layer 15 and the acoustic substrate formed by

layer 16. In an alternative embodiment, decoupling mechanical motion between
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adjacent sensors may be accomplishedby substituting rings of low shear or high

loss material 25, such as for example, polyurethaneorthe like having a Shore A

hardness of approximately 30-40, in place of the acoustic substrate formed by layer

16 in segments between adjacent sensors, as shownin shownin Fig. 2A.

Figure 3 illustrates an alternative embodimentof the present invention

depicting a hydrophone 60 formedin accordance with the description above, but

omitting the outer layers of the hydrophone assembly surrounding the optical fiber

17. In this embodiment, the hydrophone 60is installed withina liquid-filled

hydrophonearray of the type commonly used in towed arrays. Hydrophone 60,

which may also include outer layers and protective covering 24, is installed within a

tube 70 that is filled with a liquid 65, such as, for example, Isopar or Norpar

(ExxonMobil Chemical Company), or other suitable fluid. Tube 70 serves to

protect the hydrophone 60, while the fluid 65 acoustically couples the hydrophone

to the exterior cases to reduce, to the extent possible, attenuation of acoustic signals

transferred from the exterior of tube 70 to the hydrophone 60, and decouples shear
stress betweenthe tube 70 and the hydrophone 60.

Figure 4 illustrates yet another embodiment of the present invention

depicting a hydrophone 80 formed in accordance with the description above, but

omitting the outer layers of the hydrophone assembly surrounding the optical fiber

17, although there is no requirement to remove the outer layers, and the device

would function acceptably if the outer layers were in place. In this embodiment, the

hydrophone80 is installed within a hydrophone array having an outer jacket 90.

Hydrophone80is installed within a tube 90, designed to protect the hydrophone,

that is filled with a low shearstrength solid fill material 85 such as a polymer which

may also include voids dispersed throughout the polymer to improve acoustic

coupling of acoustical signals to the hydrophone 80 to reduce,to the extent

possible, attenuation of acoustic signals transferred from the exterior of tube 90 to

the hydrophone 80 while decoupling shear stress between the tube 90 and the

hydrophone80.
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Figure 5 illustrates one application utilizing a hydrophonearray in

accordance with present invention deployed in a bore hole. A borehole hydrophone

array 100 in accordance with the present invention may be deployed in an oil or gas

well 105, or any other bore hole such as a geothermal well. A lead cable 110

incorporating a fiber optic for transmitting signals to and from the array 100 is used

to lower the array 100 using deployment apparatus 115 into the well. Lead cable

110 is connected to an acoustic receiver 120, which may containall of the

electronics and optical components necessary to provide a light beam downthe

optic fiber and into the array 100, and also to analyze the phaseshifts in the signals

returning from the array and to convert those signals into a form representative of

the received acoustic signals that may be displayed, printed or further analyzed.

- Additionally, interrogator 120 may configured to communicate with additional

processing equipment, such as a computer or computer network. The

communications may occur either over wires or other hard connections, including

optical networks, or the communications may occur wirelessly.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the core sub-assembly and

outer layers can be manufactured in continuous, one piece, homogeneoussections,

_ using standard cable manufacturing techniques, such as extrusion and winding.
These sections of the core sub-assembly can be wound with a continuousoptical

fiber to create hydrophonearrays, with fiber Bragg gratings spaced at appropriate

intervals to provide the desired sensor spacing. These continuous, one piece

sections containing the arrays may be wound upon commonly available spools and

deployed using deployment equipment commonly available. The novel features of

the present invention thus provide a system and methodfor providing easily

deployable arrays of hydrophones or geophonesthat are rugged and capable of

withstanding harsh environments.

While several particular forms of the invention have been illustrated and

described, it will be apparent that various modifications can be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
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WHATIS CLAIMEDIS:

1. A continuous, flexible cylindrical device for detecting acoustic

signals, comprising:

a flexible core including an acoustic substrate;

an optical fiber wound around the acoustic substrate; and

at least one periodic refractive index perturbation formed in the opticalfiber.

2. The device of claim 1, wherein the acoustic substrate contains a

plurality of voids.

3. The device of claim 2, wherein the voids are formed by hollow

microspheres.

4. The device of claim 3, wherein the microspheres are formed from a

compliant material.

5. The device of claim 1, wherein the flexible core includes a hollow

tube for providing a passageway throughthe core.

6. The device of claim 1, wherein the flexible core includes a strength

memberfor providing tensile strength to the core to resist stretching or breaking of

the core during deployment, retrieval or use.

7. The device of claim 5, wherein the flexible core includes a strength

membersurrounding the hollow tube for providing tensile strength to the core to

resist stretching or breaking of the core during deployment, retrieval or use.

8. The device of claim 7, further comprising an intermediate jacket

disposed between the metal tube and the central strength member.

9. The device of claim 6, further comprising a jacket disposed over the

strength member.

10. The device of claim 8, further comprising a jacket disposed over the

strength member.

11. The device of claim 1, wherein the acoustic substrate includes a an

elastomeric material having a selected dynamic property for limiting the sensor

frequency response to within a desired range of frequencies.
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12. The device of claim 1, wherein the optical fiber is wound under

tension to form at least one optical hydrophone.

13. The device of claim 12, wherein the optical fiber is wound under

tension to form a plurality of optical hydrophones, with each of the hydrophones

separated by a periodic refractive index perturbation.

14. The device of claim 13, wherein the periodic refractive index

perturbation is a Bragg grating.

15. The device of claim 13, wherein the periodic refractive index

perturbation is a long period grating.

16. The device of claim 1, further comprising a layer of tape disposed

around the acoustic substrate underthe optical!fiber.

17. The device of claim 16, wherein the tape has a low coefficient of

friction relative to a coefficient of friction of the fiber.

18. The device of claim 16, wherein the tape is formed from Teflon.

19. The device of claim 1, further comprising a filler rod, the filler rod

jnter-woundontheacoustic substrate with the optical fiber such that the filler rod is

disposed approximately parallel to the optical fiber.

20. The device of claim 19, whereinthe filler rod is formed from nylon.

21. The device of claim 19, wherein the filler rod has a diameter equal to

or larger than a diameter of the optical fiber.

22. The device of claim 21, wherein the filler rod and optical fiber are

inter-wound aroundthe acoustic substrate so that there is a space between adjacent

turns of the woundopticalfiber, the space beingfilled with a compliant material.

23. The device of claim 22, wherein the compliant material is a

thermoplastic elastomer.

24. The device of claim 22, wherein the compliant material is

depolymerized rubber.

25. The device of claim 23, further comprising a tape layer disposed

around the inter-woundfiller rod and optical fiber.
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26. The device of claim 25, wherein the tape layer is formed from a

material having a low coefficient offriction relative to a coefficient of friction of

the optical fiber.

27. The device of claim 26, wherein the material is Teflon.

28. The device of claim 26, wherein the material is a polyimide polymer.

29. The device of claim 1, wherein the optical fiber includes an external

layer formed from an elastomer.

30. The device of claim 29, wherein the elastomeris void filled.

31. The device of claim 1, further comprising:

an outer tube in which the flexible core and optical fiber are disposed, there

also being a space betweenthe outer tube and the flexible core and opticalfiber;

and

a material disposed within the space, the material for coupling acoustic

signals from the outer tube to the flexible core and opticalfiber.

32. The device of claim 31, wherein the material is a fluid.

33. The device of claim 31, wherein the material is a low shear modulus

polymer.

34. The device of claim 32, wherein the fluid is Isopar.

35. The device of claim 32, wherein the fluid is Norpar.

36. The device of claim 31, further comprising an outer elastomeric layer

disposed onthe flexible core and opticalfiber, the elastomeric layer including

hollow microspheres dispersed through the elastomeric layer to adjust buoyancy.

37.|The device of claim 31, wherein the material is an elastomeric

material having a plurality of microspheres dispersed throughoutthe elastomeric

material for providing pressure-compensatedstructural support for the flexible core

and optical fiber.

38. The device of claim 13, further comprising a ring of low shear

material disposed betweenat least one pair of adjacent optical hydrophones.

39. The device of claim 3, wherein the microspheres are formed from

Expancel.
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(54) Abstract Title

Optical waveguide Bragg grating system

(57) An optical waveguide Bragg grating system hasa length of optical waveguide 2 containing a set of
Bragg gratings at each of a numberof locations 10, 20, 30. Each location is assigned a unique digital code
defining the wavelengthset of the gratings at that location. The Bragg grating locations may be
mechanical-strain sensing locations. For sensing, the waveguide 2 is coupled to a broadband optical source 5
and the combined response from all the grating locations 15 is correlated 16 with each digital code to
discriminate responses from the respective grating locations. In an alternative arrangement, a communication
system uses a plurality of sources of unique wavelength and reflective taps at each grating location.
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OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE BRAGG GRATING SYSTEM

This invention relates to an optical waveguide Bragg grating system and particularly,

although not exclusively to a system utilising optical fibre Bragg gratings as sensors.

Optical waveguide Bragg gratings are finding increasing application as sensors,

particularly of mechanical strain and other parameters, for example temperature, which can

be represented in terms of inducedstrain.

A plurality of Bragg gratings can usefully be cascaded along the length of a single

waveguide such as an optical fibre. In sensor applications, this usefully provides the

ability to sense a parameter at the location of each grating in the series. In such an

arrangement each sensor in the series has a unique wavelength response and the sensors

are addressed by means of a single wideband optical source, the bandwidth of which

covers the wavelength response rangeofall the sensors in a series. Analysing the reflected

response from all the sensors by meansof a spectrum analyser enables the responses from

individual sensors to be determined.

A cascaded Bragg grating system as described, has a significant limitation in the form of

the inevitable compromise, which has to be made between the numberof gratings in the

series, their required dynamic range and the optical bandwidth available from a single

optical source.

This invention seeks to provide an optical waveguide Bragg grating system in which the

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0257
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above-mentioned limitation is mitigated.

According to one aspect of the invention there is provided an optical waveguide Bragg

grating system comprising a length of optical waveguide having a plurality of Bragg

grating locations spaced apart along its length, each grating location containing a plurality

of superimposed Bragg gratings formed thereat, each of the superimposed gratings at a

respective location having a characteristic response wavelength different from the other

gratings at that location, each location being assigned a unique digital code defining a

unique set of response wavelengths of the gratings at that location, an optical source for

providing an opticai signai to the optical waveguide, the signai having a bandwidth which

includes the response wavelength of each grating at each location, a correlator for

correlating in wavelength space combined optical responses from all locations with each

code, whereby the responses from each grating location may be uniquely determined.

The optical waveguide is preferably an optical fibre, typically single mode optical fibre.

A signal amplitude threshold circuit may be coupled to an output of the correlator to

increase discrimination of the responses from the respective grating locations.

The digital codes assigned to the grating locations may be Prime Codes.

The Bragg grating locations may be mechanical strain-sensing locations, a change in the

wavelength response from a respective location being indicative of a change in mechanical

strain induced in the optical waveguideat that location.

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0258
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According to a second aspect of the invention there is provided an optical Code Division

Multiple Access (CDMA) data communications system comprising a length of optical

fibre waveguide having a plurality of Bragg grating locations spaced apart along its length,

each grating location containing a plurality of superimposed Bragg gratings formed

thereat, each of the superimposed gratings at a respective location having a characteristic

response wavelength different from the other gratings at that location, each location being

assigned a unique digital code defining a unique set of response wavelengths of the

gratings at that location and havinga respective reflective tap, a plurality of optical sources

coupled to the optical waveguide, each source having a unique respective wavelength

corresponding to the characteristic response wavelength of a different respective one of the

gratings at the plurality of Bragg grating locations, a data input for feeding data intended to

be received at the reflective tap of a grating location to each optical source having a

wavelength corresponding to the characteristic response wavelength of each grating at said

grating location and a correlator coupled to each reflective tap for correlating in

wavelength space optical signals received at a respective tap with each digital code,

wherebydata signals intended for that tap may be discriminated.

The optical waveguide is preferably an optical fibre, typically single mode opticalfibre.

A signal amplitude threshold circuit may be coupled to an output of each correlator to

increase discrimination of the responses from the respective grating locations.

The digital codes assigned to the grating locations may be Prime Codes.

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0259
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An exemplary embodiment of the invention will now be described with reference to the

drawings in which:

Fig.1 (a) shows a known Bragg grating system;

Fig. 1 (b) shows a preferred embodiment of a Bragg grating system in accordance with a

first aspect of the invention;

Figs.2, 3 and 4 illustrate results of correlation for three possible cases; and

Fig.5 shows a preferred embodiment of an optical COMA data communications system in

accordance with a second aspect of the invention.

Referring now to Fig.1(a), there is shown a known optical waveguide Bragg grating system

in which a single mode optical fibre 1, has Bragg gratings 11, 12, and 13 of respective

characteristic reflection wavelengths i,, 4,, 4, formed at intervals along its length. In this

example the gratings are provided as sensors for sensing, for example mechanicalstrain.

The gratings 11, 12 and 13 are typically addressed by means of a wide-band optical source

coupled to the fibre 1 and reflected responses from the grating sensors are analysed by

means of a spectrum analyser. A change in the spectral response of a grating sensor

indicates a change in the sensed parameter, in this case mechanicalstrain.

A problem with this arrangement is the compromise, which must be made between the

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0260
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number of grating sensors, which may be cascaded in this way, their required dynamic

range and the optical bandwidth available from a single source, to cover the range of

characteristic reflection wavelengths of all the cascaded gratings. In a typical strain

sensing application, it is possible to support eight cascaded Bragg grating sensors, each

having a wavelength window 5nm wide, equivalent to a strain-response range of 0-

3000ustrain, within the typical 40nm spectral range of state-of-the-art semiconductor

diode sources.

In seeking to mitigate this problem, the present invention draws on techniques from the

field of Code Division Multiple Access, (CDMA) communications to provide resolution of

the responses from optical waveguide Bragg gratings.

In a typical CDMA system, each bit is encoded into a waveform s(t) that correspondsto a

code sequence of N chips representing the destination address of that bit. Each receiver

correlates its own address f(t) with the received signal s(t). The received outputr(t) is:

r(t)= J" s(z). f(z-1).dz (1)

If the signal has arrived at the correct destination, then s(t) = f(t) and Equation (1)

represents an auto-correlation function. If the signal has arrived at an incorrect destination,

then s(t) # f(t) and (1) represents a cross-correlation function. At each receiver, to

maximise the discrimination between the correct (destination) signal and interference (all

other signals), it is necessary to maximise the auto-correlation function and to minimise the

cross-correlation function. This is accomplished by selecting a set of orthogonal code

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0261
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sequences. Optimum discrimination occurs for conditions under which the auto-

correlation function is a maximum andthe cross-correlation function is simultaneously a

minimum. The size of the code applied to each transmitted bit depends on the numberof

. . : . . . N-1
receivers in the system. In a binary signalling scheme, this has a minimum size of 2. ,

where N is the number of receivers involved, although optimum code. design strategies

may demand significantly longer codes.

In the present invention these principles are applied in a first aspect of the invention to

discriminating responses from a set of Bragg grating locations spaced along a length of

optical waveguide and in a second aspect to provide an optical CDMA data system in

which data signals intended for respective ones of a number of locations may be

discriminated by means of Bragg gratings provided at those locations.

Referring to Fig.1 (b), there is shown a Bragg grating sensor system comprising an optical

waveguide in the form of a single mode optical fibre 2 provided with Bragg grating

locations 10, 20, 30 at spaced intervals along its length. A wideband optical source 5 is

coupled to feed the optical fibre 2 and signals reflected from each Bragg grating location

10, 20, 30 are fed to a spectrum analyser 15 and then to a correlator circuit 16.

Each Bragg grating location incorporates three gratings each having its own respective

characteristic wavelength response, the set of three wavelengths at each grating location

being uniqueto that location and hence different from the wavelength responseset of any

other grating location.

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0262
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Each grating location 10, 20, 30 is assigned a digital code which defines in wavelength

space the characteristic wavelength response of the three gratings at the respective

location. Suitable code sequences are Prime Codes. These wereinitially developed as

codes applicable to optical systems, giving better correlation properties in intensity-

summation systems (i.e. in which the detected signal is always zero or positive) than the

previous generation of codes (exemplified by Gold-sequences), which are more applicable

to amplitude-detection. The following description is made with reference to Prime Codes,

but the invention is not limited to such codes and any other suitable code sequence may be

used.

For the system of Fig.1 (b), having three sensing sites, each with three gratings, the

relevant Prime Codesare;

User Code Sequence

1~———-«-:100-100-100

2 100 010 001

3 100 001 010

In this case Users 1, 2 and 3 represent the Bragg grating locations 10, 20, 30 and the code

sequences represent the wavelengths of the characteristic wavelength responses of the

three Bragg gratings at each location. Thus in a wavelength space covering nine different

characteristic wavelengths of the code sequence, the gratings for user 1 at location 10 are

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0263
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assigned wavelengths i, 4, and 2, those at grating location 20 wavelengths 2,4, and i,

and thoseat location 30 wavelengths i, 4, and i,

As described, a multiplicity of sensors share a common wavelength space and the potential

dynamic range, in wavelength terms, can therefore be muchlarger, since it is not necessary

to prevent the dynamic wavelength excursions of one grating from encroaching on the

spectral space allocated to its neighbours. In wavelength-space, therefore, the reflected

response of a particular sensor comprises a number of delta-functions, forming a pattern

unique to that sensor.

In order to discriminate the responses from the individual Bragg grating sensorlocations, a

spectral analysis is made of the sum ofall grating sensor responses, taking no account of

the positional origin of the signals received by the detection system consisting of the

spectrum analyser 15 and the correlator 16. In the present example in which the Bragg

gratings at the three locations are functioning as strain sensors, as an individual sensing

location experiences strain (or responds to an influence inducing strain) its characteristic

coded response pattern shifts across the spectrum, modifying the integrated detected

spectrum.

By performing, in correlator 16, a correlation in wavelength-space of the integrated

detected spectral pattern against the specific sensor code,it is possible to assign the sensor

response a position, which directly represents the induced shift in the wavelength pattern

associated with the specific sensor location. With suitable choice of code patterns, the

cross-correlation of the detected pattern associated with any particular sensor against the

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0264
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codes of the remaining sensors in the set can be minimised, providing an unambiguous

interrogation of any individual sensors in theset.

Referring now to Figs 2, 3 and 4 there are shownthe output of the correlator 16 for three

cases. The first line of each Figure shows the raw results of autocorrelation, while the

second row showsthe sameresults after subjecting to thresholding.

In Fig.2, the nine-bit codes for each of the three sensor locations occupy non-overlapping

positions in a 32-bin wavelength space. In this case all sensor locations are completely

resolved at positions 1, 12 and 23.

In Fig. 3, all three sensor locations are completely coincident in wavelength space, but as

can be seen, the auto correlation with the respective codes discriminates each sensor

response at position 12.

Similarly in Fig. 4, where sensor codes overlap in wavelength space, sensor outputs at

positions 10, 12 and 13 are discriminated.

As can also be seen by thresholding the correlator output at signal magnitude slightly in

excess of 2 on the vertical axis of each figure, the discrimination against unwanted signals

is considerable enhanced.

The above example has been described with reference to a nine bit code suitable for three

sensor locations. The size of the code can be increased with a correspondingincrease in

the number of grating/sensing locations which may be supported and enhanced

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0265
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discrimination between auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions.

The following is an example of the Prime codesfor a five user/location system;

User Code Sequence

1 10000 =.10000

2 10000 =01000

3 10000 00100

4 10000 00016

5 10000 =00001

10000

00100

00001

01000

00010

10000

00010

01000

00001

00100

The multiple Bragg gratings at each of the grating locations may be formed adjacent to

each other, or to be superimposed one upon another. Such multiple gratings may be

formed by known techniques for forming Bragg gratings in optical fibres, such as,

holographic exposure, phase mask exposure or direct writing into the fibre by optical

beam.

In a second aspect, the invention may usefully be applied to provide an optical data

communications system. One exemplary embodimentis illustrated in Fig.5. In Fig. 5, an

optical waveguide in the form of a single mode optical fibre 100 has coupled thereto five

optical sources, typically laser diode sources, 110, 111, 112, 113 and 114, of respective

wavelengths i, 4,4, A,and d..

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0266
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At each of a plurality of locations, 120, 130 and 140 is provided a set of three Bragg

gratings, those at location 120 having characteristic response wavelengths 4, Ay, and i,

those at location 130 wavelengths 1, 2, and 2, and finally those at location 130 having

wavelengths A, 4, and 2, Also at each grating location the fibre has a respective

reflective tap 122, 132 and 142.

The optical sources 110 through 114 have data inputs 125, 135 and 145, for the supply of

data intended to be received at the grating locations 120, 130 and 140 by way of the

reflective taps 122, 132 and 142. The data input 125, which carries data intended for

reception by a user assigned to the tap 122, is coupled to drive the optical sources 110, 111

and 114, having wavelengths corresponding to the three wavelength responses of the

gratings at the location 120. Similarly the data input 135 is coupled to the optical sources

110, 112 and 113 and the data input 145 to the sources 111, 113 and 114.

As with the embodiment described with respect to Fig. 1 (b) in conjunction with Figs. 2 to

4, a spectrum analyzer and correlator is coupled to each tap 122, 132, 142 and an auto

correlation function is performed in wavelength space betweenthe signals received at each

of the taps and the digital codes assigned to the taps, in the manner described above. In

this way data intended to be transmitted to each of the users associated with each reflective

tap along the optical fibre 100, may be discriminated.

The invention has been described by way of example and modifications may be made

without departing from the scope of the invention. In particular, the invention is not

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0267
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restricted to the use of optical fibre waveguides and any other suitable optical waveguide

may be used, such as those formed using lithium niobate, TI-V semiconductor andsilica

technologies. More than three gratings may also be employed at each location. The

invention is also not restricted to the use of Prime Codes and any other suitable code

structure may be employed. All that is required is that the digital code sequence chosenis

suitable to support the numberof gratings per location and the number oflocations.

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0268
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CLAIMS

1. An optical waveguide Bragg grating system comprising a length of optical

waveguide havingaplurality of Bragg grating locations spaced apart along its length, each

grating location containing a plurality of superimposed Bragg gratings formed thereat,

each of the superimposed gratings at a respective location having a characteristic response

wavelength different from the other gratings at that location, each location being assigned

a unique digital code representative of a unique set of response wavelengthsof the gratings

at that location, an optical source for providing an optical signal to the optical waveguide,

the signal having a bandwidth which includes the response wavelength of each grating at

each location, a correlator for correlating in wavelength space combined optical responses

from all locations with each code, whereby the responses from each grating location may

be uniquely determined.

2. The grating system of Claim 1 in which a signal amplitude threshold circuit is

coupled to an output of the correlator to increase discrimination of the responses from the

respective grating locations.

3. The grating system of Claim 1 or 2 in which the digital codes assigned to the

grating locations are Prime Codes.

4. The grating system of any preceding claim in which the Bragg grating locations are

mechanicalstrain-sensing locations, a change in the wavelength response from a respective

location being indicative of a change in mechanical strain induced in the optical waveguide

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0269
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at that location.

5. An optical CDMA data communications system comprising a length of optical

waveguide having a plurality of Bragg grating locations spaced apart along its length, each

grating location containing a plurality of superimposed Bragg gratings formed thereat,

each of the superimposed gratings at a respective location having a characteristic response

wavelength different from the other gratings at that location, each location being assigned

a unique digital code representative of a unique set of response wavelengths of the gratings

at that location and having a respective reflective tap, a plurality of optical sources

coupied to the optical waveguide, each source having a unique respective wavelength

corresponding to the characteristic response wavelength of a different respective one of the

gratings at the plurality of Bragg grating locations, a data input for feeding data intended to

be received at the reflective tap of a grating location to each optical source having a

wavelength corresponding to the characteristic response wavelength of each grating at said

grating location and a correlator coupled to each reflective tap for correlating in

wavelength space optical signals received at a respective tap with each digital code,

whereby data signals intended for that tap may be discriminated.

6. The system of Claim 5 in which a signal amplitude threshold circuit is coupled to

an output of each correlator to increase discrimination of the responses from the respective

grating locations.

7. The system of Claim 5 or 6 in which the digital codes assigned to the grating

locations are Prime Codes.

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0270
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8. The system of any preceding claim in which the optical waveguide is a length of

optical fibre.

9. The system of Claim 8 in whichthe opticalfibre is single mode optical fibre.

10. An optical waveguide Bragg grating system substantially as herein described with

reference to and as shownin Figs 1 (b) and 2 to 4 of the drawings.

11. An optical CDMA data communications system substantially as herein described

with reference to and as shownin Fig. 5 of the drawings.

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0271
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US-RMAPN-€L: 356435.5

US-ADDL-CL: 3564478, 3564484
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SESRCH-FLB: 3560435.5, 356473.1, 3564477, 3568478, 256#484, 367#140, 3678141

PPC-MAPN-CL: [8] GOLL G01#24 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 20060418 (A FIBH US)

iPC-ADDL-CL: [8] GOIB O09#02 (20060101) Advanced Inventive 200604138 (AL ITBH US}

PRIM-EXBR: Toatley, Ir, Gregory 3,

ASST-EXMAR: Lyons, Michael A.

REF-CETED:

5194847, March 16, 1993, Taylor et al, United States of America (US)
5686986, November 11, 1997, Liet aL, United States of America (US)
6042971, March 28, 20006, Payton, United States of America GUS)
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NON-PATENT LITERATURE:

R. Hughes and J. Jarzynski, “Static Pressure Sensitivity Amplification in Interferometric Fiber-Optic Hydrophones”,
Applied Optics, Jan. 1, 1940, val. 19., Na. 1, USA.G018914716

CORE TERMS: optical, phase, phi, fiber, path, omega, electrical, cos, span, sensor, iqhtwave, correlation, wave,
sin, psi, composite, frequency, receiver, correlator, virtual, laser, electronic, oscillator, r.f, tau, seduence,
interrogation, demodulator, acoustic, array

EN GLISH-ABST:

A CW lightwave modulated by a continuously reiterated binary pseudorandom code sequence is launched into an
end of a span of ordinary optical fiber cable, Portions of the launched lightwave back propagate to the launch end
fram a continuum of locations along the span because of innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering.
This is picked off the launch end and heterodyned to produce a r.f. beat sianal. The rf. beat signal is processed
by @ plurality (which can be thousands} of correlator type binary pseudonaise code sequence demodulators
respectively operated in different delay time relationships to the timing base of the relterated modulation
sequences, The outputs of the demodulators provide rf, time-domain reflectometry outpuis representative of
signals (@.g., acoustic pressure waves) incident to virtual sensars along the fiber at positions corresponding ta
the various tine dalay relationships,
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NO-OF-CLADMS: 22

EXMPL-CLADM: 1

NO-OF-FIGURES: 13

NO-DRWAG-PP: 13

GOVT-TNTEREST:

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST

POOG2TThe invention described herein may be manufactured and used by or for the Government of the United
States of America for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefore.

PARENT-PAT-ENFO:

Po00LlApplicant claims the benefit of a provisional application, No. 60/599,437 which was filed on 6 Aug. 2004,
and which is entitied “Continuous Rayleigh Effect Sensor Backscattering Heteradyne Optical Sensor System” by
Robert M. Payton.

SUMMARY:

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

P0003 PNatural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing a Spread Spectrum Virtual Sensing Array Capability” (Navy
Case No 96650) flied on even date herewith in the name of Robert M. Payton, hereby incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

POO04P Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing A Virtual Phase Signal Sensing Array Capability” (Navy Case
No. 96518) filed on even date herewith in the name of Robert M. Payton, hereby incorporated herein by reference
in its entirety.

POO05P Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing a Virtual Differential Signal Sensing Array Capability” (Navy
Case No. 96519) filed on even date herewith in the name of Robert M. Payton, hereby incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

iOOOGICL) Field of the Invention

(0007 } fhe present invention relates generally to the field of tirne-domain reflectorneters. More specifically, it
relates to such reflectometers which are a part of a photonic systern application in which the object of the
reflectometry is a span of fiber which has an interrogation signal iaunch end and a remote end. The invention
enables the provision of a linear array of virtual sensors along the span. One particular type of application toward
which the invention is directed are acoustic security alarm systerns in which the span serves as a perimeter
intrusion monitoring line.

POOUS8H 2) Description of the Prior Art

PG0e9TThe U.S. Department of the Navy has been engaged in the development of towed acoustic arrays which
are reflectometric systems in which the obiect of the reflectometry is a flber span having an interrogation signal
launch end and a remote end. One such development involves farming a towed array of acoustic sensors along
the span by the costly process of irradiating Bragg reflective gratings into the fiber cable. These reflective
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gratings form the array of sensors of the reflectometry scheme of these systems. These towed arrays have a
length of the order of at least 1.0 kr, and the need to irradiate the fiber has resulted in the fiber spans costing
hundreds of thousands of dollars each.

fO0i0}The Department of the Navy development activities have been further tasked to apply their creative efforts
to homeland defense problerns. As part of this effort there is under consideration the use of a reflectometerin
which a fiber span is the object of the reflactometry. In this scheme, the fiber span provided with acoustic
sensors would be used as an intrusion detector to monitor the perimeter of an area desired to be secure, The
span lengths for this type of application include lengths of the order of 5 km, (inks of a U.S. border protection
network, oll line protection, chemical plant protection, etc.). In such perimeter monitoring applications thousands
of acoustic sensors would be required along the fiber span.

fOO1L ihe cost of manufacturing such perimeter monitoring spans employing reflective Bragg grating sensars
has been an obstacle to their use in perimeter intrusion monitoring applications. Thus, there is considerable
interest in the development of a reflectometer system in which a fiber span is the object of the reflectometry
optic array that does not require the high cost of Bragg reflective acoustic sensors.

iOO12 iPrevious effart in solving related problems are described by the following patents:

fOO1SIULS. Pat. No. 5,194,847 issued Mar. 16, 1993 to H. Taylor and C. Lee discloses an apparatus for sensing
intrusion into a predefined perimeter which comprises means for producing a coherent pulsed Jight, which is
injected into an optical sensing fiber having a first predetermined length and positioned along the predefined
perimeter. A backscattered light in respanse to receiving the coherent light pulses is produced and coupled inte
an optical receiving fiber. The backscattered light is detected by a photadetector and a signal indicative of the
backscattered light is produced. An intrusion is detectable fram the produced signal as indicated by a change in
the backscattered light. To increase the sensitivity of the apparatus, a reference fiber and interferameter may
aiso be employed.

PG0147U.S, Pat. No. 6,285,806 issued on Sep. 4, 2001 to A. Kersey et af., discloses an apparatus and method for
measuring strain in an optical fiber using the spectral shift of Rayleigh scattered light. The interference pattern
produced by an alr gap reflector and backscatter radiation is measured. Using Fourier Transforms, the spectrurn
of any section of fiber can be extracted. Cross correlation with an unstrained measurement produces a correlation
peak. The location of the carrelation peak indicates the strain level in the selected portion of optical fiber.

fOOL5fhe above patents do not show how to obtain signals representing acoustic pressure signals incident upan
a fiber span (fo detect perimeter intrusion) af a very large number of sensing stations without involving high
manufacturing costs. Cansequently, those skilled in the arts wil appreciate the present invention which addresses
these and other problems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

P0016}The objects of the present invention include the provision of:

& ~

{1} A time-dornain reflectometer wherein an optical fiber span is the object of the reflectametry, and which
provides output signals representative of acoustic pressure waves incident the span solely by virtue of the
natural, or innate, properties of cornmercial grade optical fiber cables.

{3} The reflectometer described in oblect number (13, above, capable of providing acoustic wave stanal
sensing lenaths of 5.0 krn or more.

co) =

{3} The reflectometer described in oblect number (23, above, which facilitates the provision of a very large
plurality fe.q. 5,000 or more) virtual acoustic sensers alang the span,

co) =

{4} The reflectometer described in oblect number (1), above having a mode of operation which inherently
attenuates undesired noises due to span line discorntinulties, such as reflections caused by fiber cable
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couplings.
s =

{5} The reflectometer described in objects numbered (1) through
3 ~

{4}, above, having special utility as a perimeter intrusion monitoring line for an acoustic security alarm
system.

3 ~

{6} The reflectometer described in object numbered (1), above, which is capable of providing output signals
in the form of a phase signal which varies linearly with the acoustic pressure wave.

3 ~

(73 The reflectorneter described in obiect numbered (3), above, which is capable of providing output signals
in the form of phase differential signals across pairs of the virtual sensors.

3 ~

{8} The reflectameter described in the object number (7), above, providing a capability of programmably
selecting @ pair, or pairs, of virtual acoustic sensors across which the phase signals are picked off, from
among the plurality of virtual signals along the span.

(0026)These and other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will become apparent fram the
drawings, the descriptions given herein, and the appended claims. However, it will be understood that the above
listed objects and advantages of the invention are intended only as an aid in understanding aspects of the
invention, and not intended to mit the invention in any way, and do not form a comprehensive list of objects,
features, and advantages.

0027Accordingly, a time-domain reflectameter is provided for sensing and providing output signals
representative of acoustic wave signals incident on the fiber span which is the object of the reflectometry,
wherein the innate properties of low cast, cammercially available fiber optic cables are employed to create a
plurality (upwardly extending to very large numbers, e.g., 5000 and more) virtual sensors,

POO28fhe present invention is implemented as follows: Time and spatial domain multiplexing and de-
multiplexing af optical signals is accomplished by an electronic-delay or time of-transversal-delay coupled with
modulated-retransmission of a master or reference carrier wave. Each individual optical signal occupies a unique
time-delay slot or bin. A master or carrier wave is modulated with each individual optical signal and delayed by
the approgriate time interval specific to a particular signal. All such signals are combined and simultaneously
transmitted as a composite optical signal to a receiver where these are collected and photodetected. By
correlating the shotodetected composite optical signal with the master or reference carrier wave, each individual
optical signal is sarted or demultiplexed into separate electronic signal channels. The continuous wave nature of
the master or reference carrier wave provides more power than a pulsed optical wave and heterodyne optical
reception of the invention allows a very low optical detection threshold or naise floor. The invention provides
significant improvement over other systems because the optical noise floor is lowered considerably over more
conventional means,

(O0291The invention aoches to several applications. The invention alows audio bandwidth (tens of kilohertz
bandwidth} providing time-domain reflectometry measurements of fiber aptical cables or other optical mediums
such aS glass, air, water, etc. Other time-domain reflectametry methods da not sample the aptical medium fast
enough to detect tens of kiighertz bandwidth variations in the medium. The invention also relates to fiber optic
sensors and optical sensors generally. A fiber optic sensor array is typically time-damain multiplexed fy the time-
of-transversai of an interrogation lightwave to each sensor and back to a commen optical collection and detection
point, The invention relates generally to both arnplitude and phase type aptical senor arrays, The invention is an
enabling technology for a Department of Navy development known as the Rayleigh Optical Scattering and
Encading (ROSE) sensar system. The spatial separation of seqmentation of a ROSE acoustic array into spatial
channels is enabled by the invention.

POO30Fhe invention relates to acoustic security alarm systems, Naval towed arrays for sensing underwater
acoustic signals, fiber optic buaging devices, and many other potential ROSE applications. The invention also
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relates ta non-fiber optical sensors such as: laser velocimeters; lasers imagers; laser radar; laser rangers; and
remote laser acoustic, strain, motion or temperature measurement devices.

DRWBESC:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

iCOSLIA more carnplete understanding of the invention and many of the attendant advantages thereto will be
readily appreciated as the same becornes better understood by reference to the following detaled description
whten considered in conjunction with the accompanying drawing, wherein like reference numerals refer to like
parts and wherein:

POOS2TFIG. 1 is a graphical depiction of certain underlying physical mechanisms of polarization;

POO231FIG. 2 is a block diagram helpful in understanding the concept of launch of an interrogation signal along an
optical fiber span providing a virtual array of pressure wave sensors by retrieval of backscatter from Rayleigh
Optical Scatter (ROS) effects:

POO241FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a natural fiber span time-domain reflectometer system in accordance with the
present invention:

LOOSS5IFIG, 4 is an electrical schematic of a balanced heterodyne optic detector circuit:

POOSC]FIG. 5 is an electrical schematic of an alternative embodiment of a photodetector tvpe heteradyner;

fQOS7IFIG. & is a block diagram of a programmable correlator subsystem, which enables spatial sampling of
optical signals on the fiber optic span of the system of FIG. 3, in order to provide a4 virtual array of acoustic wave
sensors therealong:

LOO3SIFIG, 7 is a block diagram depiction of a set of phase demodulatorcircuit assemblies which receives the
outputs of the programmabie correlator subsystem of FIG. 6;

iGOSSTFIG. § is a block diagram of one of the phase demodulator circuit assemblies of the set of FIG. 7;

POO401FIG. 9 is a block diagram disclosing details of an 1 & QO demodulator component in a phase demodulator
circuik assembly of FIG. &;

fQO4LIFIG. 10 is a block diagram disclosing details of a digital embodiment of the phase detector component
phase demeaculator circuit assembly of FIG. &:

POO42]FIG. il is a black diagram disclosing details of an analog embodiment of the phase detector component
phase demodulator circuit assembly of FIG. 8;

POOAS FIG. 12 is a block dlagram of a programmable routing and phase signal switching network which provides
selective pairing of the outputs of the set of phase demodulators of FIG. 7 to provide differential phase signals
across pairs of virtual sensors along the fiber span in accordance with the present invention; and

POO44 FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic depiction of embodiment of invention of FIG. 3 in which portions of the optical
fiber span are wound around a hollow mandrel,

DETDESC:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

(1) Description of Underlying Theories
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(00451a, Heterodyne Optical Detection

iOO461]Optical receivers are bun around photodetectors which detect optical power rather than instantaneous
electric field. Typically the photadetector output current is proportional to the incident optical power. This
relationship severely limits the dynamic range of an incoherent optical receiver because for avery decibel af
optical power fost in a receiver system two decibels of receiver output current is lost. The square law
characteristics af photacletectors limits typical incoherent optical receivers (often called video detection receivers)
to dynamic ranges of less than 80 dB and optical detection noise Moors to greater than &minus:80 dBm per Hertz

bandwidth. As illustration, suppose an electric Held Er.\(t} [valt/meter] immersed in a material of impedance
&eta; [Ohms] impinges upon a photodetector of responsivity [ampere/watt] loaded by resistor Rey yand amplified
by amplification A, then the optical power Pre jby amplification A, is:

iO047 iPsSat: (t)=&lang: Earharu:s&at: (Hamiddot: Earharu:s&af: (G@rang;&eta: (1) The photadetectar output

current [amperes] is: (=Fs\Uj&emsp;Remsp;(2) The photoreceiver output [volts] is thus:
vsARf=ARGPo(itvhermsp; Gemsp ; (3)

[O048iThe output fades onby if the antical signal power goes to zero because the vector dot product of an aptical
Signal against itself has no polarization or phase effects. This lack of fading due to polarization or phase comes at
a cast: phase information is last and signalto moise ratios are severely impacted.

(004914 coherent optical receiver takes advantage of the square law characteristics of photodetectors. A coherent
optical receiver combines two optical beams, a signal and a focal oscillator, together to form an interference, The
interference between these aptical waves produces a “beat” which allows the measurement of the phase
difference between the signal and the local oscillator. This interference produces an amplitude, polarization, and
phase sensitive receiver output. In order ta consider these effects a discussian of the palarizatian state of plane
waves is in order. A plane wave contains two orthogonal vector companents which are also orthoganal to the
direction of propagation of the wave. For purposes of discussion we will carisider the plane wave ta be oriented so
that the vector components of the electromadnetic fleid He in an X-Y plane and that the wave propagates in the 2
direction. However, this choice of axes is completely arbitrary. In practice, the wave can be oriented in any
propagation direction. In order to simplify discussions, a simple change of coordinates will make this discussion
camipletely general.

(OOS)he polarization of an electramadnetic (or optical) plane wave, p, is described by a minimum of five
parameters, There are two basic ways of specifying these parameters. The first way leads to a description which
is oriented towards that which is directhy obtained from physical rneasurements.

(O05 LiE&rharu:pSat;(Epx,Epy,&Phi:px,@Phi py Someda:p,t)=<[Epx&atf: (ait: cos&at;
(Bomeda; pkit+SPhis poeEpy&af; (Dait: cos&ah; (Someqa;p&itit+&Phi:py}](4) The second manner of describing
the polarization state of a wave, p, is oriented more towards the underlying physical mechanisms of polarization.
See FIG. PT. The description is made in terms of spatial and temporal parameters:

POO 2 TERrarr; p&al; (Ep, 7p, &psip&phisp&omegaspt)= EpRat:eat: fcoskat; (ep ising&af: (75 )-sin&afks (Ppicas&at;
(?p) Sit: [oos&at: (Sasi p0sin@at: (&psi-pyi&it: cos&af: (Gaomega p&itii+ephi pisin&ar: (omega: pait+&phisp]
€5) Alternatively, dropping the full variable list in the parentheses and expanding:

POOR 3 eA&rarr, p&at; (tj= Ep&@aw; (tykal: [cos&afw; (Fp sin&al: (?p)-sin&af: (Ppicos&at: (eaGit: [cos&at;
(&psi pjoGsin&af: (Gost pyait: [coshel; (&phip}-sing&af; (ont pisin&af: (Gphi pjcaskat:(Rphi7 pit: [cos&at:
(Romega; p&itsin&af; (omega: palit] (6)

fOO54]if Ey, jis constant, the electrical power of this wave can be shown to be constant and equal to:

POOS55 iPo&af: t)=&lang;E&rarr; p&at; (Damiddot; E&rarr; p&at; Darang; &eta; =Ep2e&it: Geta:(7) When two waves,
S (signal and L Gocal oscillator}, interfere at the input of a photoreceiver, the output is:

POOSS6ivouthahi (t= ARLSHiar (oe ARLGit: Rib; Slang: ESrarr:s&at; (tiemiddot: F&rarr; shah (t+ FSrarrL&ary
(Hémiddot;E&rarr; L&afs (t}+ 238i; E@rarr;L&af: (tj&amiddat: E&rarr; sat; (Harang; meta: Bit: Sit; vout&af: (th=vlaa;
(4+vshafi (dviSeah b=ARLS&it Bib (PL&ar (f+ Ps@afi (34+PLS&aF ((3) Tf the optical power of the local
ascilator and signal lightwaves remain constant, a constant photocurrent develops for the self-interference terms

(Pres jand Pry). However, if either the local oscillator or the signal Hghtwaves have any temporal variation in
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polarization or phase, the crass interference term (P5)) will be time dependent even if the power of each
lightwave remains constant. Solving for the crass interference term, we obtain:

iOO57 WvLSGaf; (t}=ARL&itSeta: Gh EL&at: (ait: Es&al: (1)Rat: [cos&af: (&Delta:Rit: caskat:
(SPelta; &psiait cos@at; (&Delta: &omega: SitBibt+ & Delta: &phisy+sin&af: (& Delta: Paisingary
(28itpsi:Ritsin&eafs (&Delta: &omega: Git: hit: t+&belta:SonikSivLSkaf: (t= 28HARL&itGiPL&at:
(D&io Psat: (H&ahy icoskat: (SPelta;Sitcoshar: (& Delta: Goshit: coskat:
(&belta: Gomeqga: &it; &itt+oDera Rpohb j+singaf: (Delta:kit: sinkal: (Skit Gps:jut: sin&af;

(&Delta; Somega Git; Sib t+& Delta 7) (9) Where the following definitions are made: &Delta;?=?royAminus) 2,
j&Delta psi) = &psic¢sSiminus;&psi; j2loverscore (&psi;)]=&psinysy t+ &psis a,
saDelta | Somega; =Somega;;s&minus ; &ornega;«, jaDelta; &phiv; =Sphiv; j&aminus; &phiv;  y&emsp; Semsp; (10)

PBOL8TThe optical crass-interference portion of the receiver output will fade due to polarization even Hf the focal
oscHiator and the signal ightiwaves both de not have zero optical powers. This condition will occur if:
O=cos(éDelta:sicos(&Delta; &psi jcas{&Pelta; Someqa;i+Delta: &ohiv: =sin(kPelta:sisin(@foverscore
(&osh )ijsin(@Deita:Somega;i+&Delta:@Phi j&emso:&emse:(il) Aisa, equivalently when the condition will occur:

POO59 TOO] = [cos&al; (&Delta: 7 ySitcoseaf; (aDelta Rosi eit: cos&af;
(&Delta; &omeqda: &it: Sib t+ &Deka &phi jsin&af: (&Delta: Ghsin&ar (2&aitv&osi,JahsinGat;
(&Deka:; &Romedga; Subs Sitit+ &Pelta Soh C12)

PooseolWhen heterodyne optical detection is employed (&Deltar&omega; is non-zero, the local oscillator has a
different frequency from the sianai), the conditions for a fade are shawn in Table 1. When homodyne detectian is
employed (&PDelta Someqa: is zero}, both phase and polarization fading occur. The conditions for a homodyne
fade are shown in Table 2. Heterodyne detection is therefore seen to be superiar ta homodyne because the
probability of a fade is fully one half aslikely.

ro0GL]

Search terms may have been found within the contents of this table. Please see the table in the original
document.

P0062]

Search terms may have been found within the contents of this table. Please see the table in the original
document.

PB0G3TGiven the conditions for and the functional relation of a fade, the question nowarises as to how a fade can

be prevented. Since the signal is being measured, no a priori knowledge is assurned and therefore Ersy, Ss),
&PSiirsy, @Phiys jare all probably unknown quantities. If fading is prevented, then no loss of inforrnation occurs
and determination of these four parameters is possible. In order to decode the optical receiver output into these
parameters, at least four independent measurements must be made to uniquely determine these four
independent variables. However, if the interfering optical beam (or beams) of the lacal oscillator are unknown,
then additional independent measurernents must be made (our additional measurements for each unknown

beam) to determine the Er:y, Say, &Psijay, or GPhily, yfor each optical bear of the local oscillator. The cross-
reference output of the photoreceiver, viis;)(t), offers the only means by which to measure these parameters. if
the parameters cannot be determined from this output, then an optical fade cannot be ruled out.

ioodo4We shall now examine the information which can be gleaned from this output. Define the following
Functions.

P0065 iviGar; (EL,ES, &Delta:? Delta; Sos jxARLSi: 2Git: Seta Rit ELGat (jaESRak: (Sit: cos&ary
(&Delta: ?}&it:coskaf: (&Delta: &osi:= ARL&It Bit: PL&at: (RH PS&ak: (ail: caskar: (betta TSHcos&af:
(&Detta; &osi Sit; kitvO&ah (EL ES &Delta?eSRN&nsi; jmARLAH 2Git Reta Sib ELGar (FjRits ESkah (Si singalk:
(&belta: PGsinSafi(2&it:&osi:}=ARLGE: Sit: PL&af: (TjSit: PS&af: (kit: sinkat: (&Delta:Git: sin&af:
(28it&osh(13)
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P90G6Hin the homodyne case (&Delta;&omega; is zero}, we obtain the following output:

P0067 lvLS&ar;(t)= ZenARLGIE Rb PL&af (Bit PS&ar; (gil: (cos&al: (&Delta: 7ySit cos&ak;
(&Delta; &psi jai: cas@at: (&Delta Soh j+sin@aft: (4aDelta:?kit sinG@af(2aSosisj&itisingat:
(SDekta; &phhSit: SitviSear: 1) = 2bvial (ELESoDelta:?Deltapsi jai: cos&ar,
(&Delta; Sphis +28vO@af (EL,ES &Delta:?2&itSpsi:Git sin&at: (&Delta:&phi; (14) The homodyne output
only allows the measurement of one quantity. The output provides only one independent measurement (one
equations whereas a minimum of four are required. In the heterodyne case (&Delta;&ameda; is non-zero), the
output is:

POO68 lvLSGat: (t= 2aR ARLGH RIEPL@ar QBPS&af: (kub (coskat:(&Delta: 7ait cos&ak:
(&Delta; &psi jai: cos@at: (&Delta: Sameda; Sit: @iht+&Delta: @phisj+sinkak: (&Delta:Gisin&ar:
(2&it &oshJit sin&af (&Delta: Romegas &it; Rit t+ &Delta SohRibShvLSkaf (Os ARLSH Reta RIG ELSaf;
(DOGH ESSaf(Sit: (caoskar; (&belta: Sancos&at: (&aDela:&osi Git: caskatl;
(SPelta; omega; Git: iti t+&Detta koh j+singar (SDelta:ait sin@at (28Sasi:jedisin&af:
(&Delta: Somega; Sit: Sit t+&helta Goh} Bit: GibvLSRate (tf) = 2Rit: vidal (EL, ES, &Delta:?, &Delta: Gps: &iticoskaf:
(&Detta; &omegas Sit; Gitit+SPetta Soh }+2Rib vO&ali (ELES&Deltar?2RibSasi:yutrsin&at:
(&Delta; Gomega;t+&Delta; &phis}(15)

(O0o9}Since sine and cosine waves are orthogonal, the heterodyne receiver provides two independent
measurements by mixing down to baseband the &Delta;Gomega; radian frequency components. Thus, two
outputs are obtained:

[0070Vi&ar: (t=langvLSaat:Sit: coshal: (&Delta: Somega; Git: RitDarang: ~vigaf: (EL&at: (0) ES&at:
(t),&Delta;: *&at: (4), &Delta; &psi: Gat)Sit: cos&af; (Delta: &phi; Sar; (fF) adit; Git: VOSar, (ft) = Slang vloeaf;
(OSHsinSat: (&belta Gomeqga Bit: Bit: H&rang; =vOGal; (EL&al: (OD ES&af; (4),&Delta:?&af: (1), 2&it&psi:Gat:
CNGsing&af: (&Delta: Boh; GathG18)

iOO71Lib. Correlation or Time-Delay Multiplexing

LOO721in many optical sensor applications, the lightwave signal heterodyne-detected by the photodetector
system is a composite optical signal formed from the superposition of manyindividual optical signais. When the
receiver lightwave is generated by backscatter, the composite optical signal is the superposition of individual light
signals generated by a continuum of reflections of an interrogation light source. The temporal and spatial
characteristics of each reflector or reflective region creates a modulation of the interrogation light source. The
time-delay, amplitude, polarization and phase states contro! the backscattered-modulation of these individual
optical signals arriving at the photadetector with a unique time-delay interval can be separated into channels
which sort the optical signais into time-delay sicts or bins. Depending upon how the signals are generated, these
channels can represent spatial regions in space or time-delay siots of a time-domain reflectometer mechanism,

iOO73iLet an interrogation lightwave source be generated by modulating the amplitude, phase or polarization of
a coherent lightwave with a time-structured correlation code, c(t}. The correlation code, c{t) can be a series of
pulses, chirps, binary sequences or any other type of code which provides the required correlation characteristics.

If the lightwave source is: Eyssy\(D=Eysg ycos(Somegas)f&emsp; &emsp;(17) Then an amplitude modulated
interrogation source is: Ery(t)=uraye(erss ycos(@omega;,s)f}Semsp; &emsp;(18) Alternatively, a phase
modulated interrogation source is: Ey ()=Eyss ycos(&omegarsyi+ upcll) &emsp;Remsp; (19) If c(t) is chosen
ta be temporally structured properly, then:

fOO74IRiGaf: (tau; j= Slang EiGafs (kit Eimal: +&tausrang Gap [ESS22  &tlau:&ap OO otherwise(20) c(t)
must be chosen so that an a priori decoding/demultiplexing function, d(), exists such that:

POO7Sibaat Ch atau: =Giang d&ar (EREikah (t+Sta j&rang Sapfaxb Sit BiESS&it:cosa:
(&belta: Gamega: Sit: Sitt+Gphi}tauSap: 00otherwise(2 1}

[G076]For instance, suppose the interrogation wave ist Eyj()=byajel Eres soosGomega j;s)f&emsp ; dermsp; (22)
and:

iOO77 iReGat: (&tau;}=Slang char; (Sit; c&af: (t-Siau; j@rang: Sap: [i &tau; Rap 00 &tau &ne:d(23) then a valid
decoding and ternporal and spatial domains demultislexing function is:
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[G0 78id&Sat; ()=ud&it: C&at: Q)SitELBit cos&af: ((&Delta: omega; +omedga:SiSitit+Sphi Git: Sit: baa;
(1&tau;)= Slang d&aft: (t- &taus ait; Eleah: (OQ Grang; = yd&it; pAgit; ESS&IE: EL 2&it; coskal: (Delta: &omega:fat:
&tlausj+&phis-Gomeqa;S&it: &taus} Gta;&ae: 00 otherwise(24)

[0079 } Therefore, delaying the correlation decoding/demuttipiexing function d(t) allows demultiplexing of delay
multiplexed signals identifiable by speed of propagation and distance of flyback travel. Suppose an optical wave is

formed a summation of delayed signals modulated onte the interrogation wave E,jj{t}, then the received wave,
Erp (}, ist

POOSGleb&al; (p=&sumin= INS: Bib An&@at: -S&tau nokpastc&ar (t-&iau miSit ESSait coshart:
(Somega ;S&afi (t-Staurnj+&Pnp n&af; -&tau npy(25)

P0031}Then multiplying by the decoding/demuitiplexing function, d@&minus;&tau) ray), we obtain:

[O0S2 id&Sat; ()=wdeit: c&arP(HGH ELS: coshals ((&belta: Gomega;+&omeqda:SSitit+apni jaikitbaat:
(1&taus mn) = Slang d&af: (b-aStau- mit) Eb&al; (eran;Bit: Bit; baat;
CLadauirmGap d&il: uAGit ESS&duE ELSGu: Am&af:(t-Stau mm &it: cos&al; (&Delta: Bomega:hal (t- &tau: mj+&phis-

Bomega  S&it; Stau m+ &Phi meat, t-&taum)).(26) Because Sfaus;, iS unique, the amplitude signal
Agen ft&minusRta yyy) and the phase signal &Phi- py, (t&minusGlaus ony} aré both extracted from Ep,j(t) by
multiplying by the decoding/demultiplexing function, d(@&minus; (yy). The technique is applicable to a wide
variety of other optical signal multiplexing applications. Specifically, the technique can be used to spatially
separate optical signals arriving from a temporally varying time-domain reflectometer optical backscatter process
from an array of fiber optic acoustic sensors. (2) Description and Operation of the Rayleigh Optical Scattering and
Encoding (ROSE) System

(O083ia, ROSE Optical Phase Sensor Interrogation Enables Sensor Subsystem

iGO84iin arder to more fully describe the capabilties and new features of the invention, the application of the
invention to a subsystem 1, FIG. 2, of ROSE which launches an interrogation signal onto fiber span 8 and
retrieves lightwave back propagation from a continuum of locations along the span. Back propagation
mechanisms may include Rayleigh Optical Scattering (ROS) and other effects generated within the optical ber.
Rayieigh Omtical Scattering (ROS) in an optical fiber backscatters light incident upon the fiber. The incident light
transverses down the optical fiber to the scattering point/region. At the scattering region the incident light is
backscattered back up the optical fiber. As the light transverses the round trip optical path (.e., distance af
Flyback travel) any disturbance of the fiber which increase or decrease the optical path length will cause the
phase of the incident and backscattered ght to be modulated. Suppase a pressure is applied to the optical fiber.
The pressure elongates the path length of the light transversing the region,

iOO85iRefer to FIG. 2. for the following discussion. In the FIGS. like parts correspond to fike numbers, Let p(t,z)}
be pressure applied to the outside of the optical fiber at time, t, and at point or length, z, along the fiber axis.

Then if an interrogation optical wave, Eqy(t}, generated by laser 3, passed through optical coupler 4 and
modulated by optical modulator 5 is applied to optical coupler 7, this results in the following output interrogation

wave, Eq,(t), being transmitted down the fiber @: EnyG=iyajycolQeres cosGomega sit).&emsp; &ermsp} (27)

P0080}The backscattered wave, Ern)(f), arriving back at an optical coupler 7 from ROSE fiber optic array 9 passes
into optical path 14. The backscattered light which arrives at optical path 17 is the surmmmation of all light
backscattered from a continuum of locations along the length of the ROSE fiber optic span 9. As will later herein
be described in detail, fiber 9 has a longitudinal strain cormponent enhancing coating 12. If r(z} is the reflection
density at point or length z along the fiber and CL is the optical wave speed, then the backscattered light after a
pressure off,2) is applied to fiber is represented mathematically as:

PO0S87 le b&afl; (tps PO8dntin Sitraat: (2&Hat: Sar (tL 2yGit waitckat: t-2Git sGHat: ar)
(tLzjcLj&it: Sh ESS&itcos{&omega ; Skat: (-2Git; zaHat: Sats 1z)cLp Sits Rit: &dd:zi 28) where:

{OO88iz&Hat: Rats (1,2) = Z+LSit: POeRit: pGats (txSit: Ribiadd: x. (29)

PGOSSif the distributed reflection, r(z) is essentially independent of the applied pressure, o(¢t,z} then the
backscatter is:
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PGOSOTEDRafr(t) =?O8infin Bit r&at: (Zeit: pAGitchafi(t-2Sit: zeHat: Raf(tzichRitGit ESS&it cos(Romeda  S&al;
(t-2RizkHat: Raf (t,e)clLoyG&it Sit; kddiz.(30)

LOOSL Since Optica’ path length change caused by the applied pressure, p{t,z) is usually extremely small (on the
order of 1g(&™inus;6 Yo TOC himes an optical wavelength), the backscattered light from each z distance dawn
the fiber arrives at the optical path 11 with a transversal delay, &tau:(1,z)}, equal te:

[0092Stau; Sari (tz)&ap ZaNzel{313

{0093}Therefore, to receive the signal S;; ybackscattered from the fiber region at jength-cdown-the-fiber z=Ly3,
the correlational multiplexing characteristic of the transmitted interrogation light can be utilized. Multiplication of
the total backscattered optical signal by the correlation decodina/demultiplexing function, d{t&minus:&tau;

(L213), produces an output which contains the signal, S;), backscattered from @ distance lL, down the fiber
and rejects signals originating from other fiber regions, such as Say, Sy yand etc. Representing this process
mathematically, the resulting channel output, BC, L(1)) is obtained as follows:

POOG4 Ib&af (tf, &tau: i)&lang: d&at:d-&tau; Dait; EbGat:idsrang: = &lang  d&afi (t-2@itiLichi@icb&at,
(OHerang; =B&at: (LORGit: d&af: (t-2edtLiclLj=ud&ilic&afs (f-2&it: LicLjGit ELAcos&hal;
((&Delta;G@omeda:+SamegajssSit (2GLichi+&phis jas Sit Eb&ah (t= 70Ginfin Git: r&ar (23&it: uAGitc&iti (t+
Zest zcLjGib ESSRit cos&it; Rit: (Bameda shal; (t-28:zaHat: Bit:zich)Sit:dd :Z&it: Sit; RPh Bal;
(zZ,Lije&phi-2&it (&Delta: Rib Sit: omega: +Romeqda ss j&it:LicL+&Delta: Rit SitGomaga Ait Sit: Sait} zcLSemsp:
(32)

PG095 1 B&af: (tL1) =Sit pdG&it: pASdE EL&IE: ESS&it: eORintin Rit ral (Zj&it: Ro&at: (2Bit: (2-
Lichi&it;cos(&bDelta: &it Sit: Someqa:Gi &itt+@Pnp Siti(2. £4 j+itSait aitomega: SchBit POz2Rit: o&ar)
(CU, x} RibGit kddxit:Rit: add zaDelta: Rit Bit: SPH Bit: 4,z=Rit SPhE Rate
(2 44)428pL:momega; ScL&middot; #O4&it: phat: (t,Sit; Bit: Add xBi (£01) = ity VERE POSintin Sits reak;
(Zi Re&ats (2G: -LIcLSH:Gitcos&af: (GDelta: Sit: Sit: Somega; Sit: Sitt+&Delta: Gib Git: &Phi: Bal;
(LZ)Git: &dd zB&ar, (1,01 &ap: Sit) VERIt rLIGit: cos&ar;
(&Belta: Gi: Rit @omega GisRitit+SPhyLi+23ituL&it: Samega: ScL&middot: POLLS: p&al: (Ri: xGit:Rdx33}

Because of the correlation properties of the interrogation light, the autocorrelation function Ry.{&tau;) is very
small at all spatial locations except those in the vicinity of z=L;.3. Therefore, all signals originating anywhere else
are rejected. Furthermore, the phase of the channel output at location Ly; ;will be the surnmation or integration
of all pressure changes along the bi-directional transversal path. This unusual phenomenon has been
demonstrated with experimental hardware,

OOS]Once the correlation process isolates the optical signal originating from a spatial region, the signal must be
phase demodulated to extract the pressure inforrnation. The siqnal is I (in phase} and G (quadrature phase}
demodulated is:

POOS7IBRatLi s&it: lang; B&afi( ti LijGiticosmaf: (&bDelta: &it Gib Someqas Ril Sibparang Blsaf;
GLLE Map SiVESIELIGity cos(&PhiL1+2&it pL@it: &omeda: ScL&middat: Git: 7OLISI: phat:
(Eh:RibSdd: «Sit =Git ViGib cos&afs (GPhb DBOQSar itLil=&it alang Bah (Lia&itisingaf;
(&Delta; &it; &it: omega; Bit) Rit: farang: BOaaf: (t, Li} &ap: Git: -VERIrLIGit: sin&af:
C&PHELT+ 2Rib LetRomega Scl&middot: 7OLTRi Gal; Ait: oeutSd&emspr = iE VIGsin&af (SPAT),
(34)

POOSS8iThen 1 & O, or casine phase and sine phase outputs are converted inte either phase rate or phase outputs
with simple analog or digital hardware. The phase, so demodulated, allows the inference of information about the
acoustic pressure down the fiber to the measurement point.

p0099Once the 1 & Q outputs are generated, the temporal phase state of BCL, Ly.4) can be determined by one of
several types of phase dernodulation processes. The phase state of the region of Ly; yspatial delay is therefore:

fQLGGISPhE T= &PhiLi+28it; pLai&omega ScL&amiddat: PGLi&it: Pea(LaiSit Add: x. (35)

POLOLiLikewise, the plurality (which may be a large number, e.g., 5000) of optical signais arising with spatial

delays, such as the propagation time for flyback travel to Lyo yor Lyn}, Can be correlated out of the backscattered
signal Erpy(t). These are:
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(OLO2Bat, (1,12kan VERrLeGiticos&ar:
(&Delta; Sit; Git: Somedqa; Mit; Gi t+SPhiL2+eRLait:Someqa;SclL&middat; 7GL28it: p&af;
(t&iti xpd&dd xait:SitBSar CinaVEGIrin&ity coskat;
(&Belta: Gi: Rit: @omega GisRitit+GPhiin+ ZoiuL&it: Somega : ScL&middot: *OLNGit; p&atk: (Rit: xaitRdx) (36)
With corresponding phase signals of:

POLO3SIG@PH S=-&PAPLe+ ZaULS&itGomegaSclL&middot: 7OL2Git: p&ar:
(t&its xGit&dd xGit: Bit &Phen=kPhi int2hit: wLSit: Bomega: ScL&middot; -OLNRit; peak: (Thit:paiodd x(37)

(G104]The phase signals, obtained by phase demodulation of each B(t,Ln)), represent a pressure field p(t,z}
which is integrated along the length, z, of the fiber. Therefore, rather than directly measure p(t,z} the sensor

provides all of the accumulated pressure effects down the fiber to the measurement point, Lip yiwhere m is
integer corresponding to the measurement point). In sensor arrays,is usually desired to detect the pressure

over 4 specific measurement region. If two optical signals S;; and S., jare received from measurement lengths
Ly and Ly, the corresponding demodulated phases &Phi},; and SPRi;;, jare:

fOLOSI&Phi i= &PALLI+ 2S&it Lan SomegaSc&middot; POLI: p&ar:
(tet: «Ribadd: x8itGbSPH k=GPHILk+2Git ulBit: Bomedga;ScL&middot; POLKRIt: pats (tit: Kx} Rib add: x. (38)

LOLOGIA sensor between the lengths down the fiber of Ly jyand La ylagj>lyp) is formed by subtracting the two
phases:

POLOVTRPRL K-&Phbps @it- &Delta: Rb SHSPAkiGh: (RPRELK+ORIULGH omega Sclmiddot: (OLKG&IE: p&af:
(t&ib: xdt&dd ox}-~Si RPA LI+ S&it: Lait: Someda ;ScL&middot: ?OLi&it: p&aw:
Ct8db ~SdtddGtRib aDelta Bit Bub SPH kpsRib SPHELK-SPHEULIT Ait: 2aitLit: Somega; SclL&middot:(?
OLRGID: p&ar: (Sit: xadh: Sd ox- Blp POLKAIt p&ar: GaixSitiadd ox iGit: Gi&Delta: Sit: SE SPA ki=G&PALLk-
SPH Ly +it: SadopiBit Romega SclL&amiddot; CLLRait: p&at:
(t&ibs xdt&dd xGit: Sut &Delta GiSib @Phb ki=&Delta: Sit: ME SPA LAGI LIA 2Rit LG: &oameda: ScL&middat:?
LILKRib; phat; (Sit;edt; Badd: x.(39}

fOLO8}The resulting sensor is of length &Delta;L=Laj&minus; i; with a center position of (Layjthay/e. The
differencing of phase signals &PAi« jand &Phi}. into a new phase signal &Delta/GPhl; qq), allows a virtual sensor
of arbitrary position and ienath to be formed. The resulting spatially differential sensor also adds the advantage
of minimizing other effects such as lead-in fiber strum or vibration which create unwanted phase siqnals.

fOLOSTThe above phenomena iHustrates that when the interrogation fight is properly encaded, a ROSE (Rayleigh
Optical Scattering and Encoding} sensor system is enabled. The subject invention therefore enables the ROSE
concent. The subject invention enables spatial discrimination of the optical backscatter effects in a ROSE sensor.
The spatial differencing technique rejects unwanted common mode signals inadvertently introduced in fiber leads
down to the serisor region. The invention aisa applies in a similar manner ta rnore conventional fiber optic
acoustic sensor arrays (i.e., thase having Bragg reflective grating sensors) or to non-fiber optic remote optical
sensors which detect phase.

[OLIGO lb. Pointwise Signal Delay Multiplexing

fOLLLfhe invention also applies to poaint-wise non-distributed sensors or artificially generated multiolexing by
electronics means. The interrogation lightwave can be intercepted and retransmitted back to the receiver with an
artificial, electronically generated delay, as a means of delay/correlation multiplexing many channels.

(3) Description of a Fiber System Implementation

fOLIZiPhe invention can be realized with bulk optical, fiber aptical or integrated optical cornpanents. For
Simplicity, a fiber optic implementation will be presented. However, the fiber optic embaciment is being
presented without intent of limitation. The teachings of the invention can be used ta implement a reflectommeter
system in accordance with the present invention using these and other instrumentalities providing a light path
that has the innate property of producing back propagation of portions of an interrogation signal at a continuum
of iocations along the length of the propagation path therethrough.

fOLiSia. Optical Transmitter and Tirne-Delay Multiplexing Process.
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POLI4IFIG. 3 is an ifustrative block diagram implemention of the Rayleigh optical scattering and encoding (ROSE)
sensor system 2. Like parts correspond to like numbers. A lightwave from transmitter laser, 3, is propagated
through optical coupler or beamsplitter, 4. The smaller portion of the transmitter Jaser power spit off by optical
coupler, 4, is passed by optical path, $9, to the phase locking means optical receiver 98. The larger partion of
the transmitter laser aht power is sott by optical coupler, 4, and propagated to optical modulator, 8. The optical
modulator, 6, modulates the laser light passing frorn optical coupler, 4, with correlation code, c(t}, as
electronically generated in master correlation code generator, 53, and amplified by amplifier, 49. The correlation
code, c{t}, is modulated onto the laser light in optical madulatar, 8. This modulated light cornprises the optical

interrogation lightwave, E,j){t}. Tre optical modulator, 8, may modulate the amplitude, polarization or phase of
the laser light subject to the teachings of the invention. The interrogation lightwave is propagated fram optical
modulator, &, to optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The interrogation lightwave passes through the
optical coupler, 7, into optical fiber or other light propagation medium, 9. Hereinafter, “down”, indicates a
transversal on the optical path, 8, away fram coupler, 7; “up” indicates a transversal on the aptical path 8
toward the optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, ?. The interrogation lightwave which transverses down the
optical fiber or medium $ is modulated and is backscattered or returned by other means with equivalent optical

path lengths (equivalent to a time delay), Lriy, lo}... ig ycorresponding to sensors or multiplexed channels
Sry 92 yo Semy Phe returned interrogation lightwave is a composite optical signal modulated by signals due
to the Si; ythrough 5,,, ;miodulating and time-domain multiplexing actions.

fOLiSiMore particularly, the propagation of the optical spread-spectrum interrogation signal down the continuous
Full span of the optical fiber span, signal launch end to remote end, causes a back-propagating composite optical
signal, which is the linear summation, or integration spatially, of all of the individual, continuous, or continuum of
back-reflections along the span of the optical fiber.

POL16iOne component of this composite signal is cornprised of the naturally occurring continuum of optical back
reflections (including Rayleigh optical scattering ((ROS}} effects} of the optical spread spectrum carrier signal that
is formed by modulating the primary carrier signal by the spectrum spreading signals. Another component is
comprised of the artificially occurring optical back reflections, either-point wise reflections or distributed
reflections, of the optical spread spectrum carrier signal that is formed due to propagation discontinuities as the
result of presence of a fiber cable coupler in span 8. SHH another component comprised of the continuum of
modulations at locations along the span of the reflected sianals due to longitudinal cormponents of optical path
length change, causing a delay in the reflected signal, experienced by the fiber aptical span along its length.

fOLL7}Such optical path length change or delay may be caused by a variety of possible sources including acoustic
pressure waves incident to the fiber, electromagnetic fields coupled to the fiber, mechanical strain or pressure on
the fiber, thermal strain or pressure induced in the fiber, or other means of causing change in the optical path
length, Use of the acoustic pressure waves mode of changing path length in perimeter intrusion monitoring
systems is the principle embodiment llustrated herein. In this use, optical fiber span @ is employed to provide an
array of virtual geophones buried at a range of depths beneath the surface of the ground of about between six
(6) inches and one (1) foot, to sense motion of an object an the surface of the ground. The acoustic pressure
wave sensing mode is also useful fo sense seismic signals, as for example as linear arrays inserted into casing
structures of an existing olf welis. Predetermined artificial pressure wave producing shocks are imparted into the
ground, and the responses from the sensor are used to locate secondary oil deposits. The acoustic pressure wave
sensing mode is further useful for employing span @ as an array of virtual hydrophones, with the media which
couples the signals to the hydrophones at least in part being the body of water in which the array is immersed.
Such hydrophone arrays find use as naval undersea warfare towed arrays, or towed geophysical exploration
arrays. In the latter the arrays respond to artificially produced shacks of predetermined character and location
induced in the body of water, and the response of the array to bottom return signals are used to locate ocean
bottom geophysical feature indicating likely presence of an oil deposit. Yet further, a sensing position on a fiber
span @ could be used to receive as an input microphonic signals sultably imparted to the region of the sensing
position. The electromagnetic field sensing mode of fiber span 9 could be used for monitoring electronic signals
aiong a telecommumnication cable's span to localize malfunctions. Responses of fiber span $ to mechanical,
pressure or thermal strains can be used in systems for monitoring such strains.

LOLSFhe composite lightwave propagates up the optical fiber or medium @, passes through optical coupler,
beamsplitter or circulator, 7, to optical pathway, 11. Optical pathway, 11, passes the backscattered, time-delay

multiplexed, composite lightwave, Eyp)(t), to the optical receiver, 13.

[0119 iPreferably, fiber $ is of the relatively low cost, conventional single-mode or multimode, fiber cable types.
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fOLl20iFurther H is preferable that fiber 9 have extruded thereon a coating 12 of a material which enhances the
longitudinal strain which the fiber undergoes fram a given radially, or generally laterally, applied pressure wave
strain. Materiais which provide such enhancement include extrudable thermoplastic palymers (TPU's} or
extrudaile thermoplastic elastomers (TPE's) which exhibit a combination of a low Young's modules CE) and a iow
Paisson’s ratio (s}. The Poisson's ration is preferably below 0.5, which is the Poisson’s ratio of natural rubber.
Examples of such materials include: (i) low density polyethylene, having characteristic E= 1.31

dynes/em“atimes; 1g(&48/ 19 land s=9.445: and (i) polystyrene, E=3.78 dynes/em Jand o=0.35 (values as
reported in the paper, R. Hughes and J. Javzynski, “Static Pressure Sensitivity Amplification in Interferometric
Fiber-Optic Hydrophones,” Applied Optical/Vol. 19/No. 1/1 Jan. 1986).

POLZLIAn alternate embodiment of fiber 9, albeit involving significantly greater cost per unit fength of the fiber, is
ta provide fiber in the more expensive form of a palarization preserving or single polarization, optical fiber. The
polarization preserving fiber of this type holds the backscattering light in a narrow range of polarization states so
that a substantially single RF signal 2d enters a single set 23 of correlators, reducing the cornplexity of the
system, However, in cases invalving long surveillance lines this alternative embodiment becomes expensive in
cost af fiber.

fOL22 7 The correlation code generator §3 creates a signal, c(t}, that has a broad bandwidth. The broadband
nature of the correlation code is required to obtain the desired properties in the signals autocorrelation function,
The calculation and definition of the autocorrelation function of any general signal is well known and defined in
signal processing iterature. The correlation code signal, c{f}, is so structured that its autocorrelation function is
highly peaked at zero delay, and is very small away frarn zero delay. This criterion is well known to those of skill
in the art and is the essence of why the correlation code has @ broad bandwidth. Any signal that has the desired
autocorrelation function properties can be used as the correlation cade in the invention. There are mary reasons
for choosing one corralation code over another: ease of creation; autocorrelation properties; cost of creation
hardware; cost of correlation hardware; and effectiveness in producing spread spectrum signal eects. According
to the teaching of the invention, the correlation code for the invention can be a binary sequence with a desired
transarthogonal autocorrelation praperty (sometimes called a pseudonoise sequence), a pseudorandom number
(PRN sequence with the such desired autocorrelation property, chirns, or other types of signais which provide
correlations code having predicable non-repetitive behavior. The foregoing list of types of sequence signals which
may be employed ta modulate the carrier lightwave siqnal includes both “binary pseudonoise sequences” and
“pseudorandom number (PRN) sequences.” For purposes of canstruction of this specification and the appended
claims, these terms are employed as they are defined under the listings “Pseudonoise (PN) sequence
(communication satelite)” and “Pseudorandam number sequence” at pages 747 and 748 of the “TEEE Standard
Dictionary of Electrical and Electronic Terms” (Fourth Edition), which listings are hereby incorporated herein by
reference. Further for purposes of construction of this specification and the appended clairns, it is deemed that
“Binary pseuclonoise sequence” is generic and “pseudorandam number sequence”is a species thereat, Still
further for purposes of construction of this specification and its appended claims, both terms are deemed to
include analog signal forms of sequences as well as digital signal forms.

POLZ3TIL is to be appreciated that in addition to its correlation encoding function, master correlating code
generator 63 is a source of a spectrum-spreading signal comprised of a spectrum-spreading signal which
produces an autocorrelation that is well behaved. it has one dominate maxima at zero correlation delay, and its
spectrum is large eriough to provide sarnpling of the said optical fiber spatially along the length of the fiber 9 with
@ resolution commensurate with a sub-length &Delta:2 of fiber span 9. These characteristics enable segmentation
of an optical fiber 9 of span length L inta n seqments in accordance with a relationship
L<&Delta:Zemiddot:n.&emsp;&emsp; (46) In this relationship &Delta;2 is a seament length of the fiber span
wihtose length is one-half the distance traveled by light propagating through ane zero delay temporal time span af

the autocorrelation maxima, &Delta:T, such that Cri ys the speed of light in the saic optical fiber and &Delta:;Tts
approximately edual to the reciprocal of the spread signal optical bandwidth.

POLZ4iAn ustrative embodiment of generator $3 is a shift register type pseudorandom number code generator,
having n bits, wherein a cade is generated that satisfies said resolution sublength and segrnent length
relationship by choosing an appropriate combination of the number of its bits and the clock time.

POLZ5 ifhe temporal length of the code sequence which is reiteratively produced by generator 53 may be either
less than the time period for propagation of a lightwave to the remote end of span and propagation back of a
backscattering (.e. distance of flyback travel), or greater than this time period. It cannot be equal to this period.
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fO126}The predetermined timing base employed by the source of the spectrum spreading signals, which
determines the length of &Delta:2 segment is so chasen to provide @ positive enhancement to the ratio of the

power of back propagating Rayieigh scattering effect Prp yto the power of the forward propagated Rayleigh
scattering effect Pryy, in accordance with the following equation:

POLS7 iPrPtGat: [dBi=-70+ LO8dt log i O&at; (&pelta Sit: GiL)-& Delta Gib Rit: 2100. (44)

iOL281h. Laser Phase Locking Means.

fOL29Refer to FIG. 3. Local ascillator laser, 45, generates a focal oscillator ghtwave. The focal oscillator
lightwave propagates from local oscillator laser, 48, to optical coupler or beameplitter, 43. The optical coupler,
43, splits off the smaller portian of power of the local oscillator lightwave into optical pathway, 41. Optical cath,
41, propagates the smaller portion of the local oscillator lightwave to the phase locking means optical receiver,
a8. The larger partion of the power of the focal oscillator lightwave is split off by aptical coupler 43, and passed
to optical path 13. Optical pathway, 13, propagates the larger portion of the local oscilator lightwave to optical
receiver, 18. The phase locking means optical receiver, 35, receives and interferes the transmitter laser
lightwave from optical pathway, 39, and the local oscillator lightwave from optical pathway 41. The receiver 38
interferes the reference lightwaves frarn lasers 3 and 45 producing an electrical output which is a radio frequency
wave on electrical pathway, 33. The electrical output, 33, provides an electronic beat frequency which directly
indicates the difference in optical frequency and phase between lasers 1 and 48. Phase Jocking circultry 31,
employing a conventional phase lock loop mechanism, controls the difference in frequency between laser 1 and
48 anc phase locks the two lasers to a fixed frequency and phase relationship as indicated by the dashed line
between circuttry 37 and local oscillator laser 45. The radian frequency difference is &Delta;&omeqa; as
discussed early in the text. The purpose of the laser phase locking means is to insure that the local oscillator
Hghtwave traveling on optical path, 13, inte optical receiver, 19, has the proper phase and frequency relationship
ta the composite lightwave on optical pathway, 11. It is to be appreciated that the phase locking mechanism also
acts cooperatively with phase demodulator system 68 to be described later herein, Conventionally, a common
master clack oscilater 391, FIG. 7 provides the thning base for both phase locking circuitry 31 and an T&O
demodulator 380, FIG. 7,

POL30 Refer to FIG. 3. The composite lightwave on optical path 11, is an input into optical receiver 15. The focal
oscilater lightwave on optical path, 13, is also an input inte optical receiver, 15. The local oscillator and
composite lightwaves are interfered on photodetectors producing an electronic signal which electronicaily
represents the heterodyned optical interference power between the two lightwaves. The resulting carnposite radia
frequency signal at output, 17, represents electronically the composite lightwave signal on optical path, 11. The
composite electronic receiver signal is passed from optical receiver output, 17, through amplifier, 19, via
electronic path, 21, to the correlator system, 23. The iocal oscillator ightwave on optical path, 13, is interfered
with the composite lightwave on optical path 11. The interference pawer is photodetected in optical receiver, 15,
by optically interfering the composite back propagating lightwave on the local oscillator signal. As one of the
camiponents of this interfering action, there is produced a differerice beat signal which is a composite radio
frequency representation of the composite light wave on optical path, 11.

POLSLThis interfering of the jocal oscillator output lightwave 13 and the composite back-propagating CW
Hghtwave 11 provides the translation of signal 11 from the optical dornain to a CW radio frequency (rf)
composite difference beat signal 17. This recuces the frequency of signal 15 Into an electronically processable
signal frequency range. Ii is to be appreciated that an important aspect of the present invention that the r.f.
composite difference signal produce by this translation action includes having counterpart components of the
aforesaid components of the cornpasite back-propagating lightwave signal, with the phase states of these
counterpart rf. domain signais the same as the phase states of the corresponding components of the back-
propagating lightwave,

fOL32Hin accordance with the present invention, lasers o and 48 are to have sufficiently stringent high
performance capability with respect to exactness of frequency to enable interference effects therebetween and
heterodyne detection of acoustic perturbation signals incident to fiber 9 to produce beat frequencies within the
radio frequency (rd range. Afso in accordance with the present invention, lasers 3 and 45 have stringent
performance criteria with respect to the phase stability, or coherence, of their bears. They are to be
substantially coherent over at least a propagation path distance substantially equal to twice the length, L, of
sensing fiber 3. For example, a commercially available non-planar, ring laser (e.g. Lightwave Electronics Carp,
Model 125) would be suitable for an intruder sensing perimeter intrusion monitoring fiber 9 having a length of 8.0
km (approximately 5 miles}. The laser beam of this commercially available laser, which is in the near infrared
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range, has a frequency of 227 terahertz, or 1319 nanometer wavelength, and has a frequency stability accurately
within one pari in a billion over T millisecond period, or 5 Kiohertz in a l millisecond period,

fOL33STH is to be appreciated that the provision of such frequency and phase stability of lasers 3 and 48 enables
implementing the phase lacking to produce a sufficiently small non-zero radian phase locking circuliry 31. THis in
turn enables lasers 3 and 45, under requiation by phase locking circultry 31, to provide a pair of beams which
are phase locked and with a “non-zero &Delta:Gomeqa:” sufficiently smailto enable a heteradyne-mode aptical
receiver to provide the desired beat frequency outputs in the rf. range. It is understood that laser 43, optical
receiver 35, circuitry 34 and beamsplitter 43 could be replaced with an apparatus apolying the non-zero
&Delta W to the bearn from optical pathway 38 to give the sameresult, The returned interrogation optical
composite wave is defined in the preceding subsection 3(4} “Optical Transmitter and Time-delay Muliplexing
Process” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT,

iOL3S4iin the preceding section (1) “Description of Underlying Theories” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT there is a definition of “non-zero &Delta;&omega;” and a mathematical demonstration of its
importance in the heterodyne mode of interfering. It makes it possible to use relatively simple processes to avoid
fading. By way of contrast, fading with the “zero @Delta;&omeqga:” homodyne mode of interfering would entail
much more difficult and jess effective fade avoidance processes,

[O135ic. Correlation Time-Delay Demultiplexing.

POL36iRefer to FIG. 3. The composite radio frequency signal on electrical path, 21, is input into the correlator
system, 23. The correlator system delays the master correlation code generator output, 31, an appropriate
amount and correlates the delayed correlation code with the composite radio frequency signal. This produces

electrical outputs O7 13,072 3. . - Ocn yoorresponding to signals 544,572 3... . Sy, i turn corresponding to spatial
delays Lyiy, Lea jy. . - Lypy. The spatial delays Lyyy,b2 )... . Lyn yare arbitrary and programmabie. The electrical
output Or; corresponds to BCL) referred to in the preceding subsection 2 {a}.

fOL37 ithe correlation process is well understood in the literature. The signal that represents the backscattered
optical wave in array, 8, that is passed! from the optical receiver 18, to the correlator system 23, contains ail of

the information for all sensors or channels S¢43,S;¢2 ). . - » Sgp yat once on the electronic signal path 24 entering
the correlator 23. Because the backscattered composite siqnal is modulated with the carrelation cade by
modulator §, the backscattered Hight is time structured with the time structure of the correlation code. Because
the correlation code is selected to have special autecorrelation code properties, the time structure of the

correlation codes allows an electronic representation of the backscattered light at positions Ly13,Lya 3... . Lyn yto
be obtained via the correlation process in the correlator 23. in a preferred embodiment of the invention the
master code generator 53 is a shift register type pseudorandom nurnber (PRN) code generator and each
correlator of the set 23 would be a correlation type demodulator herein later described in greater depth. Code
generater 83 may alternatively be embodied as a binary sequence having transarthoqonal autocorrelation
properties (binary pseudonoise sequence} and each correlator would then be a correlation-type demodulator for
demodulating a binary pseudonoise sequence, whose implementation would be understoad by those of skill in the
art. The correlator uses the reference correlation code from correlation code generator, 53, which is passed via
electronic path 61 to the correlator, 23, as a “golden ruler” enabling sorting out by temporal and spatial damain

demultiplexing electronic representations of the backscattering optical signals at sensors or charneis S(45,5,2 ). »
. S(ny. Various delayed versions of the correlation code are multiplied by the composite signal with all of the
sensor or channel signals present simultaneously, from electronic path 21 so that the electronic representations

of the sensors or channels S71j,5;2 ). . . Sy, jare Output from the correlator, 23 on signals O,1),O79 5. . . Or, ywith
respect to the index.

iOL38iCorrelator system 23 is an electronic spread spectrum signal de-spreader and temporal and spatial domain
de-mulliniexer of the rf. signal counterpart to the optical composite signal. lis input is coupled to the amplified
qutput 24 of the heterodyner and photodetector, and if is operative in cooperation with said source of spectrum
spreading signals to perform a coherent signal correlation process upon the r.f. counterparts of the aforesaid
“ane” and the aforesaid “still another” components of the composite back-propagating CW lightwave. This causes
the de-spreading of the rf. counterpart of the optical reflected spread spectrurn signal and causes the temporal
and spatial dernultiplexing of the r.f. counterpart of the “stil another” component of the composite r.f. signal.
This processing provides signals which temporally and spatially sort the said “stil another” component into n
virtual sensor signal channels, or stated another way n of each of the &Belta:2 length measurement regions,
measuring the induced optical path change at each of the n &Delta;Z-length segments of the optical fiber span 9.
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fOLSSTE will be appreciated that this sorting process is accomplished by the autocorrelation properties of the
spectrum-spreading signal and by the time of Fight of the optical spectrum-spreading signal down to each nth
reflection seqment and back to the heterodyne optical receiver 15. A delayed replica of the spectrum-spreading
signal is correlated against the r.f. signal counterpart of the optical composite back-propagating signal, thereby
segmenting the aptical fiber into n independent seqments, ar virtual sensors, via the time of flight of the optical
composite back-propagating signal and the autocorrelation function of the transmitted spectrum-spreading stanal.

fOL40TR is to be appreciated that system 2 is operating in the spread spectrurn transmission and reception

mode. Namely, by providing optical interrogation light wave, £)1)(0, with modulation by the correlation code,
c{t}, the continuous wave carrier signal is temporally structured into a spread spectrum interrogation Hahiwave
which comtinuously rerterates autocorrelatabie code sequences. Then after correlation system provides an

appropriate time of delay the correlator system 26 correlates the backscattered Hght wave Ey) y(t) with the same
output, c), of code generator 84, de-spreading the spread spectrum signal,

fOL4Liin accardance with well known communication electronics theory this has the effect of increasing signal
output of the ROSE sensor systern while the noise bandwidth remains the same. In temporally and spatially
sorting the rf. counterpart of the aforesaid “stil another” component of the composite back-propagation
lihhtwave, the aforesaid “another” component of undesired noises, such as reflections from couplers in fiber span
9, are materially attenuated,

iOL42iMore particularity, in accordance with this well known theory, the siqnal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is enhanced
by considerable attenuation of noise mechanisms in frequency ranges cutsicde of center frequency lobe of the
autocorrelation function and outside the pair of first side lobes to one and the other side of the center frequency
Iobe,

fOL437An lustrative embodiment of electronic spread spectrum signal de-spreader and spatial de-muliplexer for
cooperation with the previously described shift register type PRN code generator may comprise a series of n like-
shift register code generators respectively receiving the spectrum spreading signal through a corresponding
series of n feed channels which cause delays which incrementally increase by an amount of time bearing a

predetermined relationship to the fiber span length, and Cr,, the speed of light through the Nber. The composite
rf. signal is fed to a corresponding series of n multipliers connected to receive as the other multiplier the codes
generated by the respective de-spreader and demultiniexer fo thereby provide the de-spread and de-multipiexed
signal.

iOL44id. Heterodyne Phase Demodulation.

fOl45Refer to FIG. 3. After the composite radio frequency signal on electrical path 217 is correlation time-delay
demultiplexed by the correlator system, 24, the plurallly (which upwardly may include a very large number, for

instance 5,000) of outputs Oj), Orgy... O¢ny, On the plurality of electrical paths 61,63 and 63 respectively are
phase demodulated by a plurality of individual phase demodulatians in the phase demodulatar system, 66. The
outputs of the phase dernodulator system, 66, are the corresponding plurality of electrical paths 71, 73, and 74.

The phase demodulator outputs 74, 73, and 73 correspond to the correlator outputs (O;qy, Oca y. ©. Orn) OT, ES
and 63 respectively, and to the corresponding plurality of corresponding signals S;1y, So}... Sen respectively
corresponding to spatial delays Lryy, Lyay. .. Ly, respectively. The outputs 71, 74, and 75 electronically indicate
cwith tens of kilohertz potential bandwidth) the phase states of optical signals 5745, So y. .. Scyy. In particular,
output 7 i is proportional to the temporal phase &Phi;., jof BC, Lyi) hereinbefore discussed in subsections 1(b)
“Correlation or Time-delay Multiniexing” and 3{c} “Correlation Tirme-Delay Demultipiexing’ of this DESCRIPTION
OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT. The phase demodulator outputs 73 and 74 indicate the temporal phase

states @PRi yo and &PRI, of BULLyoy) and B (iba) respectively,

[O1461e, Fading Free Polarization Processing

iOL47Preferably system 2 further includes polarization signal characteristic processing functions (not shown},
which are used together with the previousiy described feature that the heteradyning function provides in reducing

fading, of the backscattering signal, E;,\(t}. These polarization processing functions are disclosed in the
commonly assigned U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 entitled “Fading-Free Optical Phase Rate Receiver,” hereby
incorporated herein in its entirely. The optical heterodyning feature which provides benefit in reducing fading
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includes: {i} cooperation of phase locked lasers 3 and 4§ in the formation of the optical interrogation light wave,

E,1)), applied to optical fiber 9, or other linearly extended light propagation mediurn producing Rayleigh effects
backscattering, and Gi) the manipulation of this by optical receiver 15 to provide the composite electronic receive
signal as optical receiver output 17. This takes advantage of the feature of more favorable Heterodyne fading
conditions in a way, in which polarization and phase state signal fading is materially reduced in the detected

backscattered light wave Eyp){t}. The electronic decoding module 700 of U.S. Pat. No. 6,042,921 is substantially
an equivalent to the correlator system herein. However, the system disclosed in U.S, Pat. No. 6,043,921 for
implementing polarization fading reduction (if not substantially eliminating fading) is a generalized stand alone
system for processing any optical phase signal having temporally varying polarization, phase, and phase
frequency. It rust be adapted for application to system 2 by appropriate integration into system 2 included the
two following alternative approaches,

POL48iOne approach for such adaptation passes the fade-free optical phase rate (FFOPR) photoreceiver RF signal
ta the correlator 23, performs the correlation on the RF signal and carnmpletes the Phase Demodulatian by In
phase and Quadrature phase (hereinafter | & O) demodulating the correlated RF siqnal inte outputs. This method
creates low bandwidth | & QO components and therefore requires low bandwidth analog-to-digital coriverters
Gimolying a récauirement for a large number of analog RF correlation electronic components). This RF correlator
approach requires two correlator circults for every virtual sensor element, or spatial channel, along fiber 9. One
correlator is needed for the vertical polarization RF signal path and one correlator is needed for the horizontal
polarization RF signal path.

(O149Another approach applies the | & Q dernodulator of FIG. 7 af the U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 prior to
correlation. This agproach therefore correlates a wideband set of four i& Q siqnals. One I, Q, set is for horizontal
polarization and the other I, Q, set is for the vertical polarization. In this case the I & G signals are the 1&Q
signais for the whole virtual array rather than for one virtual sensor element of the array. Four correlators are
required for each sensor element. Gne carrelator is applied toa each of the four wide bandwidth I & @ signals for
each virtual sensor element. This second approach requires very wideband analog-to-digital converters, but
allows digital correlators to be used instead of analog RF correlators. The RF correlator or first approach requires
far more analog to digital converters and RF electronics. The digital correlator approach enables the correlators to
be Implernented by the digital approaches of massively integrated logic circuits and/ar programmed pracessars,
requiring far more digital logic, but substantially reducing the r.f. electronics and number analog-to-digital
converter units in the system.

fOLSOH. Phase Differencing

fOLSiiRefer to FIG. 3. The plurality (which upwardly may include a very large number, for instance 5,000} of

signals indicating the phase states &Phitiy, &PHii).. . RPA» yon electrical paths 71, 73 and 73, respectively,
are input inte the phase differencer, 99. The phase differencer forms a corresponding olurality of outputs 94, 93
and 85 which are arbitrarily and programmably assigned as the subtractions of any two pairs of phase signals

&Phi-g and &PAIy, \owhere j and k are selected from 1,2... .9).

,OL52]Each of the pragrammably selectable pairs of differenced phase signals form a signal &Delta;S&PAI i;
ywhich is spatially bounded within the region of the fiber between lengths Ly yand Ly. The phase differencer
therefore produces differential phase outputs corresponding to a set of programmable length and position virtual
SENnSOrs,

iOLaSStated another way, each programmable selection of pairs of phase signals forms a virtual spatial
differential sensor which senses the difference between the phases of the &Delta;&omeqa;: output of the
photodector sub-system (which is the subject of the next subsections) in receiver 18. Each &Delta;&omega; is an
r.f. difference beat signal representative of the aforesaid “stil another” component of the cornposite back-
propagating CW lightwave signal which passes from the launch end of fiber span 9 to directional coupler 7. These
signals from each pair therefore répresent signals of virtual spatial differential sensors along fiber span 9. As a
result of the choice of pairs being selectively programmable these virtual sensor can be employed to implement
adaptive apertures in processing signal incident the fiber span. This feature would be useful, for example, in
enabling securiby system operators to classify objects causing acoustic pressure wave signals incident up a fiber
span @ used as 4 perimeter intrusion monitoring line.

fOLS4ig. Optical Detector Sub-System.

fOL5S5ifhe optical receivers 14 and 38, FIGS. 3, 4 and &, are comprised of photodetector sub-systems. Any of
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the many well known photodetecting techniques and devices may be employed. Possible implementation of the
photodetection sub-systems will now be discussed.

fOLS6iRefer to FIG. 4. Like parts correspond to like mumbers. Optical signais enter the photodetector sub-system
vie optical paths 1074 and 103 which are extensions of the paths 11 and 13 in the case of receiver 18, and (not
shown) of paths 3% ard 44 in the case of subsystem 38. The optical signals are equally split by optical coupler or
beamsplitter, 105. The optical signal on path 187 is compasite signal comprised of half the optical power of path
YO% and half of the optical power arriving on pate 103. The optical signal on path 107 is iuminated an aptical
detector 141. The photo-current of optical detector 1414 flows into electrical conductor 118. Likewise, the optical
signalon path £49 is camprised of half the optical power on path 104 and half of the optical power an path 103.
The optical signal on path 109 is Iluminated on optical detector 113. The photo-current of optical detector 1413
flows out of electrical conductor 118. Therefore the phota-currents of optical detectors 111 and 113 are
subtracted at electrical conductor or node £18.

POLS7pPhoto-detectors fi4 and 113 are precisely matched in responsivity. The differential photocurrent on
electrical conductar £16 is input into pre-amplifier P1?, arnplifier and is passed to electrical output 118. The
differential nature of the photo-detection rejects either of the sel-optical interference power of the signals on
paths 104 and 103 and receives only the cross-interference power between the two optical signals on paths 104
and 103. This particular optical detector architecture is called a balanced heterodyne optical detection scheme.
The scheme is 3 dB mare sensitive than all other heterodyne optical detection methods and offers the distinct
advantage of rejecting local oscillator noise.

POLSeiRefer to FIG. 5. FRG. 5 illustrates an alternative photo-detection scheme to FIG. 4, Hightwaves enter the
receiver at paths 107 and 103. The optical coupler or beamsplitter 105 cornbines the lightwaves an paths 194
and 103 into a composite lightwave on path 187. The composite lightwave on path 147 Hluminates optical
detector PP4. The phota-current of optical detector caused by the self-interference and cross interference of
lightwaves originating from optical paths 191 and 183 passes through conductor 115, is amplified by pre-
ampiltier 1417 and is passed to electrical output 1418.

fO1597The optical detector sub-system of FIGS. 4 and 5 carrespond to optical receivers 18 or 35 of FIG. 3. Paths
$84 and 183 correspond to ti and 13 and output 119 corresponds outputs 17 In optical receiver 15. Paths 104
and 103 correspond to $9 and 44 and output 178 corresponds to output 33 in optical receiver 98. Either of the
photo-detection schemes of FIG. 4 or § can be used for the optical receivers 15 or 35. However, the
photodetection scheme of FIG. 4 is preferred.

iOLSOTH. Pragrammabie Correlater System

iOLoL Refer to FIG. 6. The campasite radio frequency signal, or r.f. composite reference beat signal, which
electronically represents the received time-delay multiplexed optical signal, ar composite back-propagation CW

lightwave, Er,3(4), is input into the correlator system, 23, at electrical input 21. The cormpasite radio frequency
Signal is ri-way SpHE with power spintter 203 into @ plurality (which upwardly mayinclude a very large number,
for instance 5,000) of electranic pathways including 211, 243 and 218. The master correlation code, c{t, is
input into the correlator system, 23, at electrical Input $4. The correlation code is distributed to such a plurality
of programmabie delay circuits including 224, 223 and 224, Each programmable delay circull delays the master
correlation cade by the delay required to decode/demufttiniex each time-delay multiglened channel. The plurality
of grogrammahbie delay circuits inchiding 227, 223 and 225 cutout a plurality of delayed correlation codes
Including those on electrical pathways 231,233, and 225 respectively. The correspanding plurality of delayed
correlation codes including thase on electrical pathways 231, 233 and 238 are multiplied by a corresponding
plurality of multipliers (or balanced mixers) including 241,243 and 248, respectively, by the radio frequency
signal on the plurality of electronic pathways including 211, 213 and 275 which are amplified by a corresponding
murality of amplifiers including 261, 263 and 265, respectively, to produce the corresponding plurality of

outputs including O13, Orgy, and Or, (on lines 61,63 and 65) respectively. Each of the outputs therefore
produces the corresponding demultiplexed signal which is time-qated by the corresponding time-delay of the
correlation cade. The correlator system 23 of FIG. 6 is an example implementation of the correlation systern, 23,
of FIG. 3,

fOLO2]The output O,; corresponds to signal B(t,L.4)) which is hereinbefore discussed in subsections 2(a) “ROSE
Gntical Phase Sensor Interrogation Enables Sensor System” and 3{c} “Correlation Time-Delay Demuliglexing” of

this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT. The output QO; 1),0(9 3... Or, jon Hines 61, 63 and 65,
respectively, correspond to signais Si, S¢2 3. . - Sgn ywhich in turn are based upon the spatial delay associated
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with distance Lyyy,Lyoy.... Ly, indicated in FIG. 3. These spatial delays are based on the time of propagation for
flyback travel along these distances, which are arbitrary and programmable. The time delay multicilexing of the
optical signals comprising the composite back-propagating optical signal an path 14, FIG. 3, arise fram a plurality
(which upwardly may include a very jJarge number, for instance 5,000) of spatial locations causing a like plurality
of time-delays. The correlator system spatially separates the components of the rf. composite difference heat
signal inte channels which each uniquely represent an optical signal at a single spatial focation.

fOL63}The correlator system allows the spatial sampling of the optical signals so that a virtual array can be
formed along the fiber span 8 on FIG, 3.

iOLG4H, Phase Demodulation System

fOL65ifhe embodiment of phase demodulator system, 66, of FIG. 3, has two uses in system 2. Tt either:
receives the outputs of the just described rf. correlator subsection 23, or G1) is part of the integration of the
polarization fading reduction system of US. Pat. No. 6,043,921 (as discussed in the preceding subsection 2fe}
“Fading-Free Polarization Processing” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT. Refer ta FIG. 7.
The phase demodulation system, 86, is comprised of a plurality (which upwardly may include a very large
number, for instance 5,000) af phase demodulators, 81, 83 and 8&8. The inputs to the plurality of phase

demodulators, 61, 63 and 63 (the correlator outputs O71), Ora y. . . Orn discussed previously) are phase
demodulated with phase demodulatars 81,83 and 8% respectively. The outputs of these demodulators are
passed on electrical pathways 71, 73 and 75 respectively.

POLo6iRefer to FIG. 8. An example block dlagram of any one of the just discussed phase dermodulators 81, 83
and 8& is shown as part 300. The input electrical path $04 corresponds to any one of electrical path 61, 63, 64,
etc, of the plurality of phase demoduiators. The output electrical path 318 corresponds to any one of electrical

path 72,73, 75, etc. of the plurality of phase dernodulators. A correlation system output such as O13, Q¢2 yor
Orn iS passed via electrical path 304 into a bandpass filter 303. The bandpass fiter 303 passes only a band of
radian frequencies in the vicinity of &Delta;Gormega; so that only B(L,Limny) passes through the filter (where mi is
an integer corresconding to the particular channel). The band passed sianal passes frorn 309 via electrical path
305 to amplitude control 307. Amplitude contral a7 is either an analog automatic gain control circuit, an
electronic cloper circull, or a combination thereof. The amplitude control 907 rernoves amplitude variations due

to polarization fading or other types of signal fading. Because the signal, BU,Lymy) is a result of a heterodyne
interference, the phase remains the sameafter clipping. It is to be appreciated that other phase demodulation
schemes for fiber optic sianais use a phase carrier technique which does not allow the clipping operation. Clipping
is a preferred amplitude control mechanism. The arnplitude control 307 passes an amplitude stabilized signal via
electrical path 368 to 1& QO demadulator 3141. The 1 & Q demodulator removes the carrier, that is it shifts the

center radian frequency of the amplitude stabilized B(t,Lyp,3) from &Delta;Gomega; down to zero. The 1& O
demodulator outputs a voltage proportional to cos(G@Phij(mn,)) on electrical path 3123 and a voltage proportional to
sin(&PRifony) on electrical path 15. The cos(&Phivan)) and sin(&PAiiieny) proportional voltages on electrical paths
373 and 345 respectively are Converted in an output signal proportional to GPAL a, yon electrical path 319 by
the phase detector 317.

iOL67 Reviewing the previous discussion, the plurality of phase demodulatars 81,83 and @& of FIG. 7 each
function Hike the block diagram of 390 on FIG. &. The plurality (which upwardly may include a very large number,

for instance 5000) of phase demodulators 300 convert to a like plurality of signals BOYLyiy}, BU, Lyay) - -
B(t.Lenj) into a tke plurality of signals proportional to @Phityi), @PRitgo 3... &PAU ey ywhich correspond to optical
signals Sriy, Seay. - « Ben)

POLGeH. 1 & Q Demodulator.

POL6SIAn example implementation of the 1& O demodulator 341 of FIG. 8 will now be presented. Refer to FIG,

9. An amplitude stabilized BUt.Limy) signal (originating from the amplitude control 307 of FIG. &) is passed on
electrical path 309 to a power splitter 403. Half of the signal power exiting fromm power splitter 403 is passed to
analog mixer, balanced mixer, Gilbert celior analog multiplier 443 via electrical path 444. The other half of
signal power exiting form power splitter 403 is passed to analog mixer, balanced mixer, Gilbert cellor analog
multiplier 423 via electrical path 4217.

iOL7OiThe reference ascitlator 484 generates an electronic wave proportional to cos(&Della;&omegast). As noted
earlier herein, this reference oscillator is aiso the oscillator employed in the conventional phase lock mechanism
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establishing the fixed phase relationship between the frequencies of primary laser 3 and local oscillator laser 48
whose differences in frequency, &Delta; W, are of a very low order. In accordance with known principles of
heterodyning lightwaves having fixed phase relationships, heterodyning these signals can produce a difference
beat signal srnall enough ta be in the r.f. signal range, but with the frequency difference sufficiently high to
provide the heterodyning with a band pass allowing transforming a given binary code rate into corresponding
code components of the beat signal, such as the code rate of the PRN cade sequence praduced by PRN code
generator §3. This reference oscillator wave is passed from the reference oscillator 484 vie the electrical path
453 to amplifier 455. The wave is ampltied by amclifier 455 and passed ta hybrid coupler 45% via electrical
path 447, The hybrid coupler splits the amplified reference oscillator electronic wave into two components one
proportional to cos(@Delta;&omeqat) an electrical path 447 Cpreviding the “I”, or in-phase reference}: and ane
proportional to sin(@Delta;&omega:t) on electrical path 427 (providing the “Q”, or Quadrature-phase reference).

fOQLYLifhe In-phase reference on electrical path 447 is multiphed for frequency mixed} with the signal on
electrical path 444 by multigier 4143 to produce the output on electrical path 44%. The signal on electrical path
415 is amplified by amplifier 434 and passed to electronic lowpass filter 434 via electrical path 433. The
lowpass filler 438 removes high frequency components of the multiplication or frequency mixing process and

results in an output at electrical path 373 which is proportional to cos(&PRiyy).

fOL/2}fhe Quadrature-phase reference on electrical path 427 is multiplied (or frequency mixed) with the signal
on electrical path 424 by multiplier 423 to produce the output on electrical path 425. The signal on electrical
path 425 is amplified by amplifier 444 and passed to electronic lowpass fitter 445 via electrical path 443. The
lowpass filter 445 removes high frequency components of the multiplication or frequency mixing process and

resuits in an output at electrical path 314 which is proportional to Sin(&PHir yyy).

fGL73]k. Phase Detector

POL/4iExamople implementations of the phase detection 317 of FIG. 8 will now be presented. Refer to FIG. 10. An
example digital phase detector implementation, 217, i shawn in the block diagrarn. The signal proportional ta

cOSCRPAE ny} ON electrical path 343 is converted to a digital code or number by analog-to-digital converter
(hereafter, A/D) $43. The digtal number proportional to cos C&PRIii.,_3) is input into the digital signal processor
807 via electrical path 5143. The signal proportional to sin (&Philimj} on electrical path 31% is converted to a
digital code or number by A/D 823. The digital number proportional to sin(GPht ny) is Input into the digital
signal processor, 8014, via electrical path 825. The digital signal processor converts the numbers proportional to
Sin CRPAL my} and cos C&PA (»y} inte a number proportional to &PAi in, yas follows.

[0175] Suppose the constant of propartionality for the sin(@Phijrmy) and cos (SPR Gy) iS Vimy. Then the digital
signal processor can optimally select estimates of &PAIi ay, yand Vim sto minimize the calculated error function:
&epsiv;(circurnflex over C&PHID) ign). {circumflex over (V)Jona Vim cos@Phij wy aminus){circumflex over
Wim ycos({ circumflex over (PHL amy+Yon SINCSPHE oy eminus; felreumiex over (V) im
sin (@PHY oy)O)Remsp;Bemsp; (42)

fOL/6)The digital signal processor can also calculate GPhi}.-, directly by taking the inverse tangent function or
the inverse cotangent function:

POLFIPmsadit: Sib tangal; (Vimeiby singaf: (RPREmIVmSadt coskaf (RPA msait:it cot&at: (Vimcos&af;
C&@Phii mjVmGitsin&ah (&Phim))f43)

[OL/SHT desired, the digital signal processor can also implement the differentiate and cross multioly (hereafter
DCM) algorithm. The DCM method is as follows. The digital representation of the signals proportional to sin

C&Pem) and cos(&Phij ony) are temporally differentiated and cross multiplied by the non-differentiated signals.
The result Ur» ){t) is integrated to produce the desired output, &PAI (ny, Mathematically, this algorithmis:

POL/SUma(GitVmaeit: singaf: (RPA Mm kit & part: &part thiby (Vmait: coskat: (RPE My }- Bit VmGit: coskah;
C&PHi mG&part:&parttait; (Vimddt: sina: (@Phipm pUm&af: 4) -&it: Vm 2&at; ((cos&al: (&Phi:m2+(sin&af,
(SPR)Sei:Boart: &Phima&part tlm&al (i sSiVm2ait &oart RPh m&part tQPAL m= Bit: PYMmeRib PUmRar;
(O&iy &part:t.(44) The digital signal pracessar $04 converts the signals arriving on electrical paths 815 and 825

into a digital output proportional to GPHii(,, yon electronic path 963. Optionally, the digital output is passed on
electronic path §05 to some other data sink such as a computer memory. The digital signal proportional to
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&PHiym yan electronic path $09 is converted back to an analog signal on electrical path 278 by digital-to-analog
converter 807. By way of a summarization, the example digital phase detector 847 accepts inputs 813 and 218
which originate from the 1 & G demodulator, 11, of FiG. S, and the digital phase detector 317 outputs the

phase signal &Phij,,, yon electrical path 218. Optionally, any of other well-known implementations of digital
phase detectors may be employed.

POLsolRefer to FIG. Pi. An example analog phase detector implementation, $417 &prime: is shown in the block
diagram. The example analog phase detector 317 Gprime; shown in FIG. 11 implements an analog version of the

DCM aigorithm discussed in the previous text. The signal proportional to cos (@Phiy,)} on efectrical path 313 is
Input into analog temporal differentiator @13 and analog multiplier 617. The signal proportional to sin(&Phivayy)
on electrical path 248 is input into analog temporal differentiator 623 and analog multiplier 627. The
differentiated cosine terrn on signal path 625 is multigied by the sine term on electrical path 315 by analag
multiplier @27 producing the signal on electrical path @293. The differentiated sine term on electrical path 615 is
multiplied by the casine term on electrical path 313 by analog multipiier 617 producing the signal on electrical
path 679. The signals on electrical paths 8619 and @29 are applied as inputs to differential summer 631. The
Gutput of differential surumer on electrical path 633, which is the result of the differentiated sine and cosine

product being subtracted from the differentiated cosine and sine product, corresponds to U;,,)(t) of the DCM
discussion. The stanal on electrical path 633 is integrated by analog integrator 635 to produce the analog phase

detector output proportional to SPA, yon electrical path and output 378. By way of summarization, the
example analog phase detector $17 accepts inputs $13 and 3418 which originate from the 1 & GQ demodulator

311 of FiG. S, then the analog phase detector outputs the phase signal RPI, yon electrical path 378.
Optionally, any of other well-known implementations of analog phase detectors may be employed,

iOL8i]1. Programmable Phase Difference

iQiS2itThe example prograrmmable phase differencer implementation shown as part 98 of FIG. 12 corresponds to
part 899 shawn as a block in FIG. 3. Refer to FIG. 12. The plurality (which upwardly may inchide a very large

number, for instance 5,000) of demodulated signals proportional to optical signal phases &Phiti.), &PHi 2). - .
SPHyare input into the programmable phase signal switching and routing network 701 via electrical paths 71,
73 and 78, respectively. Network 71 programmahly selects on a basis of timed relation to code generator 83
and routes on a basis of conventional “hold-in memory” and “transfer-from-memory”, a plurality (which upwardly
may include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of pairs of phase signals onto a plurality (which upwardly
may inchide a very large number, for instance 5,000) of pairs of electronic paths 711 and 713, 731 and 733
and 78% and 783. The plurality of routed pairs of phase signals are applied to the corresponding of subtracters
718, 738 and 785 as shown on FIG. 12. The plurality of phase pairs on electronic pairs of paths 711 and 743,
¥3i and 733, and 754 and 753 are subtracted by subtracters 719, 735 and 783, respectively, and the
differential sSianai are outputted on a corresponding plurality of electrical paths $1, $3 and 9S respectively. The
Following description focuses on the differencing channel output on electrical path 91, it being understood that
the modes of operation of other diferencing channels in network 701 are the same. Programmable phase
switching and routing nelwork 7@4 selects one of the phase signais on one of the plurality of electrical paths 71,
73 or 78 and routes the signal to electrical path 7414. The signal on electrical path 744 is selected to be

proportional to &PAi}, y\Owhere j is of the set 1,2... 1m), Network 704 also selects another of the phase signals
on one of the other of the plurality of electronic paths 74,73 or 7& and routes the signal to electrical path 744.

The signal of electrical path 723 is selected to be proportional to GPhi}q \(where k is of set 1,2... n). The signal
on electrical path F441 is subtracted from the signal on electrical path 713 by subtracter 745. The output of

subtracter 715 is passed on via electrical path 97 and is proportional to &Delta;&Phi} qq yhereinabove discussed
in subsection 37) “Phase Differencing” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT. Employing this

mode, network 7G% programmably makes selection from optical signal phases &Phijr1), &PHi oy... BPR yy sto
provide other differential phase outputs on electrical paths $71, 93 and $8. This may include a very large number
of differential phase sianals, for instance 5000. As an alternative to the just described type of circultry employing
subtracters 718, 738 and 788 any of other well-known forms of producing a differential signal my be employed,

POLS3im. An Alternative Viewpoint of the Partitioning of System 2.

POL&S41As an alternative to the viewpoint inferable fram the preceding sequence discussing FIG. 3, system 2 may
be considered as partitioned into: G) an optical network for iturninating an optical fiber sensing span, or other
light propagation medium sensing span, and retrieving back propagating portions of the Hlumination; and Gh a
photoelectronic network for establishing virtual sensors at predetermined locations along the span and picking up
external ohysical signals incident to, or impinging upon, the sensors.
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POLSSTin general, the optical network for the illimination of, and for the retrieval of back-propagation from, fiber
span & comprises transmitter laser 3, directional optical coupler 7, and optical fiber, or other light propagation
medium @,

POL&S6iThe photoelectronic network for establishing virtual sensors and picking up signals therefrom generally
camiprises two subdivisions. Gne subdivision provides a cyclically retterative autocorrelatable form of modulation
of the lightwave Hiuminating fiber span @. This modulation is in the form reiterated sequences having
autocorrelatable properties. The other subdivision takes the retrieved back propagation and performs a
heterodyning therewith to obtain an r.f. beat signal. It then picks up the siqnal from the virtual sensors by
autocorrelation and further processes it inta rnore useful forrns.

[OLS 7lin general, the subdivision providing the cyclical reiterative modulation of sequences Hiuminating fiber
span § comprises master correlation code generator 83 (via one of its electrical pathway ouiputs} and optical
modulator §.

fOLSSlin general, the subdivision for performing heterodyning with and picking up of virtual sensor signals frorn
the retrieved back propagation from fiber span § includes local oscillator laser 48, and the network which phase
locks transmitter laser 3 and local oscilatar 45, and a sequence of slernents which perform processing upon the
retrieved back propagation. The phase locking network comprises bearnsplitter 4, phase locking means optical
receiver 35, phase locking circuitry 30, and aptical coupler 43. First in the sequence of pracessing elements is an
optical receiver 18 which ohotodetects interference power “derived” by heterodyning the back propagated
Humination partion retrieved from fiber span 8 with the output of a local oscillator 45. Lasers 3 and 45 are
operated with a frequency difference to produce an rf. beat signal, &Delta:W. Then correlation system 23
receives as one of its inputs another electrical pathway output frarm master correlation code generator §3, and
provides a series of channels which in turn respectively provide predetermined time delays in relation to the
tirning base of cyclic reiterative code generator §3, to perform a series of autocorrelations of the respectively
delayed inputs from code generator 53 with the signal &Delta;W. This picks up rf. signals respectively
representative of the affects in the lightwave dornain of the external physical signals incident upon the respective
virtual sensor, Phase demodulator system 68 provides a linear phase signal derived fram such rf. signals
representative of optical sianals at the respective virtual sensors. Programmahile phase differencer 99 processes
pairs of these linear phase signals occurring across seqments of fiber span 9 between prodrammably selected
pairs of the virtual sensors.

iOLB9lFallowing is another overview description which more particularly calls attentions to an aspect of the
invention that the system elements which performs the autocorrelation enable providing an output in the form of
arr.?. counterpart of a lightwave time-domain reflectametry output of signals incident to the virtual sensors as
lightwave time domain reflactometry outputs a CW lightwave modulated by a continuously reiterated binary
pseudorandom code sequence is launched into an end of a span of ordinary optical fiber cable. Portions of the
launched lightwave back propagate to the launch end from a continuum of locations along the span because of
innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering. This is picked off the launch end and heterodyned to produce
any? beat signal. The rf. beat signal is processed by @ plurality (which can be thousands} of correlator type
binary pseudonoise code sequence demoduiators respectively operated in different delay time relationships ta the
timing base of the reiterated modulation sequences. The outputs of the demodulators provide r.f. time-domain
reflectametry outputs representative of signals (e.g., acoustic pressure waves) Incident to virtual sensars along
the fiber at positions corresponding to the various time delay relationships,

POLSO Following is stil another overview description which more particularly calls attention to an aspect of the
invention that the system elements performing the autocorrelation enable detection of unique spectral
components representing a phase variations of external signais incident to the virtual sensors. A CWlightwave
modulated by a continuously reiterated pseudorandom cade sequence is launched inte an end of a span of
ordinary optical fiber cable. Portions of the launched lightwave back propagate to the launch end from a
continuurn of locations along the span because of innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering, This is
picked off the Jaunch end and heterodyned producing an r.f. beat signal. The r.f. beat signal is processed by a
plurality (which can be thousands) of correlator type pseudanoise cade sequence dernadulation and phase
demodulator units, operated in different time delay relationships to the timing base of the reiterated modulation
sequences, These units provide outputs representative of phase variations in respective unique spectral
components in the rf. beat signal caused by acoustic, or other forms of signals, incident to virtual sensors at
fiber pasitions corresponding toa the various time delay relationships.

(OLS L Following is yet another overview description which rare particularly calls attention ta an aspect of the
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invention that a pair of the different delay time relationships of the autocorrelation system elernents are effective
to establish a virtual incrernent of the optical fiber span, and that a substracter circuit of phase differencer 9%
enables representing the diferential phase signal across the virtual incrernent. A CW lightwave modulated by a
continuously reiterated pseudorandom (PN} code sequence is launched into an end of a span of ordinary optical
fiber cable, Portions of the launched lightwave back propagate to the launch end from a continuum of locations
aiong the span because of inmate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering, This is picked off the launch end
and heterodyned producing an r.f. beat signal. The rf. beat signal is processed by a plurality (which can be
thousands) of correlator pseudonoise code sequence demodulation and phase demodulator units operated in
different delay time relationships to the timing base of the reiterated modulation sequences. Pairs of outputs of
the units are connected to respective substracter circuits, each providing a signal representative of phase
differential of incident acoustic signais, or other forms of signals, across virtual increments of the span
established by @ pair of said délay time relationships.

O192In. Air-Backed Mandre!l Modified Form of Invention

LOLSSIFIG, 13 iustrates a so-called fiber-on-an-air-backed mandrel! assembly 801, useful in applications in
which a fiber optic span 8&prime: is to be immersed in a liquid medium. Assembly 6O4 comprises a hollow
cylindrical mandrel 803 having forrned therein a sealed central chamber 8&5 containing air or other gaseous
medium 867, which is compressible relative to the quid medium. A seqment of span 8&orime; of a ROSE
system 2, FIG. 3, is helically wound the cylindrical exterior surface of mandrel 803, and suitably fixedly banded
to the surface. The cylindral wall 8@8 of mandrel 8@3 is of a material so chosen and of a thickness sa chosen to
Form a conktainic membrane with a hoop stiffness that enables acoustic pressure wave signals incident upon
assembly 8@4 to be transformed into mandrel radial dimensional variations. As a result of mandrel 8G1's
geometry these radial variations resull in magnified longitudinal strain variations in fiber @&prime;. Ib is to be
appreciated that the physical structure of assembly 801 inherently provides a spatial succession of two locations
aiong the fiber span, which a phase sianal switch and routing network 701 could select and route to become the
virtual bounding positions of a differential phase signal virtual sensor. This is to say, positioning a mandrel wound
span S&orime: as a segment of a systern total span 9 of ROSE system 2 can facilitate providing a sequential pair
of virtual sensor locations along a span $8, and the provision of a corresponding pair of delay circuits in correlatar
circulk 23 would cause assembly 807 to operate as a differential phase signal sensor.

(4) Advantages and New Features

iO194?The invention enables the interrogation or time-delay correlational multiglexing and demultiplexing of
optical phase signals.

fO195)The invention enables the interrogation of ROSE (Rayleigh Optical Scattering and Encoding) fiber optic
sensors. The invention enables the spatial sorting and separation of the temporal optical phases of hackscattered
optical signals arising from a plurality (which upwardly may include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of
virtual optical sensors along Fibers or other optical mediurns. The invention enables the spatial decoding of
backscattered optical signals with a bandwidth of tens of kHohertz. The invention enables the sensor locations
aiong the fiber to be programmanble. The invention allows the electronic separation or seqmentation of the array
of fiber sensars into programmable bounded lengths and positions. Because the correlation signal, cit}, can be
designed to be a continuous wave, the invention increases the average optical power considerably over
conventional pulsed optical phase sensor interrogation methods. Because the correlation signal cit} can be
chosen to have spectrum spreading properties for which dispreading electronic circultry is readily available,
undesired optical fiber system noises, such as reflection discantinuity noises due to cable couplings, can be
materially attenuated.

iOLS61in hypothetically assessing the potential achievable by the present invention with regard to ernployment of
a common grade of optical fiber cable buried beneath the ground surface as a perimeter intrusion monitoring
fiber span, the following assumptions have been made: (i) signal to noise ratio (S/N) degradation of Rayleigh
effect ight propagation in such an optical fiber cable are assumed to be 0.5 db/km: GH) iH is assumed there is a
réduirement for bandwidth of ten times that of the gqeo-acoustic intruder signal needs to be detected; Ci} and
digital circuitry functions are performed employing conventional “high end” clock rates. Using these assumptions,
and employing canventional single-mode or multimode fiber buried 6-12 inches underground, and using
conventional engineering methocology for noise effect prediction, ii can be shown that ROSE system 2 has the
potential of sensing intruder caused geo-acoustic, (i.e., seismic) signals along a length of fiber span Jine as long
as & kmor S miles. (This assessment is based upon S/N degradations for flyback travel of signals from the
interrogation launch end of fiber span § to its remote end and back.} The hypothetical seqment resolution
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capability with such a & km., or 5 mie line, would be 1 meter,

iOLO7The invention provides a new capability of heterodyne optical phase detection without resorting to dithered
phase carrier methods. The phase demadulation method introduces heterodyne 1 & © demodulation to produce
cosine and sine phase components, clipped signal amplitude stabilization techniques and digital signal processing
based phase detection. The spatially differential phase detection method provided by the Invention enables the
rejection of unwanted lead-in fiber phase signals.

fOLSG}The details, materials step of operation and arrangement of parts herein have been described and
Hustrated in order to explain the nature of the invention. Many modifications in these are possible by those
skilled in the art within the teachings herein of the invention. For example, while in system 2 the transformation
frarn optical to rf. signal takes place prior to processing by programmable correlation 23, it is within the skill of
the art te design optical receiver 18 and correlator system 23 to have the transformation take place otherwise.
Alisa, as an alternative to the previously described mechanism for phase locking laser 3 and 48, the laser optical
wave on an optical path $9 can be passed through an acoustic-optic modulator, sometimes called a Bragg Cell.
The diffracted optical wave exiting the acousto-optic modulator will be Doppler shifted by an impingina-driving RF
wave, that is translated into a sound wave in the acousto-aptic modulator, and the so-called Bragg shifted-
diffracted optical wave will exit the acousti-optical modudulator with an optical frequency equivalent to the phase
lacked laser 48, The acousto-optically generated liqdhtwave, at an equivalent frequency of the phase locked laser
48, is sent along optical pathway 13 and becomes the focal oscillator input to heterodyne photoreceiver 18. An
acousto-ontically frequency shifted version of the ight in optical path 39 can therefore replace the phase locked
light of coherent optical source 45. Accordingly it is to be understood that changes may be made by those skilled
in the art within the principle and scape of the inventions expressed in the appended claims.

ENGLISH-CLAIMS:

Return to Top of Patent

What is claimed is:

1. A time-domain reflectameter for sensing at a desired set of n spaced sensing pasitions along an optical fiber
span, said sensing positions being for sensing a type of external physical sianal having the propertyof inducing
light path changes within the optical fiber span at regions there along where the signal is coupled to the span,
COMPFISENG:

& ”

an optical fiber span having a first end which concurrently serves as both the interrogation signal input end
and the back propagating signal output end for purposes of reflectametry, and having a second remote
end:

& ~

@ first light source far producing a coherent carrier ightwave signal of a first predetermined wavelength;
& ~~

& binary pseucionoise code sequence modulator modulating said carrier sianal for producing a pseuconoise
code sequence modulated interrogation lightwave shanal which cantinuausiy reiterates the binary
nseudonoise code sequence, the reiterated sequences being executed in a fixed relationship to a
predetermined timing base:

es -

@ lightwave heterodyner having first and second inputs for receiving a primary signal and a iocal oscillator
Signal, respectively, and operative to produce the beat frequencies of their respective frequencies;

a -

@ lightwave directional coupler having a first port which receives said binary pseudonoise code sequence
modulated interrogation lightwave, a second port coupled to said first end of said optical fiber span, and a
third port coupled to said primary signal input of the heterackyner;

@ ”

said directional coupler coupling said binary pseudonoise code sequence modulated interragation lightwave
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to said second port where if is launched in a forwardly propagating direction along Saki optical fiber span
causing the return to said second port of a composite back-propagating lightwave which is a summation of
lightwave back-propagations from a continuum of locations along the length of the span, said composite
back-propagating lightwave signal comprising a summation of multiple camponents including

oe -

a first slanal component comprising the summation of portions of the said pseudanoise cade
sequence modulated interrogation lightwave signal which the innate properties of the optical fiber
cause to backpropagate at a continuum of locations along the span, and

oS —

a second signal cormponent camprising the modulation of said first signal component caused by
longitudinal components of optical path changes induced into said span at a continuum of locations
along said span by external physical signals, said second signal component further including a
corresponding set of subcomponents comprising the modulation of said first signal component by
optical path changes caused by said external signals at the respective sensing positions:

said directional coupler coupling said composite back-propagating lightwave to said third port where it is
applied to said first input of the heterodyner;

2 -

a second light source coupled to said second input of the lightwave heterodyner, sald second light source
producing a coherent local oscillator lightwave signal in phase locked relation to said carrier lightwave
signal, said local oscillator signal being of a second predetermined wavelength which differs from the first
predetermined wavelength by an amount of difference small enough to produce at the output of the
heterodyner a radio frequency (r.f.) composite difference beat signal, but by an amount large enough to
cause said rf. composite difference beat signal ta have sufficient bandwidth ta cause it to include rf.
counterparts of signal components and subcomponents of said cornpasite back propagating lightwave
signal:

e -

said rf. composite difference beat frequency signal being coupled to an n-way splitter providing a
correspanding set of n output channels, each transmitting said r.f. composite difference beat signal:

& =

a corresponding set of n correlation-type binary pseudonoise code sequence demodulators having their
respective inputs connected to the corresponding output channels of said n-way splitter through a
corresponding set of time delay circuits which respectively provide a corresponding set of predetermined
time delays in relation to sald predetermined timing base of the binary pseudonaise code sequence
modulator, to establish said n desired sensing positions along said optical fiber span; and

e -

said set of correlation-type binary pseudonoise code sequence dermodulatars serving ta conjunctively
temporally and spatially de-multiplex said c.f. composite difference beat signal to provide at their
respective outputs rf. counterparts of the subcomponents of said second signal component of said
composite back-propagating Hghtwave signal caused by chanqes in the optical path within said optical fiber
span induced by external physical signals respectively coupled ta the correspanding sensing positions.

2. The reflectameter of claim L wherein:

s =

said innate properties of the said optical fiber material include the generation of Rayleigh optical scattering
effects at a continuum of locations alang said optical fiber span in response to said forwardly propagating
binary pseudonoise code sequence modulated interrogation lightwave.
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3.3. The reflectareter of claim PT wherein said type of external physical signal which induces light path changes in
Sa

+

id optical fiber span is an acoustic pressure wave signal.

4, The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein:

2 ~

said optical fiber span is an acoustic security alarm perimeter monitoring line buried at a predetermined
depth beneath the surface of the ground;

2 ~

said acoustic pressure wave signal being caused by the vibration of the ground surface by movement of an
object thereon; and

2 ~

said set of n sensing positions along the Hine form a virtual array of n geaphones which respectively
produce substantially linear signals respectively representative of the vibrations of the surface of the
ground at corresponding sensing positions.

5. The reflectameter of claim 4 wherein the range of depths of burial of the optical fiber span beneath the surface
of the ground is of six inches to the order of one foot.

&. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein:

& ~

said aptical fiber span is of a length L: and
& ~~

said first ght source is a laser having the performance capability to generate a lightwave signal with
sufficient phase stability to substantially retain coherency in propagation along said optical fiber span for a
distance at least equal to 2 L.

7. the reflectometer of claim 6, wherein:

& ~

said the length L of sald optical Aber span is at least 5.0 km,

& The reflectometer of claim 7 wherein said first Jight source is @ planar, ring-type laser.

3, The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein said optical fiber span comprises a single-mode fiber optic cable.

iG. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein said optical fiber span comprises a fiber optic cable of the polarization
preserving type.

Li. The reflectameter of claim 3, wherein:

a -

said optical fiber span has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the combined characteristics
of a low Young’s modulus and a Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber: and

2 -

said coating serving to enhance the longitudinal component of strain variation derived fromm an acoustic
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wave signal whose wave front is incident ta the span from a direction at least In part having a lateral
component in the direction along which the wave front propagates.

L4, The reflectometer of claim i wherein:

said lightwave heterodyner is of the photodetector type.

L3. The reflectometer of claim 12 wherein:

said lightwave heterodyner of the photodetector type is a balanced optical detector circuit including a
matched pair of photodetectors with the carnpasite back-propagating lightwave signal applied to seach
photodetector of the pair; and

said balanced aptical detection circuit produces said rf. composite difference beat signal as a differential
current fram the matched pair of photodetectors.

Ld. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein the continuoushy relterated binary pseudonaise code sequences are
binary pseudonoise sequences wherein shifts between binary states of the signal allernatingly shift the radian
phase of the carrier between substantially 0° and substantially 140°.

L5. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein sald pseudonoise cade sequence is a pseudorandom number (PN) code
sequence generated by a shift-register type PRN code generator.

Lo. The reflectometer of clair 1, and:

oJ

a fixed frequency reference oscillator which produces a reference phase signal:

each phase dernodulator including an I & Q quadrature demodulator having a first input for receiving said
reference phase signal and a second input for receiving an r.f. counterpart of the corresponding
subcomponent of said second signal component of said composite back-propagating lightwave signal, said 1]
& Q demodulator being operative to derive frorn said reference phase signal an interim in phase signal and
an interim quadrature phase signal and to split the signal received at its second input and mix one part
thereof with the interim in ohase signal and another part thereof with the interim quadrature phase signal
to provide a pair of output signals; and

each phase dernodulator further including a phase detector having 4 pair of inputs for receiving respectively
one and the other of said outputs of the 1 & O demodulator and operative to provide at the output of the
phase demodulator said signal representative of the radian phase of the respective subcomponent of said
set of n subcomponents.

L?. The reflectometer of claim 16, wherein said reference phase siqnal produced by said fixed frequency oscillator
is used in establishing the phase locked relationship between the local oscillator lightwave signal and the carrier
lightwave signal.

L&. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein:
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a time period TP is required for forward propagation of said autocorrelatable spectrum spreading signal
from the output of the source of the spectrum Spreading sianai to where said first ight source is
modulated, and then for the forward propagation of the derivative spread spectrum modulated
interrogation lightwave signal to the secand remote end of the fiber optical span, plus the time period
required for the back propagation of a subcomponent of said composite back-propagating CW lightwave
signal produced at the remote end of the span to the input of the heteradyner, and then for the back
propagation of the derivative counterpart subcomponent of the rf. composite difference beat signal fram
the output of the heterdyner to the input of a corresponding de-spreader and de-multiplexer of said set of n
de-spreader and de-multiplexers; and

s -

the temporal length of a single autocorrelatable spectrum spreading sianal sequence of the continuously
reiterated code sequences is one of one and the other of

oe -

less than the time period TP, and
2 =

greater than the time period TP,

iS. The reflectorneter of clairn i, wherein said type of external physical signal which induces light path changes in
said optical fiber span is a selected one of a group consisting of: () a seismic signal wherein with the media
which couples the signal ta said aptical fiber span includes at least in part the ground in which the fiber optic span
is buried; (2) an underwater sound signal wherein the media which couples the signal to said optical fiber span
includes at least in part a body of water in which the flber optic span is immersed; Cid an electromaanetic force
fieldl coupled to the optical fiber span; Civ} @ signal comprising temperature variations coupled to the optical fiber
span; and (v)} at least one microphonic signal which is coupled to said optical fiber span at an at least one of said
set of n sensing positions along the optical fiber span.

20. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein each of: ()) said coherent carrier lightwave signal: (ID said coherent
local oscillator lightwave signal: (HD said spread spectrum modulated interrogation lightwave signal: (iv) said
composite back-propagating Hghtwave signal: (v) said radio frequency (f.} composite difference beat signal;
and (vi) each counterpart of said r.f. counterpart of the subcornponents of said second signal component of said
composite back-propagating lightwave signal, is a continuous wave (CW) signal.

2i. A system wherein, at respective sensing stations of a plurality of sensing stations along @ span of optical
fiber, the systern senses input signals of a bype having a property of inducing Hight path changes at regions of the
span influenced by such input signals, comprising:

& ~

means for luminating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal;
& =

means for retrieving back-propagating portions of the Hlumination back propagating fram a continuum of
locations along the span;

& =

means for modulating said CW optical signal with a reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation;
aS ~

means for picking off a radio frequency (y.f.) counterpart of the retrieved signal, wherein the rf.
counterpart is in phase locked synchronism with the CW optical signal:

aS ~
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means for performing @ corresponding plurality of autocarrelation detections upon said (7.f.) counterpart of
the retrieved optical signal wherein said performing of the respective autocorrelation detections of the
lurality of autocorrelation detection by said means for performing autocorrelation-detections are done ina
corresponding plurality of different timed relationships with respect to the relterative autocorrelatabie form
of modulation of the CW optical signal.

22, Signal sensing apparatus for sensing input signals at an array of a plurality of sensing stations along an
optical fiber span, wherein at respective sensing station of the array the apparatus senses input signals of a type
having the property of inducing light path changes within regions influenced by such input signals, said apparatus
COMBTISINE

& ~

an optical wave network cornprising a transmitter laser and a lightwave directional coupler, said network
being operative to Hluminate an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal! and to retrieve portions of the
Hfurnination back-propagating from a cominuum of locations along the fiber span;

s =

& modulator operative to modulate the CWoptical signal in accordance with a reiterative autocorrelatable
form of rnodufation cade;

s =

4 heterodyner which, in phase locked synchronism with said transmitter laser, receives said retrieved back-
propagated portions af ifurnination and derives therefrom a radio frequency (r.f.} counterpart; and

s =

@ corresponding plurality of autocorrelation detectors operative upon said rf. counterpart of the retrieved
optical signal in respective timed relationshins of a corresponding plurality of different timed relationsins
with respect to said reiterative autocorrelatabie form of modulation code.
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Customer No. 134845 23 November 2015

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 

Applicants: ROBERT MICHAEL PAYTON Orig. Patent No.: 7,030,971
Serial No.: 14/686,161 Orig. Issue Date: 18 Apr 2006
Filed: 16 June 2015 Attorney Docket No. 300099
For: NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS

    
 

 

   

REPLACEMENT PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Mail Stop Reissue
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 

 

 Dear Sir:

 This replacement Preliminary Amendment is being filed to

 replace the preliminary amendment filed on 14 April 2015.

 Amendments to the Specification: are reflected in the substitute

 paragraph provided on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Abstract: is reflected in the substitute 

 paragraph provided on page 4 of this paper.

  Amendments to the Claims: are reflected in the listing of claims

 which begins on page 5 of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings: None.

 Remarks: begin on page 10 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

 Replace the title of the application at column 1, line 1,
 

 as follows: NAPGRAESTEERSPAMREEEECTOMETERPROVISINGACAREIDAE
 

    
 

SEGALSENSENGARRAYCAPABETEY NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH
 

SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS.     
 

 
 Insert the following paragraph at column 1, line 3,        following the title of the application, prior to the STATEMENT

 

  
OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST:    
 

This application is a continuation reissue of U.S. Patent 
Application No. 14/190,478 which is an application for reissue

of HS.PatentApeitecatieonNe456,636fredFebereseyt-

2005,—nRew U.S. Patent No. 7,030,971 that claims the benefit of a

 
 

 
 fu 

provisional application, No. 60/599,437 which was filed on 6
 

aoe

August 2004, and which is entitled "Continuous Rayleigh Effect

      
 

Sensor Backscattering Heterodyne Optical Sensor System" by  
Robert M. Payton.

At column 33, lines 10-37, replace the paragraph as

 follows:

 The details, materials, step steps of operation and arrangement 
of parts herein have been described and illustrated in order to

 
 

  
 explain the nature of the invention. Many modifications in 

these are possible by those skilled in the art within the  teachings herein of the invention. For example, while in system
 

  
 

 2 the transformation from optical to r.f. signal takes place 
prior to processing by programmable correlation 23, it is within

 the skill of the art to design optical receiver 15 and    correlator system 23 to have the transformation take place

otherwise. Also, as an alternative to the previously described

2 of 10 
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mechanism for phase locking laser 3 and 45, the laser optical

wave on an an acoustic-

The di

optical path 39 can be passed through  
  optic modulator, sometimes called a Ffracted Bragg Cell.

   
will be  optical wave exiting the acousto-optic modulator Doppler 

 shifted by an impinging-driving RF wave, that is translated into 
a sound wave in the acousto-optic modulator, and the so-called    Bragg shifted-diffracted optical wave will exit the acousti-

 

 
optical medudetete+ modulator with an optical frequency
     

equivalent to the phase locked laser 45. The acousto-optically    generated lightwave,

locked laser 45,

 at an eguivalent frequency of the phase

is sent along optical pathway 13 and becomes

the local oscillator input to heterodyne photoreceiver 15. An
 

      ted version of acousto-optically frequency shif the light in
 

  for  
 

optical path 39 can ther

coherent optical source 45.

replac the phase loc

Accordingly it is to be 
that changes may be made by those skilled in the ar

ked light of

understood

t within the 
 principle and scope of the inventions expressed in the appended

claims.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE ABSTRACT

 Replace the abstract with the following replacement

abstract:

 A distributed sensing system for an optical fiber span 
 

wherein the geometric arrangement o  f the span provides one or   
 

more sensing zones with different sensitivities. The span is

 interrogated with a series of radiated optical pulses. The back-
  

 scattered signals are detected from positions along the optical

 fiber span and the received signals are processed to provide a
 

 measurement representative of acoustic pressure waves incident 
on the span at the positions.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

The attached claims represent new claims in the continuation

application, replacing the claims in the parent application.

Listing of Claims

1.-22. (Cancel).

23. (New) A system comprising:

 a span of optical fiber having sensing zone segments
 

 
wherein signals incident to said span have a property

 of inducing light path changes at sensing zone

segments that result in a back-propagating signal

wherein each zone segment has a specialized sensing

 function;

a light source operative to provide a continuous wave (CW)

optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW optical signal  with a reiterative autocorrelatable form of
 

modulation, said modulator providing the modulated CW

 optical fiber to the span;

 an optical receiver joined to said span and capable of

receiving a retrieved optical signal returned

 therefrom, wherein the retrieved optical signal

comprises back-propagating portions of the  
illumination from sensing zone segments, said receiver

  operative to produce a radio frequency (r.f.)
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 counterpart signal of the retrieved optical signal;

and

a processor operative

24. (New)

 segment of

25. (New)

L and said

generate a

coherency in propagation al 

autocorrelatable

counterpart signal in a corresponding plurality of

di

to detect a reiterative

  form of modulation from the
 

 
  fferent   

 
 

timed relationships with respect to the   reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of the
 

  CW optical signal to give at least one signal for each

zone segment.

 The system of claim 23, wherein at least one zone

Said span is

 

helically disposed.

The system of claim 23, wherein said span has a length

 light

light
 
ct source is

twave signal 
a laser having the capability to   

  
 

with sufficient stability to retain

 long said span for a distance at least

equal to two times the length L.

26. (New)   The system of claim 25, wherein the length L of said

span is at least about 5 km.

27. (New)  The system of claim 23, wherein said light source is a

planar, ring-type laser.

28. (New)

 

 The system of claim 23, wherein said span of optical  fiber comprises a single mode fiber optic cable.
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29. (New) The system of claim 23, wherein said span of optical
      fiber is made from the polarization preserving type of optical
 

 fiber.

  30. (New) The system of claim 23, wherein said span of optical

 fiber has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the  
combined characteristics of a low Young's modulus and a

 Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber, wherein the
 

 coating enhances the longitudinal component of strain variation  derived from an acoustic wave signal whose wave front is

 incident to the optical fiber span from a direction at least in 
part having a lateral component in the direction along which the
   

 wave front propagates.

  31. (New) A method for sensing comprising the steps of:

 
 

providing a span of optical fiber wherein signals incident 
to the span induce light path changes at sensing zone

 segments of the span responsive to the signals

resulting in a back-propagating signal;

illuminating the span with a modulated continuous wave (CW)

optical signal with a reiterative autocorrelatable  form of modulation;
 

 
 

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the span, wherein

the retrieved optical signal comprises a back- 
  propagating portions of the illumination from
 

locations along the span in response to induced light

path changes;
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32.

 

33.

 

having the capability

 producing a radio

the retrieved optical signal;

detecting the reitera

frequency

 
 modulation from

 (r.f.)

tive autocorrelatable

counterpart signal of

Attorney Docket No. 300099

 

and

  form of
 

the counterpart signal ina
 

di  fferent timed
 

corresponding pl urality of 
relationships wit

autocorrelatable  

th respect

form of

   LO

 

  Ss signal to provide signal

 of said span.

The method of (New) claim 31, wherein
 

the span includes providing at

the span in a helical disposit

The method of (New)

fiber span has a length L,    
 suf ficient stabili CY
 

propagation along
 
the span

times length L.

34. The method of (New)

 

claim 31,

and

to generate a

 for

claim

span is at least about 5 km.

 35. (New) The method of claim

planar, ring-type laser.

36. (New) The method of claim

  
fiber comprises a single mode

 
Lion.

wherein

   
a distance

wherein33,

wherein31,

31, wherein

 fiber optic

10 of

fF modulation of

from sensing

least one sensing zone

the reiterative 
the CW optical

zone segments

 said step of providing

 segment of

 the span of optical

the light source is a laser

lightwave signal with

to substantially retain coherency in

at least equal to two

said the length L of

said light source is a

 said span of optical

cable.
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37. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said span of optical

      fiber is made from the polarization preserving type of optical
 

 fiber.

  38. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said span of optical

 fiber has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the  
combined characteristics of a low Young's modulus and a

 Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber, wherein the
 

 coating enhances the longitudinal component of strain variation  derived from an acoustic wave signal whose wave front is

 incident to the optical fiber span from a direction at least in 
part having a lateral component in the direction along which the   

 wave front propagates.
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REMARKS / ARGUMENTS

Claims 1-22 are currently pending in the application. New claims 23-38 are added. No new matter has been added.

Claims 1-22 are canceled.

Concerning changes to

abstract have been amended

claimed invention.

 
 the specification, the title and the   to more accurately reflect the

The paragraph at col. 33, lines 10-37 is

amended to correct typographical errors.

 The amended claims are supported in the specification as

described hereinais

  

in scope than the

7,030,971.

of the parent appl

 

fter. Claim 23 has the same scope as claim 21

lication with an additional limitation narrower 
claims of parent patent, U.S. Patent No.

 Reconsideration and allowance of the claims as amended is

 respectfully requested.

 The Examiner

 Attorney

 the Examiner, such a

 

is invited to telephone James M. Kasischke,  
 for Applicant, at 401-832-3653 if, in the opinion of 

   
telephone call would serve to expedite th 

prosecution of the subject patent application.

23 November 2015

 Respectfully submitted,  RO  BERT M. PAYTON 
 

 

 

10

By/JAMES M. KASISCHKE/

of

 

   
 
  JAMES M. KASISCHKE

Attorney of Record

Reg. No. 36562

  
 

 

10 
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PTO/AIA/14 (07-14)
Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
 
 

 

 Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 
Title of Invention 

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD}

11/056630 Claims benefit of provisional 60/599437 2004-08-06 
Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form
by selecting the Add button. Ade
 

Foreign Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55. When priority is claimed to a foreign application

thatis eligible for retrieval under the priority cocument exchange program (PDX) Ihe information will be used by the Office to
automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55{i)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Cffice from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority application is filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g){1).

[Remove|
Application Number Country i Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Codel (if applicable)

 

 
Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Add button. Add

  
 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications

 

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after March

[] 16, 2013.
NOTE:By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March
16, 2013, will be examined underthefirst inventorto file provisions of the AIA. 

Authorization to Permit Access:

[_] Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices
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PTO/AIA/14 (07-14)
Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
 
 

 

 Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 
Title of Invention 

If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO),
the Japan Patent Office (JP©), the Korean Intellectual Property Office {(KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and any otherintellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application
is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checkedif the applicant
does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO,or otherintellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority
to the instant patent application is filed to have accessto the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect
to: 1) the instant patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-{c) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of
37 CFR 1.55 has beenfiled in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application-as-filed from which benefit is
soughtin the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c}, access may be provided to information concerning the dateoffiling this Authorization.

  
Applicant Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Applicant 1

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be provided in this section is the name and addressof the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and addressof the assignee, person to whom theinventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise showssufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46.If the applicantis an
applicant under 3? CFR 1.46 {assignee, person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

©)_Joint Inventor O Assignee OQ Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117  
  OC Person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign. Cc) Person who shows sufficient proprietary interest  

If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is:

 

  
Nameof the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventorfo

If the Applicant is an Organization check here. [|
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PTO/AIA/14 (07-14)
Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
 
 

 

 Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 
Title of Invention 

Mailing Address Information For Applicant:

Address 1

Address 2

Email Address
 

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

  
 

Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to
have an assignmentrecordedby the Office.

Assignee 1
 

Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent
application publication . An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant Information” section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section onlyif identification as an assigneeis also desired on the
patent application publication.

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here.

Organization Name The United States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:
 

 Address 1

Address 2

Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division Newport

  1176 Howell Street, Code OOL, Bldg 102T

Postal Code 02841

Fax Number

 
 
 

 

 
Country j 

  Phone Number

 
 

Email Address

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by
selecting the Add button.

Signature:

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and
certifications.

Add  
Signature |/James M. Kasischke/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)| 2015-11-17
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PTO/AIA/14 (07-14)
Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
 
 

 

 Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 
Title of Invention 

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

  
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information sclicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.

administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

3.

Privacy Act Statement

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine
whether the Freedom cofInformation Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of
the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent C o o p eration Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181} and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 29804 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the
USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PTO/AIA/15 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

,-Patent ane Treemari once U.~esOF COMMERCE

UTILITY

PATENT APPLICATION

TRANSMITTAL Natural...Segments

(Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR 1.53(b))|expressmaittabeino.|
APPLICATION ELEMENTS Commissionerfor Patents

See MPEP chapter 600 concerningutility patent application contents. ADDRESS TO: P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

[_] Fee Transmittal Form ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION PAPERS
(PTO/SB/17 or equivalent)

2. [| Applicant asserts small entity status. 10.[] Assignment Papers
See 37 CFR 1.27 (cover sheet & document(s))

3. [| Applicant certifies micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29. Nameof Assignee
Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/15Aor B or equivalent.

4, [| Specification [Total Pages ] 11. [| 37 CFR 3.73(c) Statement [| Powerof Attorney
Both the claims and abstract must start on a new page. (when thereis an assignee)

(See MPEP § 608.01(a) for information on the preferred arrangement) 2. [| English Translation Document
5. [| Drawing(s) (35 U.S.C. 113) [Total Sheets (if applicable)
6. Inventor's Oath or Declaration [Total Pages ] 13. [| Information Disclosure Statement

(including substitute statements under 37 CFR 1.64 and assignments (PTO/SB/08 or PTO-1449)

serving as an oath or declaration under 37 CFR 1.63(e))[] Copiesofcitations attached
a. [| Newly executed(original or copy) 14. [¥] Preliminary Amendment
b. [| A copy from a prior application (37 CFR 1.63(d)) 15. [| Return Receipt Postcard

Application Data Sheet * See note below. (MPEP § 503) (Should be specifically itemized)

See 37 CFR 1.76 (PTO/AIA/14 or equivalent) 16. C] Certified Copy of Priority Document(s)
CD-ROM or CD-R (ifforeign priority is claimed)

in duplicate, large table, or Computer Program (Appendix) 7 C]

 

Nonpublication Request
[] Landscape Table on CD Under 35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2)(B)(i). Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/35

or equivalent.
9. Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission .

Remarks: The Preliminary Amendment and ADSare(if applicable, items a. —c. are required) 18. [v] Other:
a. [| Computer Readable Form (CRF)
b.[| Specification Sequence Listing on:

i.[] CD-ROMor CD-R (2 copies); or
. [| any additional fees to deposit account 14-0590ii. Paper

 

replacements of those previousfiled 

 

The USPTOhasauthorization to credit or charge 

 

Cc. [| Statementsverifying identity of above copies
*Note: (1) Benefit claims under 37 CFR 1.78 and foreign priority claims under 1.55 must be included in an Application Data Sheet (ADS).

(2) For applicationsfiled under 35 U.S.C. 111, the application must contain an ADS specifying the applicantif the applicant is an
assignee, person to whom the inventoris under an obligation to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient proprietary
interest in the matter. See 37 CFR 1.46(b).

19. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

The address associated with Customer Number; 134845 OR [| Correspondence address below
 

Name

Address

ay |tate|Zip core
country|itelephone|Lema|
signature |/James M. Kasischke/ 11/24/15

Name Registration No.(Print/Typey |Yames M. Kasischke  ReaisrationNe|36562
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.53(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 5 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14.This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO.Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ffyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination
of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of
records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these
records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in
the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be
required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuantto 5 U.S.C.
552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this
system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World
Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that
agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs,
under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSAregulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant(/.e., GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine
use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the
proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an
application opento public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or
regulation.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

24174529

Application Number: 14686161

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Robert M Payton

Customer Number: 134845

James Martin Kasischke

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: 300099

Receipt Date: 24-NOV-2015

Filing Date: 16-JUN-2015

Time Stamp: 13:56:24

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111)

 
Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

166690

Preliminary Amendment 300099RepPreAm.pdf 9fbbe35e25b702eced4980e99f85f49f1 1 6f4
462

Information: HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0372
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1819350

Application Data Sheet 300099RepAm2ADS.pdf
8714655 0a0a2b4ff370afl360a62ec763551

a81

Information:

276451

Transmittal Letter Transmittalform.pdf
f9cbb84ba1297¢843496dddf799d8 131 a60}

76339

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11)
Approvedfor use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF GOMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORDJ“plication or Docket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/686,161 06/16/2015|[J Tobe Mailed

ENTITY: [X)carRGce [] smatt [] micro

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART|

(Column 1) (Column 2)

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA

37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (¢

37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m

CL EXAMINATION FEE

TOTAL CLAIMS j .
37 CFR 1.16(i minus 20 =

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS J .
37 CFR 1.16(h minus 3 =

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155
for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37
CFR 1.16(s).

[_] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1,16(j)

LAPPLICATION SIZE FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(s))

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “O” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

11/24/2015 AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA ADDITIONALFEE($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

1.16(i

Independent . ; wee

[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

AMENDMENT
(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 CFR + ; aosCiae
Ind dent * i tik

esCdee
[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))
AMENDMENT
* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column2, write “O” in column 3. LDRC
** If the “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter “20”. /CHERBI FITZGERALD/
*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3”.
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ (Total or Independent) is the highest numberfound in the appropriate box in column 1.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis tofile (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO.Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov 

APPLICATION NUMBER PATENT NUMBER GROUP ART UNIT FILE WRAPPER LOCATION

14/686,161 3992 e

PAIR Correspondence Address/Fee Address Change

The following fields have been changed to Customer Number 134845 on 08/17/2015 via Private PAIR in view
of the certification copied below that authorized the change.

¢ Correspondence Address

The address for Customer Number 134845is:

134845

NUWCDIVNPT / ADELOS

1176 HOWELL STREET, Code 00L

Bldg. 102T
NEWPORT, RI 02841

I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4) that I am:

An attorney or Agent of Record registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark Office who has been given
powerof attorney in this application

ignature: James M. Kasischke/

James M. Kasischke

Registration Number: 36562 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov 

APPLICATION NUMBER PATENT NUMBER GROUP ART UNIT FILE WRAPPER LOCATION

14/686,161 3992 e

PAIR Correspondence Address/Fee Address Change
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Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the needof applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
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this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
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The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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Applicants: ROBERT MICHAEL PAYTON Orig. Patent No.: 7,030,971
Serial No.: 14/686, 161 Orig. Issue Date: 18 Apr 2006
Filed: 14 April 201s ; Attormey Docket No. 300099
For; NATURAL SPAN REPLECTOMETRY WITH SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS

RESPONSE TO PRE-EXAM FORMALITIES NOTICE

Mail Step Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

PS. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

in response to the Notice of Incomplete Reissue Application

mailed 16 April 2015, Applicant is transmitting a copy of the

original patent, U.S. Patent No. 7,030,971. This is an official

copy of the patent downloaded from the 0.5, Patent and Trademark

Office's website. This is attached as exhibit 1. Please

contact the undersigned if this fails to satisfy the

requirements for Piling a reissue patent application.

Concerning the assertion that the drawings are missing,

Applicant is transmitting a complete set of clean drawings.
%

These are attached as exhibit 2,

2
Concerning the assertion that the consent of the a OG ignee

¥Ly

is missing, Applicant is tranamitting a campleted Consent of

Assignee form, PYO/ATA/53 (09-12). This is attached as exhibit

3.
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lastly a newly executed Declaration by the AssigQ a)o @ jae a

attached as exhibit 4,

Please contact the undersigned in order to specifically

indicate the defects in this consert.

The Examiner is invited ta telephone dames M. Kasischke,

Attorney for Applicant, at 401-832-3653 to address matters¥ PE

my.concerning this application.

Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT M. PAYTON

16 June 2015 By/JAMES M. KASISCHKE/_
JAMES M. KASTISCHEE

Actorney of Record
Reg. No. 36562

Exhibits:

(1) Copy of US Patent 7,030,971
{2} Clean Copy of Drawings
(3) Congent of Assignee Porm
(4) New executed Declaration by the Assignee
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United States Patent

US007030971B1

 

(12) (10) Patent No.: US 7,030,971 B1
Payton (45) Date of Patent: Apr.18, 2006

(54) NATURAL FIBER SPAN REFLECTOMETER 6,043,921 A 3/2000 Payton
PROVIDING A VIRTUAL SIGNAL SENSING 6,173,091 BL* 1/2001 Reich wu. 385/12
ARRAY CAPABILITY 6,285,806 Bl 9/2001 Kersey etal.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
(75) Inventor: Robert Michael Payton, Portsmouth,

RI (US) R. Hughes and J. Jarzynski, “Static Pressure Sensitivity
Amplification in Interferometric Fiber-Optic Hydrophones”,

(73) Assignee: The United States of America Applied Optics, Jan. 1, 1980, vol. 19., No. 1, USA.
represented by the Secretary of the . .
Navy, Washington, DC (US) * cited by examiner

. . oo, . Primary Examiner—Gregory J. Toatley, Jr.
(*) Notice: Subject to any disclaimer, the term ofthis Assistant Examiner—Michael A. Lyons

patent is extended or adjusted under 35 (74) Attorney, Agent, or Firm—James M. Kasischke;
U.S.C. 154(b) by 0 days. Jean-Paul A. Nasser; Michael P. Stanley

(22) Filed: Feb. 7, 2005
A CW lightwave modulated by a continuously reiterated

Related U.S. Application Data binary pseudorandom code sequenceis launched into an end

(60) Provisional application No. 60/599,437,filed on Aug. of a span of ordinary optical fiber cable. Portions of the
6. 2004. launchedlightwave back propagate to the launch end from

° a continuum of locations along the span because of innate

(51) Int. Cl. fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering. This is picked
GOIL 1/24 (2006.01) off the launch end and heterodyned to produce a rf. beat
GOIB 9/02 (2006.01) signal. The r.f. beat signal is processed by a plurality (which

(52) WS. Che cesccsesscsseeseee 356/35.5; 356/478; 356/484 Can be thousands) of correlator type binary pseudonoise
. . : code sequence demodulators respectively operated in dif-

(58) Field of Classification Search ............... 356/35.5, ferent delav ti lationships to the timing b f th
356/73.1, 477, 478, 484; 367/140, 141ee eee eee eee Ouse one

S lication fil f ° ° let ° ° h hist ° reiterated modulation sequences. The outputs of the
Se application Mile TOF COMPICHE Seared DISTOFY. demodulators provide r-f. time-domain reflectometry outputs

: representative of signals (€.g., acoustic pressure waves(56) References Cited P i f signal & ic p
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

3/1993 Taylor et al.
11/1997 Li et al.

5,194,847 A
5,686,986 A *11/1997Lietal.we 356/73.1

incident to virtual sensors along the fiber at positions cor-
responding to the various time delay relationships.

22 Claims, 13 Drawing Sheets
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NATURAL FIBER SPAN REFLECTOMETER
PROVIDING A VIRTUAL SIGNAL SENSING

ARRAY CAPABILITY

Applicant claims the benefit of a provisional application,
No. 60/599,437 which wasfiled on 6 Aug. 2004, and which
is entitled “Continuous Rayleigh Effect Sensor Backscatter-
ing Heterodyne Optical Sensor System” by Robert M.
Payton.

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST

The invention described herein may be manufactured and
used by or for the Government of the United States of
America for governmental purposes without the payment of
any royalties thereon or therefore.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

“Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing a Spread
Spectrum Virtual Sensing Array Capability” (Navy Case No
96650)filed on even date herewith in the name of Robert M.
Payton, hereby incorporated herein by reference in its
entirety.

“Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing A Virtual
Phase Signal Sensing Array Capability” (Navy Case No.
96518)filed on even date herewith in the name of Robert M.
Payton, hereby incorporated herein by reference in its
entirety.

“Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing a Virtual
Differential Signal Sensing Array Capability” (Navy Case
No. 96519) filed on even date herewith in the name of
Robert M. Payton, hereby incorporated herein by reference
in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(1) Field of the Invention
The present invention relates generally to the field of

time-domain reflectometers. More specifically, it relates to
such reflectometers which are a part of a photonic system
application in which the object of the reflectometry is a span
of fiber which has an interrogation signal launch end and a
remote end. The invention enables the provision of a linear
array of virtual sensors along the span. One particular type
of application toward which the invention is directed are
acoustic security alarm systems in which the span serves as
a perimeter intrusion monitoring line.

(2) Description of the Prior Art
The U.S. Departmentof the Navy has been engagedin the

development of towed acoustic arrays which are reflecto-
metric systems in which the object of the reflectometry is a
fiber span having an interrogation signal launch end and a
remote end. One such development involves forming a
towedarray of acoustic sensors along the span by the costly
processofirradiating Bragg reflective gratings into the fiber
cable. These reflective gratings form the array of sensors of
the reflectometry scheme of these systems. These towed
arrays have a length of the order of at least 1.0 km, and the
need to irradiate the fiber has resulted in the fiber spans
costing hundreds of thousands of dollars each.

The Department of the Navy developmentactivities have
been further tasked to apply their creative efforts to home-
land defense problems. As part of this effort there is under
consideration the use of a reflectometer in which a fiber span
is the object of the reflectometry. In this scheme, the fiber
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span provided with acoustic sensors would be used as an
intrusion detector to monitor the perimeter of an area desired
to be secure. The span lengths for this type of application
include lengths of the order of 5 km,(links of a U.S. border
protection network,oil line protection, chemical plant pro-
tection, etc.). In such perimeter monitoring applications
thousands of acoustic sensors would be required along the
fiber span.

The cost of manufacturing such perimeter monitoring
spans employing reflective Bragg grating sensors has been
an obstacle to their use in perimeter intrusion monitoring
applications. Thus, there is considerable interest in the
developmentof a reflectometer system in which a fiber span
is the object of the reflectometry optic array that does not
require the high cost of Bragg reflective acoustic sensors.

Previouseffort in solving related problemsare described
by the following patents:

USS. Pat. No. 5,194,847 issued Mar. 16, 1993 to H. Taylor
and C. Lee discloses an apparatus for sensing intrusion into
a predefined perimeter which comprises means for produc-
ing a coherent pulsed light, which is injected into an optical
sensing fiber having a first predetermined length and posi-
tioned along the predefined perimeter. A backscattered light
in responseto receiving the coherentlight pulses is produced
and coupled into an optical receiving fiber. The backscat-
tered light is detected by a photodetector and a signal
indicative of the backscattered light is produced. An intru-
sion is detectable from the produced signal as indicated by
a change in the backscattered light. To increase the sensi-
tivity of the apparatus, a reference fiber and interferometer
may also be employed.

US. Pat. No. 6,285,806 issued on Sep. 4, 2001 to A.
Kersey et al., discloses an apparatus and method for mea-
suring strain in an optical fiber using the spectral shift of
Rayleigh scattered light. The interference pattern produced
by an air gap reflector and backscatter radiation is measured.
Using Fourier Transforms, the spectrum of any section of
fiber can be extracted. Cross correlation with an unstrained

measurement produces a correlation peak. The location of
the correlation peak indicates the strain level in the selected
portion of optical fiber.

The above patents do not show how to obtain signals
representing acoustic pressure signals incident upon a fiber
span (to detect perimeter intrusion) at a very large number
of sensing stations without involving high manufacturing
costs. Consequently, those skilled in the arts will appreciate
the present invention which addresses these and other prob-
lems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The objects of the present invention include the provision
of:

(1) A time-domain reflectometer wherein an optical fiber
span is the object of the reflectometry, and which provides
output signals representative of acoustic pressure waves
incident the span solely by virtue ofthe natural, or innate,
properties of commercial grade optical fiber cables.

(2) The reflectometer described in object number(1), above,
capable of providing acoustic wave signal sensing lengths
of 5.0 km or more.

(3) The reflectometer described in object number(2), above,
which facilitates the provision of a very large plurality
(e.g. 5,000 or more) virtual acoustic sensors along the
span.

(4) The reflectometer described in object number (1), above
having a mode of operation which inherently attenuates
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undesired noises due to span line discontinuities, such as
reflections caused by fiber cable couplings.

(5) The reflectometer described in objects numbered (1)
through

(4), above, having special utility as a perimeter intrusion
monitoring line for an acoustic security alarm system.

(6) The reflectometer described in object numbered (1),
above, whichis capable of providing output signals in the
form of a phase signal which varies linearly with the
acoustic pressure wave.

(7) The reflectometer described in object numbered (3),
above, whichis capable of providing output signals in the
form of phase differential signals across pairs of the
virtual sensors.

(8) The reflectometer described in the object number (7),
above, providing a capability of programmably selecting
a pair, or pairs, of virtual acoustic sensors across which
the phase signals are picked off, from amongthe plurality
of virtual signals along the span.
These and other objects, features, and advantages of the

present invention will become apparent from the drawings,
the descriptions given herein, and the appended claims.
However,it will be understood that the above listed objects
and advantages of the invention are intended only as an aid
in understanding aspects of the invention, and not intended
to limit the invention in any way, and do not form a
comprehensive list of objects, features, and advantages.

Accordingly, a time-domain reflectometer is provided for
sensing and providing output signals representative of
acoustic wave signals incident on the fiber span whichis the
object of the reflectometry, wherein the innate properties of
low cost, commercially available fiber optic cables are
employedto create a plurality (upwardly extending to very
large numbers, e.g., 5000 and more) virtual sensors.

The present invention is implemented as follows: Time
and spatial domain multiplexing and de-multiplexing of
optical signals is accomplished by an electronic-delay or
time of-transversal-delay coupled with modulated-retrans-
mission of a master or reference carrier wave. Each indi-

vidual optical signal occupies a unique time-delay slot or
bin. A master or carrier wave is modulated with each

individual optical signal and delayed by the appropriate time
interval specific to a particular signal. All such signals are
combined and simultaneously transmitted as a composite
optical signal to a receiver where these are collected and
photodetected. By correlating the photodetected composite
optical signal with the master or reference carrier wave, each
individual optical signal is sorted or demultiplexed into
separate electronic signal channels. The continuous wave
nature of the master or reference carrier wave provides more
power than a pulsed optical wave and heterodyne optical
reception of the invention allows a very low optical detec-
tion threshold or noise floor. The invention provides signifi-
cant improvement over other systems because the optical
noise floor is lowered considerably over more conventionalmeans.

The invention applies to several applications. The inven-
tion allows audio bandwidth (tens of kilohertz bandwidth)
providing time-domain reflectometry measurements offiber
optical cables or other optical mediumssuch as glass, air,
water, etc. Other time-domain reflectometry methods do not
sample the optical medium fast enough to detect tens of
kilohertz bandwidth variations in the medium. The invention

also relates to fiber optic sensors and optical sensors gen-
erally. A fiber optic sensor array is typically time-domain
multiplexed by the time-of-transversal of an interrogation
lightwave to each sensor and back to a common optical
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collection and detection point. The invention relates gener-
ally to both amplitude and phase type optical senor arrays.
The invention is an enabling technology for a Department of
Navy development knownas the Rayleigh Optical Scatter-
ing and Encoding (ROSE) sensor system. The spatial sepa-
ration of segmentation of a ROSE acoustic array into spatial
channels is enabled by the invention.

The invention relates to acoustic security alarm systems,
Naval towed arrays for sensing underwater acoustic signals,
fiber optic bugging devices, and manyother potential ROSE
applications. The invention also relates to non-fiber optical
sensors such as: laser velocimeters; lasers imagers; laser
radar; laser rangers; and remotelaser acoustic, strain, motion
or temperature measurementdevices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of the invention and
many of the attendant advantages thereto will be readily
appreciated as the same becomes better understood by
reference to the following detailed description when con-
sidered in conjunction with the accompanying drawing,
wherein like reference numerals refer to like parts and
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a graphical depiction of certain underlying
physical mechanisms ofpolarization;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram helpful in understanding the
concept of launch of an interrogation signal along an optical
fiber span providing a virtual array of pressure wave sensors
by retrieval of backscatter from Rayleigh Optical Scatter
(ROS)effects;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a natural fiber span time-
domain reflectometer system in accordance with the present
invention;

FIG.4 is an electrical schematic of a balanced heterodyne
optic detector circuit;

FIG.5 is an electrical schematic of an alternative embodi-

ment of a photodetector type heterodyner;

FIG.6 is a block diagram of a programmable correlator
subsystem, which enables spatial sampling of optical signals
on the fiber optic span of the system of FIG. 3, in order to
provide a virtual array of acoustic wave sensors therealong;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram depiction of a set of phase
demodulator circuit assemblies which receives the outputs
of the programmable correlator subsystem of FIG.6;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of one of the phase demodulator
circuit assemblies of the set of FIG. 7;

FIG. 9 is a block diagram disclosing details of an I & Q
demodulator component in a phase demodulator circuit
assembly of FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is a block diagram disclosing details of a digital
embodiment of the phase detector component phase
demodulator circuit assembly of FIG. 8;

FIG.11 is a block diagram disclosing details of an analog
embodiment of the phase detector component phase
demodulator circuit assembly of FIG. 8;

FIG.12 is a block diagram of a programmable routing and
phase signal switching network which provides selective
pairing of the outputs of the set of phase demodulators of
FIG. 7 to provide differential phase signals across pairs of
virtual sensors along the fiber span in accordance with the
present invention; and

FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic depiction of embodiment of
invention of FIG. 3 in which portions of the optical fiber
span are wound around a hollow mandrel.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

(1) Description of Underlying Theories
a. Heterodyne Optical Detection
Optical receivers are built around photodetectors which

detect optical powerrather than instantaneouselectric field.
Typically the photodetector output current is proportional to
the incident optical power. This relationship severely limits
the dynamic range of an incoherentoptical receiver because
for every decibel of optical powerlost in a receiver system
two decibels of receiver output current is lost. The square
law characteristics of photodetectors limits typical incoher-
ent optical receivers (often called video detection receivers)
to dynamic ranges of less than 80 dB and optical detection
noise floors to greater than -80 dBm per Hertz bandwidth.
Asillustration, suppose an electric field E,(t) [volt/meter]
immersed in a material of impedance n [Ohms] impinges

upon a photodetector of responsivity R[ampere/watt] loaded
by resistor R, and amplified by amplification A, then the
optical power P, by amplification A,is:

E,o-E ()Pita) = EO)

E,(=

E,8

The photodetector output current [amperes] is:

i=RP,(0) (2)

The photoreceiver output [volts] is thus:

v()=AR;i(O=AR,RP,(0) (3)

The output fades only if the optical signal power goes to
zero because the vector dot product of an optical signal
against itself has no polarization or phase effects. This lack
of fading dueto polarization or phase comesat a cost: phase
information is lost and signal to noise ratios are severely
impacted.

A coherentoptical receiver takes advantage of the square
law characteristics of photodetectors. A coherent optical
receiver combines two optical beams, a signal and a local
oscillator, together to form an interference. The interference
between these optical waves producesa “beat” which allows
the measurementof the phase difference between the signal
and the local oscillator. This interference produces an ampli-
tude, polarization, and phase sensitive receiver output. In
order to consider these effects a discussion of the polariza-
tion state of plane wavesis in order. A plane wave contains
two orthogonal vector components which are also orthogo-
nal to the direction of propagation of the wave. For purposes
of discussion we will consider the plane waveto be oriented
so that the vector components of the electromagnetic field lie
in an X-Y plane and that the wave propagates in the Z
direction. However, this choice of axes is completely arbi-
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cos(9,)

-sin(O,) cos(O,)

6

trary. In practice, the wave can be oriented in any propaga-
tion direction. In order to simplify discussions, a simple
change of coordinates will make this discussion completely
general.

Thepolarization of an electromagnetic (or optical) plane
wave, p, is described by a minimum offive parameters.
There are two basic ways of specifying these parameters.
The first way leads to a description which is oriented
towards that which is directly obtained from physical mea-
surements.

Epx(t)cos(Wpt + ®p,) (4)
E,(Epxs Epys Pps Bpy, Op, 1) =PE pe Epys Bove Pry Ope 0 Epy(NCOS(Wpt + Ppy)

The second mannerof describing the polarization state of a
wave, p, is oriented more towards the underlying physical
mechanisms of polarization. See FIG. 1. The description is
made in terms of spatial and temporal parameters:

Ey(Ep. 9p, Wp bps Wp, 1) = ©)
cos(Wp) 0sin(O,)

Fy | 0 sow Il

Alternatively, dropping the full variable list in the parenthe-
ses and expanding:

cos(O,) cos(Wpt + bp)
 -sin(O,) cos(Op) sin(Wpt + bp)

(6)

sin(y) cos(?p) —sin(dy)cos(Wp) 0
| | 9 sin(¢p) cos(Pp)sin(Wp) I

If E,, is constant, the electrical power of this wave can be
shown to be constant and equal to:

COS(Wpf)
| | sin(@pt) |

_(EE) EB ”P. =
a 7 2n

When two waves, S (signal) and L (local oscillator), inter-
fere at the input of a photoreceiver, the outputis:

(E,(0-E,() + Ex) Ex) +2E)- Ew) ®
0Vou (0) = ARzi(t) = ARLR

Vout (2) = vi (t) + vst) + ves(t) = ARLH (PLO + Ps+ Prs(D)

If the optical power of the local oscillator and signal
lightwaves remain constant, a constant photocurrent devel-
ops for the self-interference terms (P, and P,). However,if
either the local oscillator or the signal lightwaves have any
temporal variation in polarization or phase, the cross inter-
ference term (P;,) will be time dependent even if the power
of each lightwave remains constant. Solving for the cross
interference term, we obtain:
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ves (t) =
(9)

EL(Es(D[cos(Ad)cos(Aw)cos(Awr + Ad) + sin(Ad)sin(2y)sin(Awt + Ad)]

vzs(t) = 2ARLN V PL ()P.(0) [cos(A@)cos(Ay)cos(Awr + Ag) + sin(A@)sin(2)sin(Awr + A@)]

Where the following definitions are made:

A0=05-0;,

AY=Ys-pz,

2p=Ystp,

AO=Os-Oz,

Ad=Os-Oz

The optical cross-interference portion of the receiver
output will fade due to polarization even if the local oscil-
lator and the signal lightwaves both do not have zero optical
powers. This condition will occur if:

(10)

O=cos(Ao)cos(Ap)cos(Awt+Ap)=sin(Ao)sin(2
pysin(Awt+A®) (11)

Also, equivalently when the condition will occur:

0 | | cos(A@)cos(Aw)cos(Awrt + Ad) (12)O| | sin(Ad)sin(2)sin(Awr + Ad)

When heterodyne optical detection is employed (Aw is
non-zero, the local oscillator has a different frequency from
the signal), the conditions for a fade are shown in Table 1.
When homodynedetection is employed (Aw is zero), both
phase and polarization fading occur. The conditions for a
homodyne fade are shown in Table 2. Heterodyne detection
is therefore seen to be superior to homodyne because the
probability of a fade is fully one half aslikely.

TABLE1

Heterodyne Fading Conditions

Type of Fade
(k is an integer

Required Simultaneous
Conditions for a Fade to Occur

Orthogonal Rotation and Ab = (2k + 1/2 Wo + Wy =0
Opposite Ellipticity
Orthogonal Rotation and Equal Ab = (2k + 1/2 Wot Wy +H
Circular Ellipticity
Equal Rotation and Orthogonal Ab = 0 Ap = +0/2
Ellipticity
Opposite Rotation and Ab = £0 Ap = +n/2
Orthogonal Ellipticity

vzes(t) = ZARV P.O) Ps(t) (cos(A€)cos(Ay)cos(Ag) + sin(AA)sin(2y)sin(A¢d))
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TABLE 2

Homodyne Fading Conditions

Type of Fade Required Simultaneous
(k and m are integers) Conditions for a Fade to Occur

Orthogonal Rotation and Ab = (2k + 1)a/2 Wo + Wy =0
Opposite Ellipticity
Orthogonal Rotation and Equal Ab = (2k + 1)a/2 Yot Wy +H
Circular Ellipticity
Equal or Opposite Rotation and Ab = ka Ay = 20/2
Orthogonal Ellipticity
Orthogonal Rotational and Equal Ab = (2k + 1)a/2 Ag = ma
or Opposite Phase

Given the conditions for and the functional relation of a

fade, the question now arises as to how a fade can be
prevented. Since the signal is being measured, noapriori
knowledge is assumed and therefore E,, 05, Vs, Ps are all
probably unknown quantities. If fading is prevented, then no
loss of information occurs and determination of these four

parameters is possible. In order to decode the optical
receiver output into these parameters, at least four indepen-
dent measurements must be made to uniquely determine
these four independent variables. However, if the interfering
optical beam (or beams)of the local oscillator are unknown,
then additional independent measurements must be made
(four additional measurements for each unknown beam) to
determine the E,, o,, Y;, or ®, for each optical beam of the
local oscillator. The cross-reference output of the photore-
ceiver, V,<(t), offers the only means by which to measure
these parameters. If the parameters cannot be determined
from this output, then an optical fade cannot be ruled out.

We shall now examine the information which can be

gleaned from this output. Define the following functions.

Rv (13)
E,(Es(acos(A@)cos(Ay) =

 
vi(Ez, Es, A0, Ay) =

ARLR V P_(t)Ps(1) cos(A@)cos(Ay)

_ AR,SY

vo(Ez, Es, AQ, 2) = on
 

E_(DEs (Osin(A@)sin(2W) =

ARLR V Pi (t)Ps(t) sin(A@)sin(2f)

In the homodyne case (Aw is zero), we obtain the fol-
lowing output:

a4)

vps(t) = 2v,(E, Es, AO, Ay)cos(Ag) + 2v9 (Ez, Es, AO, 2W)sin(Ad)
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The homodyne output only allows the measurement of one
quantity. The output provides only one independent mea-
surement (one equation) whereas a minimum of four are
required. In the heterodyne case (Aw is non-zero), the outputis:

vzs(t) = ZAREKV PL()Ps(0) (cos(A@)cos(Ay)cos(Awr + Ad) + sin(A@)sin(2)sin(Awr + Ad))
y
 

ves (t) =

10

EO-Ess cos(@sttu,c(t)). (19)

If c(t) is chosen to be temporally structured properly, then:

(15)

EL(Es(O(cos(Ad)cos(Aw)cos(Awr + Ad) + sin(A@)sin(2y)sin(Awr + Ad))

vzs(t) = 2vi(Ez, Es, AO, Ay)cos(Awt + Ad) + 2v9(Ex, Es, AO, 2f)sin(Awt + Ad)

Since sine and cosine waves are orthogonal, the hetero-
dyne receiver provides two independent measurements by
mixing down to baseband the Aw radian frequency compo-
nents. Thus, two outputs are obtained:

Vi) = (vrs(Neos(Aws)) = (EL), Es, AO, AWM)Jcos(Ag(n) (16)

Volt) = (is()sin(Awt)) = volEL, Es(0), AO@), 2W(n)sin(Ag@)

b. Correlation or Time-Delay Multiplexing

In many optical sensor applications, the lightwave signal
heterodyne-detected by the photodetector system is a com-
posite optical signal formed from the superposition of many
individual optical signals. When the receiver lightwave is
generated by backscatter, the composite optical signal is the
superposition of individual light signals generated by a
continuum of reflections of an interrogation light source.
The temporal and spatial characteristics of each reflector or
reflective region creates a modulation of the interrogation
light source. The time-delay, amplitude, polarization and
phase states control the backscattered-modulation of these
individual optical signals arriving at the photodetector with
a unique time-delay interval can be separated into channels
which sort the optical signals into time-delay slots or bins.
Depending upon how the signals are generated, these chan-
nels can represent spatial regions in space or time-delay slots
of a time-domain reflectometer mechanism.

Let an interrogation lightwave source be generated by
modulating the amplitude, phase or polarization of a coher-
ent lightwave with a time-structured correlation code, c(t).
The correlation code, c(t) can be a series of pulses, chirps,
binary sequences or any other type of code which provides
the required correlation characteristics. If the lightwave
source is:

Ess(Q-Egs 008(Wgt) (17)

A(t) = pa C(ODE,cos((Aw + ws )t + 6)

b(t, t) = (d(t- TE\(N) = | 2

Then an amplitude modulated interrogation source is:

EQ=W4CDEss cos(Wst) (18)

Alternatively, a phase modulated interrogation sourceis:
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Es (20)Ri(t) = (EDEV@ + 7)) » | 20; otherwise

Tx 0

c(t) must be chosen so that an a priori decoding/demulti-
plexing function, d(t), exists such that:

€Esscos(Awt + 6); tT x 0
0; otherwise

(2)

bt, tT) = {d(DEV(t+7)) = {

For instance, suppose the interrogation waveis:

EXD=WsCOE, CO8(Ms!) (22)

and:

1,70; (23)

R.(t) = (eet — T)) = {0 rt0

then a valid decoding and temporal and spatial domains
demultiplexing function is:

(24)

EssE,
FAOSTLcos (Act —T)+¢-Wst), 7x0

0; otherwise

Therefore, delaying the correlation decoding/demulti-

plexing function d(t) allows demultiplexing of delay multi-

plexed signals identifiable by speed of propagation and

distance of flyback travel. Suppose an optical wave is
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formed a summation of delayed signals modulated onto the
interrogation wave E,(t), then the received wave, E,(t), is:

N (25)

Ep(t) = » An(t — Tract? — Tr Esscos(Ws(f — T) + On(t — Tr))n=l

Then multiplying by the decoding/demultiplexing func-
tion, d(t-t,,), we obtain:

a(t) = wgc(DE,cos((Aw + Ws)t+ ¢)

OD, Tm) = (A(t — TmEoD)

HabaEssE,
OE Tm) © 3

Because t,, is unique, the amplitude signal A,,(t-t,,,) and the
phase signal @,,(t-t,,) are both extracted from E,(t) by
multiplying by the decoding/demultiplexing function,
d(t-,,,). The techniqueis applicable to a wide variety of other
optical signal multiplexing applications. Specifically, the
technique can be used to spatially separate optical signals
arriving from a temporally varying time-domain reflecto-
meter optical backscatter process from an array of fiber optic
acoustic sensors.

(2) Description and Operation of the Rayleigh Optical
Scattering and Encoding (ROSE) System

a. ROSE Optical Phase Sensor Interrogation Enables
Sensor Subsystem

In order to more fully describe the capabilities and new
features of the invention, the application of the invention to
a subsystem 1, FIG. 2, of ROSE which launches an inter-
rogation signal onto fiber span 9 andretrieves lightwave
back propagation from a continuum of locations along the
span. Back propagation mechanisms may include Rayleigh
Optical Scattering (ROS) and othereffects generated within
the optical fiber. Rayleigh Optical Scattering (ROS) in an
optical fiber backscatters light incident upon the fiber. The
incident light transverses down the optical fiber to the
scattering point/region. At the scattering region the incident
light is backscattered back up the optical fiber. As the light
transverses the round trip optical path (ie., distance of
flyback travel) any disturbance of the fiber which increase or
decrease the optical path length will cause the phase of the
incident and backscattered light to be modulated. Suppose a
pressure is applied to the optical fiber. The pressure elon-
gates the path length of the light transversing the region.

Refer to FIG.2. for the following discussion.In the FIGS.
like parts correspondto like numbers. Let p(t,z) be pressure
applied to the outside of the optical fiber at time, t, and at
point or length, z, along the fiber axis. Then if an interro-
gation optical wave, E,(t), generated by laser 3, passed
through optical coupler 4 and modulated by optical modu-
lator 5 is applied to optical coupler 7, this results in the
following outputinterrogation wave, E,(t), being transmitted
downthe fiber 9:

E,(Q=WL4C(DE., COS(@sf). (27)

The backscattered wave, E,(t), arriving back at an optical
coupler 7 from ROSEfiber optic array 9 passes into optical

Am(t —Tm)cos(Aw(t — Tm) + 6 — OsTm + Pn (f — Tn).
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path 11. The backscattered light which arrives at optical path

11 is the summation of all light backscattered from a
continuum of locations along the length of the ROSE fiber

optic span 9. As will later herein be describedin detail, fiber

9 has a longitudinal strain component enhancing coating 12.

If r(z) is the reflection density at point or length z along the

fiber and CL is the optical wave speed, then the backscat-
tered light after a pressure p(t,z) is applied to fiber is
represented mathematically as:

(26)

  

Ep(t)= (28 )

. (  28(,2)) ( (  2%(,2)))
frat zrmnee- 1 Ess cost (ogi t — ridz

° Lo % tL)

where:

aned=stm[plnxids (29)0

If the distributed reflection, r(z) is essentially independent
of the applied pressure, p(t,z) then the backscatter is:

22(t, 2)\) (30 )
fide
))

2e(4, 2)) ( ¢
1 Ess cost cast t —

LY Lk

  (

Bin)= [orzyadr° \ CL

Since optical path length change caused by the applied

pressure, p(t,z) is usually extremely small (on the order of
10 to 10° times an optical wavelength), the backscattered
light from each z distance down the fiber arrives at the
optical path 11 with a transversal delay, t(t,z), equal to:

2z
Ut, 2) —.

cL

(31)

Therefore, to receive the signal S, backscattered from the
fiber region at length-down-the-fiber z=L,, the correlational
multiplexing characteristic of the transmitted interrogation
light can be utilized. Multiplication of the total backscat-
tered opticalsignal by the correlation decoding/demultiplex-
ing function, d(t-t(t,z,)), produces an output which contains
the signal, S,, backscattered from a distance L, down the
fiber and rejects signals originating from other fiber regions,
such as S., S,, and etc. Representing this process mathemati-
cally, the resulting channel output, B(t, L,) is obtained as
follows:
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Ly (32)(

born )= (d(e= 1 MEo(2)) = (aj\
(2h) ( 2h)

4
rn CL \

22)(

Buin) [rayiac} r= — Ess cost wate0
( &

O(z,L1)=6- cL

2(Aw + ws Lb;

ten) Bot, L;)t-— t))= Ber, Lj
yecL

2Ly \ \

t—- ——1 = waqt— JFecos (Aw + es t= —!+¢,}\ ec, J

( (  2%4,2)))
Hd
J)

 

U4 CL

2z
+ Aw—

cL

(24-L1))
Bt, Ly) = wapaEEss forcone Icos(Awr + ®(z, Ly) +0 LL

\

fpa nastas0 }

[pxnaxCL 0

(2(2-L1))

Ba, L)=Vefe joos(Aeot + A®(z, z))dz° \

( 1 \

Ba, Ly) Very, cos) Awr+ + f P(t x)d x)0
\ CL

Because of the correlation properties of the interrogation
light, the autocorrelation function R,(t) is very smallat all
spatial locations exceptthose in the vicinity of z=L,. There-
fore, all signals originating anywhere else are rejected.
Furthermore, the phase of the channel outputat location L,
will be the summation or integration of all pressure changes
along the bi-directional transversal path. This unusual phe-
nomenon has been demonstrated with experimental hard-ware.

Once the correlation process isolates the optical signal
originating from a spatial region, the signal must be phase
demodulated to extract the pressure information. The signal
is I (in phase) and Q (quadrature phase) demodulatedis:

33) 

2uLos 

cL

2uLos
A(t, 2) = O(z, Li) +

 

 

CL

2ULOs 

By (t, Ly) = (Bt, Ly \cos(Awr)) (34)

2uLws 1 \

f p(t, x)dx!0 }

(
Bit, L1) = Vers, cos} m+

\ CL

 

= Vi cos(@ )

Bolt, Ly) = ( B(t, Ly )sin(Awr))

( 2uLws 1 \
Bolt, Ly, ) = —Verz, sin Or, + f p(t, x)dxl

\ CL 0 }
= -V, sin (d ).

Then I & Q, or cosine phase and sine phase outputs are
converted into either phaserate or phase outputs with simple
analog or digital hardware. The phase, so demodulated,
allows the inference of information about the acoustic

pressure downthe fiber to the measurementpoint.
Oncethe I & Q outputs are generated, the temporal phase

state of B(t, L,) can be determined by one of several types
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of phase demodulation processes. The phase state of the
region of L, spatial delay is therefore:

2uLos 
D = ,, + CL

(35)

[" P(t, x)d x.0

Likewise, the plurality (which may be a large number,
e.g., 5000) of optical signals arising with spatial delays, such
as the propagation timefor flyback travel to L, or L,,, can be
correlated out of the backscattered signal E,(t). These are:

2uLws 2 \ (36)
ff p(t, x)dxl0 }

[renee: p(t, x)dxl
0 }

(
BUt, Lo) = Vert, cosy Aot+ &, + CL

2uLws (
Bt, Ln) ® Vert, cosy Awt+ &,, +

\ CL

With corresponding phase signals of:

 

 

2uULws 2 (37 )

® =O, + ff p(t, x)dxCL 0

2ULOS n

® = ob, + ff p(t, x)dx.cr 0

The phase signals, obtained by phase demodulation of
each B(t,L,,), represent a pressure field p(t,z) which is
integrated along the length, z, of the fiber. Therefore, rather
than directly measure p(t,z) the sensor provides all of the
accumulated pressure effects downthe fiber to the measure-
ment point, L,,(where m is integer corresponding to the
measurement point). In sensorarrays, it is usually desired to
detect the pressure over a specific measurement region. If
two optical signals 8, and S, are received from measurement
lengths L, and L,, the corresponding demodulated phases ®,
and ®,are:

 

 

2uLws j (38 )
O= b+ [ p(t, x)dxCL 0

2uLws k

G = by, + ff p(t, x)d x.CL 0

A sensor between the lengths down the fiber of L, and L,
(L,>L,) is formed by subtracting the two phases:

 

 

( 2uLws k \ (39 )
D& — 0) = Ady = | hy, + f° p(t, x)d xl

\ CL 0 }
( 2HLOS j \
pj + f p(t, x)d xlJ
\ cr 0 J

 
2uLos ( (%Ad; = Oy, — Oe+ {f° p(t, x)dx—-CL 0

k

f p(t, x)d x)0
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-continued

2uLos k
Ady = by, — Opj+ . p(t, x)dxCL Lj

 

 2uLws k
Ad; = A®it| + . p(t, xd x.CL Lj

The resulting sensor is of length AL=L,-L, with a center
position of (L,+L,)/2. The differencing of phase signals ®,
and ®, into a new phase signal A®,,, allowsa virtual sensor
of arbitrary position and length to be formed. Theresulting
spatially differential sensor also adds the advantage of
minimizing other effects such as lead-in fiber strum or
vibration which create unwanted phase signals.

The above phenomenaillustrates that when the interro-
gation light is properly encoded, a ROSE (Rayleigh Optical
Scattering and Encoding) sensor system is enabled. The
subject invention therefore enables the ROSE concept. The
subject invention enables spatial discrimination of the opti-
cal backscatter effects in a ROSE sensor. Thespatial differ-
encing technique rejects unwanted common mode signals
inadvertently introduced in fiber leads down to the sensor
region. The invention also applies in a similar manner to
more conventional fiber optic acoustic sensor arrays (1.e.,
those having Braggreflective grating sensors) or to non-fiber
optic remote optical sensors which detect phase.

b. Pointwise Signal Delay Multiplexing
The invention also applies to point-wise non-distributed

sensorsorartificially generated multiplexing by electronics
means. The interrogation lightwave can be intercepted and
retransmitted back to the receiver with an artificial, elec-
tronically generated delay, as a means of delay/correlation
multiplexing many channels.

(3) Description of a Fiber System Implementation
The invention can be realized with bulk optical, fiber

optical or integrated optical components. For simplicity, a
fiber optic implementation will be presented. However, the
fiber optic embodimentis being presented without intent of
limitation. The teachings of the invention can be used to
implement a reflectometer system in accordance with the
present invention using these and other instrumentalities
providing a light path that has the innate property of pro-
ducing back propagation of portions of an interrogation
signal at a continuum of locations along the length of the
propagation path therethrough.

a. Optical Transmitter and Time-Delay Multiplexing Pro-cess.

FIG. 3 is an illustrative block diagram implemention of
the Rayleigh optical scattering and encoding (ROSE) sensor
system 2. Like parts correspond to like numbers. A light-
wave from transmitter laser, 3, is propagated through optical
coupler or beamsplitter, 4. The smaller portion ofthe trans-
mitter laser powersplit off by optical coupler, 4, is passed by
optical path, 39, to the phase locking meansoptical receiver
35. The larger portion of the transmitter laser light poweris
split by optical coupler, 4, and propagated to optical modu-
lator, 5. The optical modulator, 5, modulates the laser light
passing from optical coupler, 4, with correlation code, c(t),
as electronically generated in master correlation code gen-
erator, 53, and amplified by amplifier, 49. The correlation
code, c(t), is modulated onto the laser light in optical
modulator, 5. This modulated light comprises the optical
interrogation lightwave, E,(t). The optical modulator, 5, may
modulate the amplitude, polarization or phase of the laser
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light subject to the teachings of the invention. The interro-
gation lightwaveis propagated from optical modulator, 5, to
optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The interroga-
tion lightwave passes through the optical coupler, 7, into
optical fiber or other light propagation medium, 9. Herein-
after, “down”, indicates a transversal on the optical path, 9,
away from coupler, 7; “up” indicates a transversal on the
optical path 9 toward the optical coupler, beamsplitter or
circulator, 7. The interrogation lightwave which transverses
down the optical fiber or medium 9 is modulated and is
backscattered or returned by other means with equivalent
optical path lengths (equivalent to a time delay), L,, L,...
L,, corresponding to sensors or multiplexed channels S,,
S, ....8,. The returned interrogation lightwave is a
composite optical signal modulated by signals dueto the S,
through S, modulating and time-domain multiplexing
actions.

Moreparticularly, the propagation of the optical spread-
spectrum interrogation signal down the continuousfull span
of the optical fiber span, signal launch end to remote end,
causes a back-propagating composite optical signal, which
is the linear summation,or integration spatially, of all of the
individual, continuous, or continuum of back-reflections
along the span of the optical fiber.

One component of this composite signal is comprised of
the naturally occurring continuum ofoptical back reflections
(including Rayleigh optical scattering ((ROS)) effects) ofthe
optical spread spectrum carrier signal that is formed by
modulating the primary carrier signal by the spectrum
spreading signals. Another component is comprised of the
artificially occurring optical back reflections, either-point
wise reflections or distributed reflections, of the optical
spread spectrum carrier signal that is formed due to propa-
gation discontinuities as the result of presence of a fiber
cable coupler in span 9. Still another component comprised
of the continuum of modulations at locations along the span
of the reflected signals due to longitudinal components of
optical path length change, causing a delay in the reflected
signal, experiencedbythefiber optical span alongits length.

Such optical path length change or delay may be caused
by a variety of possible sources including acoustic pressure
wavesincidentto thefiber, electromagnetic fields coupled to
the fiber, mechanical strain or pressure on the fiber, thermal
strain or pressure induced in the fiber, or other means of
causing changein the optical path length. Use of the acoustic
pressure waves mode of changing path length in perimeter
intrusion monitoring systems is the principle embodiment
illustrated herein. In this use, optical fiber span 9 is
employed to provide an array of virtual geophones buried at
a range of depths beneath the surface of the ground of about
between six (6) inches and one (1) foot, to sense motion of
an object on the surface of the ground. The acoustic pressure
wave sensing modeis also useful to sense seismic signals,
as for example as linear arrays inserted into casing structures
of an existing oil wells. Predetermined artificial pressure
wave producing shocks are imparted into the ground, and the
responses from the sensor are used to locate secondary oil
deposits. The acoustic pressure wave sensing modeis further
useful for employing span 9 as an array of virtual hydro-
phones, with the media which couples the signals to the
hydrophonesat least in part being the body ofwater in which
the array is immersed. Such hydrophonearrays find use as
naval undersea warfare towedarrays, or towed geophysical
exploration arrays. In the latter the arrays respondto artifi-
cially produced shocks of predetermined character and loca-
tion induced in the body of water, and the response of the
array to bottom return signals are used to locate ocean
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bottom geophysical feature indicating likely presence of an
oil deposit. Yet further, a sensing position on a fiber span 9
could be used to receive as an input microphonic signals
suitably imparted to the region of the sensing position. The
electromagnetic field sensing modeoffiber span 9 could be
used for monitoring electronic signals along a telecommu-
nication cable’s span to localize malfunctions. Responses of
fiber span 9 to mechanical, pressure or thermalstrains can be
used in systems for monitoring such strains.

The composite lightwave propagates up the optical fiber
or medium 9, passes through optical coupler, beamsplitter or
circulator, 7, to optical pathway, 11. Optical pathway, 11,
passes the backscattered, time-delay multiplexed, composite
lightwave, E,(t), to the optical receiver, 15.

Preferably, fiber 9 is of the relatively low cost, conven-
tional single-mode or multimode, fiber cable types.

Furtherit is preferable that fiber 9 have extruded thereon
a coating 12 of a material which enhances the longitudinal
strain which the fiber undergoes from a given radially, or
generally laterally, applied pressure wave strain. Materials
which provide such enhancement include extrudable ther-
moplastic polymers (TPU’s) or extrudable thermoplastic
elastomers (TPE’s) which exhibit a combination of a low
Young’s modules (E) and a low Poisson’s ratio (o). The
Poisson’s ration is preferably below 0.5, which is the
Poisson’s ratio ofnatural rubber. Examples of such materials
include: (i) low density polyethylene, having characteristic
E=1.31 dynes/em?x10-'° and o=0.445;and (ii) polystyrene,
E=3.78 dynes/em? and o=0.35 (values as reported in the
paper, R. Hughes and J. Javzynski, “Static Pressure Sensi-
tivity Amplification in Interferometric Fiber-Optic Hydro-
phones,” Applied Optical/Vol. 19/No. 1/1 Jan. 1980).

An alternate embodiment of fiber 9, albeit involving
significantly greater cost per unit length of the fiber, is to
provide fiber in the more expensive form of a polarization
preserving or single polarization, optical fiber. The polar-
ization preserving fiber of this type holds the backscattering
light in a narrow range of polarization states so that a
substantially single RF signal 21 enters a single set 23 of
correlators, reducing the complexity of the system. How-
ever, in cases involving long surveillance lines this alterna-
tive embodiment becomes expensive in cost offiber.

The correlation code generator 53 creates a signal, c(t),
that has a broad bandwidth. The broadband nature of the

correlation code is required to obtain the desired properties
in the signals autocorrelation function. The calculation and
definition of the autocorrelation function of any general
signal is well known and defined in signal processing
literature. The correlation code signal, c(t), is so structured
that its autocorrelation function is highly peaked at zero
delay, and is very small away from zero delay. This criterion
is well known to those of skill in the art and is the essence

of why the correlation code has a broad bandwidth. Any
signal that has the desired autocorrelation function proper-
ties can be used as the correlation code in the invention.

There are many reasons for choosing one correlation code
over another: ease of creation; autocorrelation properties;
cost of creation hardware; cost of correlation hardware; and
effectiveness in producing spread spectrum signal effects.
According to the teaching of the invention, the correlation
code for the invention can be a binary sequence with a
desired transorthogonal autocorrelation property (some-
times called a pseudonoise sequence), a pseudorandom
number (PRN) sequence with the such desired autocorrela-
tion property, chirps, or other types of signals which provide
correlations code having predicable non-repetitive behavior.
The foregoing list of types of sequence signals which may
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be employed to modulate the carrier lightwave signal
includes both “binary pseudonoise sequences” and “pseu-
dorandom number (PRN) sequences.” For purposes of con-
struction of this specification and the appendedclaims, these
terms are employed as they are defined under the listings
“Pseudonoise (PN) sequence (communicationsatellite)” and
“Pseudorandom number sequence” at pages 747 and 748 of
the “IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electronic
Terms” (Fourth Edition), which listings are hereby incorpo-
rated herein by reference. Further for purposes of construc-
tion of this specification and the appended claims, it is
deemed that “binary pseudonoise sequence” is generic and
“pseudorandom number sequence”is a species thereof. Still
further for purposes of construction of this specification and
its appended claims, both terms are deemed to include
analog signal forms of sequences as well as digital signal
forms.

It is to be appreciated that in addition to its correlation
encoding function, master correlating code generator 53 is a
source of a spectrum-spreading signal comprised of a spec-
trum-spreading signal which produces an autocorrelation
that is well behaved. It has one dominate maxima at zero

correlation delay, and its spectrum is large enough to provide
sampling of the said optical fiber spatially along the length
of the fiber 9 with a resolution commensurate with a

sub-length AZ of fiber span 9. These characteristics enable
segmentation of an optical fiber 9 of span length L into n
segments in accordance with a relationship

L<AZ-n. (40)

In this relationship AZ is a segment length ofthe fiber span
whose length is one-half the distance traveled by light
propagating through one zero delay temporal time span of
the autocorrelation maxima, AT, such that C, is the speed of
light in the said optical fiber and AT is approximately equal
to the reciprocal of the spread signal optical bandwidth.

An illustrative embodiment of generator 53 is a shift
register type pseudorandom numbercode generator, having
n bits, wherein a code is generated that satisfies said reso-
lution sublength and segment length relationship by choos-
ing an appropriate combination of the numberofits bits and
the clock time.

The temporal length of the code sequence which is
reiteratively produced by generator 53 may be either less
than the time period for propagation of a lightwave to the
remote end of span and propagation back of a backscattering
(i.e. distance of flyback travel), or greater than this time
period. It cannot be equal to this period.

The predetermined timing base employed by the source of
the spectrum spreading signals, which determines the length
of AZ segment is so chosen to provide a positive enhance-
mentto the ratio of the power of back propagating Rayleigh
scattering effect P, to the power of the forward propagated
Rayleigh scattering effect P,, in accordance with the fol-
lowing equation:

P, AZ
—[dB]= —70 + 10log,, (AL)- —.100Pr

(41)

b. Laser Phase Locking Means.

Refer to FIG. 3. Local oscillator laser, 45, generates a
local oscillator lightwave. The local oscillator lightwave
propagates from local oscillator laser, 45, to optical coupler
or beamsplitter, 43. The optical coupler, 43, splits off the
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smaller portion of power of the local oscillator lightwave
into optical pathway, 41. Optical path, 41, propagates the
smaller portion of the local oscillator lightwave to the phase
locking meansoptical receiver, 35. The larger portion of the
powerofthe local oscillator lightwaveis split off by optical
coupler 43, and passed to optical path 13. Optical pathway,
13, propagates the larger portion of the local oscillator
lightwave to optical receiver, 15. The phase locking means
optical receiver, 35, receives and interferes the transmitter
laser lightwave from optical pathway, 39, and the local
oscillator lightwave from optical pathway 41. The receiver
35 interferes the reference lightwaves from lasers 3 and 45
producing an electrical output which is a radio frequency
wave on electrical pathway, 33. The electrical output, 33,
provides an electronic beat frequency which directly indi-
cates the difference in optical frequency and phase between
lasers 1 and 45. Phase locking circuitry 31, employing a
conventional phase lock loop mechanism, controls the dif-
ference in frequency betweenlaser 1 and 45 and phase locks
the twolasers to a fixed frequency and phaserelationship as
indicated by the dashed line between circuitry 31 and local
oscillator laser 45. The radian frequency difference is Aw as
discussed early in the text. The purpose of the laser phase
locking meansis to insure that the local oscillator lightwave
traveling on optical path, 13, into optical receiver, 15, has
the proper phase and frequencyrelationship to the composite
lightwave on optical pathway, 11. It is to be appreciated that
the phase locking mechanism also acts cooperatively with
phase demodulator system 66 to be described later herein.
Conventionally, a common master clock oscillator 311, FIG.
7 provides the timing base for both phase locking circuitry
31 and an I & Q demodulator 300, FIG. 7.

Refer to FIG. 3. The composite lightwave on optical path
11, is an input into optical receiver 15. The local oscillator
lightwave on optical path, 13, is also an input into optical
receiver, 15. The local oscillator and composite lightwaves
are interfered on photodetectors producing an electronic
signal which electronically represents the heterodyned opti-
cal interference power between the two lightwaves. The
resulting composite radio frequency signal at output, 17,
represents electronically the composite lightwave signal on
optical path, 11. The composite electronic receiver signal is
passed from optical receiver output, 17, through amplifier,
19, via electronic path, 21, to the correlator system, 23. The
local oscillator lightwave on optical path, 13, is interfered
with the composite lightwave on optical path 11. The
interference power is photodetected in optical receiver, 15,
by optically interfering the composite back propagating
lightwave on the local oscillator signal. As one of the
components of this interfering action, there is produced a
difference beat signal which is a composite radio frequency
representation of the composite light wave on optical path,
11.

This interfering of the local oscillator output lightwave 13
and the composite back-propagating CW lightwave 11 pro-
vides the translation of signal 11 from the optical domain to
a CW radio frequency(r-f.) composite difference beat signal
17. This reduces the frequency of signal 15 into an elec-
tronically processable signal frequency range. It is to be
appreciated that an important aspectof the present invention
that the rf. composite difference signal produce by this
translation action includes having counterpart components
of the aforesaid components of the composite back-propa-
gating lightwave signal, with the phase states of these
counterpart rf. domain signals the same as the phase states
of the corresponding components of the back-propagating
lightwave.
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In accordance with the present invention, lasers 3 and 45
are to have sufficiently stringent high performance capability
with respect to exactness of frequency to enable interference
effects therebetween and heterodyne detection of acoustic
perturbation signals incident to fiber 9 to produce beat
frequencies within the radio frequency (r-f.) range. Also in
accordance with the present invention, lasers 3 and 45 have
stringent performance criteria with respect to the phase
stability, or coherence, of their beams. They are to be
substantially coherent over at least a propagation path dis-
tance substantially equal to twice the length, L, of sensing
fiber 9. For example, a commercially available non-planar,
ring laser (e.g. Lightwave Electronics Corp. Model 125)
would be suitable for an intruder sensing perimeter intrusion
monitoring fiber 9 having a length of 8.0 km (approximately
5 miles). The laser beam of this commercially available
laser, which is in the near infrared range, has a frequency of
227 terahertz, or 1319 nanometer wavelength, and has a
frequency stability accurately within one part in a billion
over 1 millisecond period, or 5 Kilohertz in a 1 millisecond
period.

It is to be appreciated that the provision of such frequency
and phasestability of lasers 3 and 45 enables implementing
the phase locking to produce a sufficiently small non-zero
radian phase locking circuitry 31. This in turn enables lasers
3 and 45, under regulation by phase locking circuitry 31, to
provide a pair of beams which are phase locked and with a
“non-zero Aw” sufficiently small to enable a heterodyne-
mode optical receiver to provide the desired beat frequency
outputs in the rf. range. It is understoodthat laser 45, optical
receiver 35, circuitry 31 and beamsplitter 43 could be
replaced with an apparatus applying the non-zero AW to the
beam from optical pathway 39 to give the same result. The
returned interrogation optical composite wave is defined in
the preceding subsection 3(a) “Optical Transmitter and
Time-delay Multiplexing Process” of this DESCRIPTION
OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT.

In the preceding section (1) “Description of Underlying
Theories” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTthereis a definition of “non-zero Aw” and

a mathematical demonstration of its importance in the
heterodyne modeofinterfering. It makes it possible to use
relatively simple processes to avoid fading. By way of
contrast, fading with the “zero Aw” homodyne mode of
interfering would entail much more difficult and less effec-
tive fade avoidance processes.

c. Correlation Time-Delay Demultiplexing.
Refer to FIG. 3. The composite radio frequency signal on

electrical path, 21, is input into the correlator system, 23.
The correlator system delays the master correlation code
generator output, 51, an appropriate amount and correlates
the delayed correlation code with the composite radio fre-
quencysignal. This produceselectrical outputs O,,0,...0O,,
correspondingto signals S,,S,....S,, in turn corresponding
to spatial delays L,, L,...L,,. The spatial delays L,,L,....
L,, are arbitrary and programmable. Theelectrical output O,
corresponds to B(t,L,) referred to in the preceding subsec-
tion 2(a).

The correlation process is well understood in the litera-
ture. The signal that represents the backscattered optical
wave in array, 9, that is passed from the optical receiver 15,
to the correlator system 23, contains all of the information
for all sensors or channels S,,S,.... 5S, at once on the
electronic signal path 21 entering the correlator 23. Because
the backscattered composite signal is modulated with the
correlation code by modulator 5, the backscattered light is
time structured with the time structure of the correlation
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code. Because the correlation code is selected to have

special autocorrelation code properties, the time structure of
the correlation codes allows an electronic representation of
the backscattered light at positions L,,L,....L,, to be
obtained via the correlation process in the correlator 23. In
a preferred embodiment of the invention the master code
generator 53 is a shift register type pseudorandom number
(PRN) code generator and each correlator of the set 23
would be a correlation type demodulator herein later
described in greater depth. Code generator 53 may alterna-
tively be embodied as a binary sequence having transor-
thogonal autocorrelation properties (binary pseudonoise
sequence) and each correlator would then be a correlation-
type demodulator for demodulating a binary pseudonoise
sequence, whose implementation would be understood by
those of skill in the art. The correlator uses the reference

correlation code from correlation code generator, 53, which
is passed via electronic path 51 to the correlator, 23, as a
“golden ruler” enabling sorting out by temporal and spatial
domain demultiplexing electronic representations of the
backscattering optical signals at sensors or channels S,,
S,...5S,,. Various delayed versions of the correlation code
are multiplied by the composite signal with all of the sensor
or channel signals present simultaneously, from electronic
path 21 so that the electronic representations of the sensors
or channels S,,S,...S,, are output from the correlator, 23
on signals O,,0, ... O,, with respect to the index.

Correlator system 23 is an electronic spread spectrum
signal de-spreader and temporal and spatial domain de-
multiplexer of the rf. signal counterpart to the optical
composite signal. Its input is coupled to the amplified output
21 of the heterodyner and photodetector, and it is operative
in cooperation with said source of spectrum spreading
signals to perform a coherent signal correlation process upon
the rf. counterparts of the aforesaid “one”and the aforesaid
“still another” components of the composite back-propagat-
ing CW lightwave. This causes the de-spreading of the rf.
counterpart of the optical reflected spread spectrum signal
and causes the temporal and spatial demultiplexing of the rf.
counterpart ofthe “still another” componentof the compos-
ite rf. signal. This processing provides signals which tem-
porally andspatially sort the said “still another” component
into n virtual sensor signal channels, or stated another way
n of each of the AZ length measurement regions, measuring
the induced optical path change at each of the n AZ-length
segments of the optical fiber span 9.

It will be appreciated that this sorting process is accom-
plished by the autocorrelation properties of the spectrum-
spreading signal and by the time of flight of the optical
spectrum-spreading signal down to each nth reflection seg-
ment and back to the heterodyne optical receiver 15. A
delayed replica of the spectrum-spreading signal is corre-
lated against the rf. signal counterpart of the optical com-
posite back-propagating signal, thereby segmenting the opti-
cal fiber into n independent segments, or virtual sensors, via
the time of flight of the optical composite back-propagating
signal and the autocorrelation function of the transmitted
spectrum-spreading signal.

It is to be appreciated that system 2 is operating in the
spread spectrum transmission and reception mode. Namely,
by providing optical interrogation light wave, E,(t), with
modulation by the correlation code, c(t), the continuous
wave carrier signal is temporally structured into a spread
spectrum interrogation lightwave which continuously reit-
erates autocorrelatable code sequences. Then after correla-
tion system provides an appropriate time of delay the
correlator system 26 correlates the backscattered light wave
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E,(t) with the same output, c(t), of code generator 53,
de-spreading the spread spectrum signal.

In accordance with well known communication electron-

ics theory this has the effect of increasing signal output of
the ROSEsensor system while the noise bandwidth remains
the same. In temporally and spatially sorting the rf. coun-
terpart of the aforesaid “still another’ component of the
composite back-propagation lightwave, the aforesaid
“another” component of undesired noises, such as reflec-
tions from couplers in fiber span 9, are materially attenuated.

Moreparticularity, in accordance with this well known
theory, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is enhanced by con-
siderable attenuation of noise mechanisms in frequency
ranges outside of center frequency lobe of the autocorrela-
tion function and outside the pair of first side lobes to one
and the other side of the center frequency lobe.

An illustrative embodimentof electronic spread spectrum
signal de-spreader and spatial de-multiplexer for coopera-
tion with the previously described shift register type PRN
code generator may comprise a series of n like-shift register
code generators respectively receiving the spectrum spread-
ing signal through a correspondingseries of n feed channels
which cause delays which incrementally increase by an
amount of time bearing a predeterminedrelationship to the
fiber span length, and C,, the speed of light through thefiber.
The composite rf. signal is fed to a correspondingseries of
n multipliers connected to receive as the other multiplier the
codes generated by the respective de-spreader and demulti-
plexer to thereby provide the de-spread and de-multiplexed
signal.

d. Heterodyne Phase Demodulation.
Refer to FIG. 3. After the composite radio frequency

signal onelectrical path 21 is correlation time-delay demul-
tiplexed by the correlator system, 23, the plurality (which
upwardly may include a very large number, for instance
5,000) of outputs O,, O,...O,,, on the plurality of electrical
paths 61, 63 and 65 respectively are phase demodulated by
a plurality of individual phase demodulations in the phase
demodulator system, 66. The outputs of the phase demodu-
lator system, 66, are the corresponding plurality of electrical
paths 71, 73, and 75. The phase demodulator outputs 71, 73,
and 75 correspondto the correlator outputs (O,, O, . . .O,)
61, 63 and 65 respectively, and to the corresponding plu-
rality of corresponding signals S,, S, ...S,, respectively
corresponding to spatial delays L,, L, ...L,, respectively.
The outputs 71, 73, and 75 electronically indicate (with tens
of kilohertz potential bandwidth) the phase states of optical
signals S,,S,...S,,. In particular, output 71 is proportional
to the temporal phase ®, of B(t, L,) hereinbefore discussed
in subsections 1(b) “Correlation or Time-delay Multiplex-
ing” and 3(c) “Correlation Time-Delay Demultiplexing” of
this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-

MENT. The phase demodulator outputs 73 and 75 indicate
the temporal phase states ®, and ®, of B(t,L,) and B (t,L,,)
respectively.

e. Fading Free Polarization Processing
Preferably system 2 further includes polarization signal

characteristic processing functions (not shown), which are
used together with the previously described feature that the
heterodyning function provides in reducing fading, of the
backscattering signal, E,(t). These polarization processing
functions are disclosed in the commonly assigned U.S. Pat.
No. 6,043,921 entitled “Fading-Free Optical Phase Rate
Receiver,” hereby incorporated herein in its entirely. The
optical heterodyning feature which provides benefit in
reducing fading includes: (1) cooperation of phase locked
lasers 3 and 45 in the formation of the optical interrogation
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light wave, E,(t), applied to optical fiber 9, or other linearly
extended light propagation medium producing Rayleigh
effects backscattering, and (11) the manipulation of this by
optical receiver 15 to provide the composite electronic
receive signal as optical receiver output 17. This takes
advantage of the feature of more favorable Heterodyne
fading conditions in a way, in which polarization and phase
state signal fading is materially reduced in the detected
backscattered light wave E,(t). The electronic decoding
module 700 of U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 is substantially an
equivalent to the correlator system herein. However, the
system disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 for implement-
ing polarization fading reduction (if not substantially elimi-
nating fading) is a generalized stand alone system for
processing any optical phase signal having temporally vary-
ing polarization, phase, and phase frequency. It must be
adapted for application to system 2 by appropriate integra-
tion into system 2 included the two following alternative
approaches.

One approach for such adaptation passes the fade-free
optical phase rate (FFOPR) photoreceiver RF signal to the
correlator 23, performs the correlation on the RF signal and
completes the Phase Demodulation by In phase and Quadra-
ture phase (hereinafter I & Q) demodulating the correlated
RFsignal into outputs. This method creates low bandwidth
I & Q components and therefore requires low bandwidth
analog-to-digital converters (implying a requirement for a
large number of analog RF correlation electronic compo-
nents). This RF correlator approach requires two correlator
circuits for every virtual sensor element, or spatial channel,
along fiber 9. One correlator is needed for the vertical
polarization RF signal path and onecorrelator is needed for
the horizontal polarization RF signal path.

Another approach applies the I & Q demodulator of FIG.
7 of the U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 prior to correlation. This
approach therefore correlates a wideband set of four 1 & Q
signals. One I, Q, set is for horizontal polarization and the
other I, Q, set is for the vertical polarization. In this case the
1& Q signals are the I & Q signals for the wholevirtual array
rather than for one virtual sensor elementof the array. Four
correlators are required for each sensor element. One corr-
elator is applied to each of the four wide bandwidth I & Q
signals for each virtual sensor element. This second
approach requires very wideband analog-to-digital convert-
ers, but allows digital correlators to be used instead of
analog RF correlators. The RF correlator or first approach
requires far more analog to digital converters and RF
electronics. The digital correlator approach enables the
correlators to be implemented by the digital approaches of
massively integrated logic circuits and/or programmed pro-
cessors, requiring far more digital logic, but substantially
reducing the rf. electronics and number analog-to-digital
converter units in the system.

f. Phase Differencing

Refer to FIG. 3. The plurality (which upwardly may
include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of signals
indicating the phase states P,, ®, ... ®, on electrical paths
71, 73 and 75, respectively, are input into the phase differ-
encer, 99. The phase differencer forms a corresponding
plurality of outputs 91, 93 and 95 whichare arbitrarily and
programmably assigned as the subtractions of any twopairs
of phase signals ®, and ®, (where j and k are selected from
1,2...n).

Each of the programmablyselectable pairs of differenced
phase signals form a signal A®,, which is spatially bounded
within the region ofthe fiber between lengths L, and L,. The
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phase differencer therefore produces differential phase out-
puts corresponding to a set of programmable length and
position virtual sensors.

Stated another way, each programmableselection ofpairs
of phase signals forms a virtual spatial differential sensor
which senses the difference between the phases of the Aw
output of the photodector sub-system (which is the subject
of the next subsections) in receiver 15. Each Aw is an rf.
difference beat signal representative of the aforesaid “still
another” componentof the composite back-propagating CW
lightwave signal which passes from the launch end of fiber
span 9 to directional coupler 7. These signals from each pair
therefore represent signals of virtual spatial differential
sensors along fiber span 9. As a result of the choice of pairs
being selectively programmable these virtual sensor can be
employed to implement adaptive apertures in processing
signal incident the fiber span. This feature would be useful,
for example, in enabling security system operators to clas-
sify objects causing acoustic pressure wave signals incident
up a fiber span 9 used as a perimeter intrusion monitoring
line.

g. Optical Detector Sub-System.

The optical receivers 15 and 35, FIGS. 3, 4 and 5, are
comprised of photodetector sub-systems. Any of the many
well known photodetecting techniques and devices may be
employed. Possible implementation of the photodetection
sub-systems will now be discussed.

Refer to FIG. 4. Like parts correspond to like numbers.
Optical signals enter the photodetector sub-system via opti-
cal paths 101 and 103 which are extensions of the paths 11
and 13 in the case of receiver 15, and (not shown) of paths
39 and 44 in the case of subsystem 35. The optical signals
are equally split by optical coupler or beamsplitter, 105. The
optical signal on path 107 is composite signal comprised of
half the optical power of path 101 and half of the optical
powerarriving on pate 103. The optical signal on path 107
is illuminated on optical detector 111. The photo-current of
optical detector 111 flows into electrical conductor 115.
Likewise, the optical signal on path 109 is comprised ofhalf
the optical power on path 101 and half of the optical power
on path 103. The optical signal on path 109is illuminated on
optical detector 113. The photo-current of optical detector
113 flows out of electrical conductor 115. Therefore the

photo-currents of optical detectors 111 and 113 are sub-
tracted at electrical conductor or node 115.

Photo-detectors 111 and 113 are precisely matched in
responsivity. The differential photocurrent on electrical con-
ductor 115 is input into pre-amplifier 117, amplifier and is
passedto electrical output 119. The differential nature of the
photo-detection rejects either of the self-optical interference
powerofthe signals on paths 101 and 103 andreceives only
the cross-interference power between the twooptical signals
on paths 101 and 103. This particular optical detector
architectureis called a balanced heterodyneoptical detection
scheme. The scheme is 3 dB moresensitive than all other

heterodyneoptical detection methods and offers the distinct
advantage of rejecting local oscillator noise.

Refer to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 illustrates an alternative photo-
detection schemeto FIG.4. lightwaves enter the receiverat
paths 101 and 103. The optical coupler or beamsplitter 105
combines the lightwaves on paths 101 and 103 into a
composite lightwave on path 107. The composite lightwave
on path 107 illuminates optical detector 111. The photo-
current of optical detector caused by the self-interference
and cross interference of lightwaves originating from optical
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paths 101 and 103 passes through conductor 115a, is ampli-
fied by pre-amplifier 117 and is passed to electrical output
119.

The optical detector sub-system of FIGS. 4 and 5 corre-
spondto optical receivers 15 or 35 of FIG. 3. Paths 101 and
103 correspond to 11 and 13 and output 119 corresponds
outputs 17 in optical receiver 15. Paths 101 and 103 corre-
spond to 39 and 41 and output 119 correspondsto output 33
in optical receiver 35. Either of the photo-detection schemes
of FIG. 4 or 5 can be used for the optical receivers 15 or 35.
However, the photodetection schemeof FIG.4 is preferred.

h. Programmable Correlator System

Refer to FIG. 6. The composite radio frequency signal, or
rf. composite reference beat signal, which electronically
represents the received time-delay multiplexed optical sig-
nal, or composite back-propagation CW lightwave, E,(t), is
input into the correlator system, 23, at electrical input 21.
The composite radio frequency signal is n-way split with
powersplitter 203 into a plurality (which upwardly may
include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of elec-
tronic pathways including 211, 213 and 215. The master
correlation code, c(t), is input into the correlator system, 23,
at electrical input 54. The correlation code is distributed to
such a plurality of programmable delay circuits including
221, 223 and 225. Each programmable delay circuit delays
the master correlation code by the delay required to decode/
demultiplex each time-delay multiplexed channel. The plu-
rality of programmable delay circuits including 221, 223 and
225 outputa plurality of delayed correlation codes including
those on electrical pathways 231, 233, and 225 respectively.
The corresponding plurality of delayed correlation codes
including those on electrical pathways 231, 233 and 235 are
multiplied by a corresponding plurality of multipliers (or
balanced mixers) including 241, 243 and 245, respectively,
by the radio frequency signal on the plurality of electronic
pathwaysincluding 211, 213 and 215 which are amplified by
a corresponding plurality of amplifiers including 261, 263
and 265, respectively, to produce the correspondingplurality
of outputs including O,, O,, and O,, (on lines 61, 63 and 65)
respectively. Each of the outputs therefore produces the
corresponding demultiplexed signal which is time-gated by
the corresponding time-delay of the correlation code. The
correlator system 23 of FIG. 6 is an example implementation
of the correlation system, 23, of FIG. 3.

The output O, corresponds to signal B(t,L,) which is
hereinbefore discussed in subsections 2(a) “ROSE Optical
Phase SensorInterrogation Enables Sensor System”and 3(c)
“Correlation Time-Delay Demultiplexing” of this
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT.

The output O,,0, ...O, on lines 61, 63 and 65, respectively,
correspond to signals S,, S, ...S,, which in turn are based
uponthe spatial delay associated with distance L,,L,....L,,
indicated in FIG. 3. These spatial delays are based on the
time of propagation for flyback travel along these distances,
which are arbitrary and programmable. The time delay
multiplexing of the optical signals comprising the composite
back-propagating optical signal on path 11, FIG. 3, arise
from a plurality (which upwardly may include a very large
number, for instance 5,000) of spatial locations causing a
like plurality of time-delays. The correlator system spatially
separates the components of the rf. composite difference
beat signal into channels which each uniquely represent an
optical signal at a single spatial location.

The correlator system allows the spatial sampling of the
optical signals so that a virtual array can be formed along the
fiber span 9 on FIG.3.
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i. Phase Demodulation System
The embodiment of phase demodulator system, 66, of

FIG. 3, has two uses in system 2. It either: (i) receives the
outputs of the just described rf. correlator subsection 23, or
(ii) is part of the integration of the polarization fading
reduction system of U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 (as discussed in
the preceding subsection 2(e) “Fading-Free Polarization
Processing” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT.Refer to FIG. 7. The phase demodulation
system, 66, is comprised of a plurality (which upwardly may
include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of phase
demodulators, 81, 83 and 85. The inputs to the plurality of
phase demodulators, 61, 63 and 65 (the correlator outputs
O,, O,...0O, discussed previously) are phase demodulated
with phase demodulators 81, 83 and 85 respectively. The
outputs of these demodulators are passed on electrical
pathways 71, 73 and 75 respectively.

Refer to FIG. 8. An example block diagram of any one of
the just discussed phase demodulators 81, 83 and 85 is
shownas part 300. The inputelectrical path 301 corresponds
to any one ofelectrical path 61, 63, 65, etc. of the plurality
of phase demodulators. The output electrical path 319 cor-
respondsto any oneofelectrical path 71, 73, 75, etc. of the
plurality ofphase demodulators. A correlation system output
such as O,, O, or O,, is passed via electrical path 301 into a
bandpassfilter 303. The bandpassfilter 303 passes only a
bandof radian frequencies in the vicinity of Aw so that only
B@.L,,) passes through the filter (where m is an integer
corresponding to the particular channel). The band passed
signal passes from 303 via electrical path 305 to amplitude
control 307. Amplitude control 307 is either an analog
automatic gain control circuit, an electronic clipper circuit,
or a combination thereof. The amplitude control 307
removes amplitude variations due to polarization fading or
other types of signal fading. Because the signal, B(t,L,,,) is
a result of a heterodyne interference, the phase remains the
same after clipping. It is to be appreciated that other phase
demodulation schemes for fiber optic signals use a phase
carrier technique which does not allow the clipping opera-
tion. Clipping is a preferred amplitude control mechanism.
The amplitude control 307 passes an amplitude stabilized
signal via electrical path 309 to I & Q demodulator 311. The
I & Q demodulator removesthe carrier, that is it shifts the
center radian frequency of the amplitude stabilized B(t,L,,,)
from Aw down to zero. The I & Q demodulator outputs a
voltage proportional to cos(®,,,) on electrical path 313 and a
voltage proportional to sin(®,,) on electrical path 315. The
cos(®,,) and sin(®,,) proportional voltages on electrical
paths 313 and 315 respectively are converted in an output
signal proportional to ®,, on electrical path 319 by the phase
detector 317.

Reviewing the previous discussion, the plurality of phase
demodulators 81, 83 and 85 of FIG. 7 each function like the
block diagram of 300 on FIG. 8. The plurality (which
upwardly may include a very large number, for instance
5000) of phase demodulators 300 convert to a like plurality
of signals B(t,L,), BAL.) . .. BAL,,) into a like plurality of
signals proportional to ®,, ®, ... ®,, which correspond to
optical signals S,,S,...8

j. 1 & Q Demodulator.
An example implementation of the I & Q demodulator

311 of FIG. 8 will now be presented. Refer to FIG. 9. An
amplitude stabilized B(t,L,,) signal (originating from the
amplitude control 307 of FIG. 8) is passed on electrical path
309 to a powersplitter 403. Half of the signal power exiting
from powersplitter 403 is passed to analog mixer, balanced
mixer, Gilbert cell or analog multiplier 413 via electrical

ae
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path 411. The other half of signal power exiting form power
splitter 403 is passed to analog mixer, balanced mixer,
Gilbert cell or analog multiplier 423 via electrical path 421.

The reference oscillator 451 generates an electronic wave
proportional to cos(Amt). As noted earlier herein, this ref-
erence oscillator is also the oscillator employed in the
conventional phase lock mechanism establishing the fixed
phase relationship between the frequencies of primary laser
3 and local oscillator laser 45 whose differences in fre-

quency, AW, are of a very low order. In accordance with
knownprinciples of heterodyning lightwaves having fixed
phase relationships, heterodyning these signals can produce
a difference beat signal small enough to be in the rf. signal
range, but with the frequency difference sufficiently high to
provide the heterodyning with a band pass allowing trans-
forming a given binary code rate into corresponding code
components of the beat signal, such as the code rate of the
PRN code sequence produced by PRN code generator 53.
This reference oscillator wave is passed from the reference
oscillator 451 via the electrical path 453 to amplifier 455.
The wave is amplified by amplifier 455 and passed to hybrid
coupler 459 via electrical path 447. The hybrid couplersplits
the amplified reference oscillator electronic wave into two
components one proportional to cos(Awt) on electrical path
417 (providing the “T’, or In-phase reference); and one
proportional to sin(Awt) on electrical path 427 (providing
the “Q”, or Quadrature-phase reference).

The In-phasereference on electrical path 417 is multiplied
(or frequency mixed) with the signal on electrical path 411
by multiplier 413 to produce the output on electrical path
415. The signal on electrical path 415 is amplified by
amplifier 431 and passed to electronic lowpassfilter 435 via
electrical path 433. The lowpass filter 435 removes high
frequency components of the multiplication or frequency
mixing process andresults in an outputat electrical path 313
which is proportional to cos(®,,,).

The Quadrature-phase reference on electrical path 427 is
multiplied (or frequency mixed) with the signal on electrical
path 421 by multiplier 423 to produce the output on elec-
trical path 425. The signal on electrical path 425 is amplified
by amplifier 441 and passed to electronic lowpassfilter 445
via electrical path 443. The lowpassfilter 445 removes high
frequency components of the multiplication or frequency
mixing process andresults in an outputat electrical path 315
which is proportional to sin(®,,).

k. Phase Detector

Example implementations of the phase detection 317 of
FIG.8 will now be presented. Refer to FIG. 10. An example
digital phase detector implementation, 317, is shown in the
block diagram. The signal proportional to cos(®,,) on elec-
trical path 313 is converted to a digital code or number by
analog-to-digital converter (hereafter, A/D) 513. The digital
number proportional to cos (®,,) is input into the digital
signal processor 501 via electrical path 515. The signal
proportional to sin (®,,,) on electrical path 315 is converted
to a digital code or number by A/D 523. The digital number
proportional to sin(®,,) is input into the digital signal
processor, 501, via electrical path 525. The digital signal
processor converts the numbers proportionalto sin (®,,) and
cos (®,,) into a numberproportional to ®,, as follows.

Suppose the constant of proportionality for the sin(@®,,)
and cos (®,,) is V,,. Then the digital signal processor can
optimally select estimates of ®,, and V,, to minimize the
calculated error function:

«(&,,,¥,)=(F,, c08(®,,)-F, cos(®,,))°+(V,, sin
@,,)-¥,, sin(®,,))”) (42)
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The digital signal processor can also calculate ®,,, directly
by taking the inverse tangent function or the inverse cotan-
gent function:

( Vnsin (By, )
D, = atany) ————— | = acoty ————

(Vin cos (Dy) (Vin sin (By )/

( Vincos(®y )) (43 )I

If desired, the digital signal processor can also implement
the differentiate and cross multiply (hereafter DCM) algo-
rithm. The DCM method is as follows. The digital repre-
sentation of the signals proportional to sin (®,,) and cos(®,,,)
are temporally differentiated and cross multiplied by the
non-differentiated signals. The result U,,(t) is integrated to
produce the desired output, ®,,. Mathematically, this algo-
rithm is:

a (44)
Um (1) = Vinsin (Pn J—(Vincos (Dn )) -

or
a

Vin08 (Dn J— (Vin sin (Bn ))
or

aD,
Um (1) = VA((COS(Dn )) + (sin (Dp ))” )—or

IAD,
Um (1) = Vin —or

1
D, = —|Un(1)dt.

v2m

The digital signal processor 501 converts the signals arriving
on electrical paths 515 and 525 into a digital output propor-
tional to ®,, on electronic path 503. Optionally, the digital
output is passed on electronic path 505 to some other data
sink such as a computer memory. The digital signal propor-
tional to ®,, on electronic path 503 is converted back to an
analog signal on electrical path 319 by digital-to-analog
converter 507. By way of a summarization, the example
digital phase detector 317 accepts inputs 313 and 315 which
originate from the I & Q demodulator, 311, of FIG. 8, and
the digital phase detector 317 outputs the phase signal ®,, on
electrical path 319. Optionally, any of other well-known
implementations of digital phase detectors may be
employed.

Refer to FIG. 11. An example analog phase detector
implementation, 317' is shown in the block diagram. The
example analog phase detector 317' shown in FIG. 11
implements an analog version of the DCM algorithm dis-
cussed in the previous text. The signal proportional to cos
(®,,) on electrical path 313 is input into analog temporal
differentiator 613 and analog multiplier 617. The signal
proportional to sin(®,,) on electrical path 315 is input into
analog temporal differentiator 623 and analog multiplier
627. The differentiated cosine term on signal path 625 is
multiplied by the sine term on electrical path 315 by analog
multiplier 627 producing the signal on electrical path 629.
The differentiated sine term on electrical path 615 is mul-
tiplied by the cosine term on electrical path 313 by analog
multiplier 617 producing the signal on electrical path 619.
The signals on electrical paths 619 and 629 are applied as
inputs to differential summer 631. The output of differential
summer on electrical path 633, which is the result of the
differentiated sine and cosine product being subtracted from
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the differentiated cosine and sine product, corresponds to
U,,(t) of the DCM discussion. The signal on electrical path
633 is integrated by analog integrator 635 to produce the
analog phase detector output proportional to ®,, on electrical
path and output 319. By way of summarization, the example
analog phase detector 317 accepts inputs 313 and 315 which
originate from the I & Q demodulator 311 of FIG.8, then the
analog phase detector outputs the phase signal ®,, on elec-
trical path 319. Optionally, any of other well-known imple-
mentations of analog phase detectors may be employed.

1. Programmable Phase Difference
The example programmable phase differencer implemen-

tation shown as part 99 of FIG. 12 corresponds to part 99
shown as a block in FIG. 3. Refer to FIG. 12. The plurality
(which upwardly may include a very large number, for
instance 5,000) of demodulated signals proportional to opti-
cal signal phases ®,, ®, ... ®,, are input into the program-
mable phase signal switching and routing network 701 via
electrical paths 71, 73 and 75, respectively. Network 701
programmably selects on a basis of timed relation to code
generator 53 and routes on a basis of conventional “hold-in
memory” and “transfer-from-memory”, a plurality (which
upwardly may include a very large number, for instance
5,000) of pairs of phase signals onto a plurality (which
upwardly may include a very large number, for instance
5,000) of pairs of electronic paths 711 and 713, 731 and 733
and 751 and 753. The plurality of routed pairs of phase
signals are applied to the corresponding of subtracters 715,
735 and 755 as shown on FIG. 12. The plurality of phase
pairs on electronic pairs of paths 711 and 713, 731 and 733,
and 751 and 753 are subtracted by subtracters 715, 735 and
753, respectively, and the differential signal are outputted on
a corresponding plurality of electrical paths 91, 93 and 95
respectively. The following description focuses on the dif-
ferencing channel output on electrical path 91, it being
understoodthat the modes of operation of other differencing
channels in network 701 are the same. Programmable phase
switching and routing network 701 selects one of the phase
signals on one of the plurality of electrical paths 71, 73 or
75 and routes the signalto electrical path 711. The signal on
electrical path 711 is selected to be proportional to ®, (where
j is of the set 1,2... n). Network 701 also selects another
of the phase signals on one of the other of the plurality of
electronic paths 71, 73 or 75 and routes the signal to
electrical path 713. The signal of electrical path 713 is
selected to be proportional to ®, (where k is of set 1,2...
n). The signal on electrical path 711 is subtracted from the
signal on electrical path 713 by subtracter 715. The output
of subtracter 715 is passed on via electrical path 91 andis
proportional to A®,, hereinabove discussed in subsection
3(f) “Phase Differencing” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT. Employing this mode, net-
work 701 programmably makesselection from optical signal
phases ®,, ®, ... ®, to provide other differential phase
outputs on electrical paths 91, 93 and 95. This may include
a very large number of differential phase signals, for
instance 5000. As an alternative to the just described type of
circuitry employing subtracters 715, 735 and 755 any of
other well-known forms of producing a differential signal
my be employed.

m. An Alternative Viewpointofthe Partitioning of System
2.

As an alternative to the viewpoint inferable from the
preceding sequence discussing FIG. 3, system 2 may be
considered as partitioned into: (i) an optical network for
illuminating an optical fiber sensing span, or other light
propagation medium sensing span, and retrieving back
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propagating portions of the illumination; and (ii) a photo-
electronic network for establishing virtual sensors at prede-
termined locations along the span and picking up external
physical signals incidentto, or impinging upon, the sensors.

In general, the optical network for the illumination of, and
for the retrieval of back-propagation from, fiber span 9
comprises transmitter laser 3, directional optical coupler 7,
and optical fiber, or other light propagation medium 9.

The photoelectronic network for establishing virtual sen-
sors and picking up signals therefrom generally comprises
two subdivisions. One subdivision provides a cyclically
reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of the light-
wave illuminating fiber span 9. This modulation is in the
form reiterated sequences having autocorrelatable proper-
ties. The other subdivision takes the retrieved back propa-
gation and performsa heterodyning therewith to obtain an
rf. beat signal. It then picks up the signal from the virtual
sensors by autocorrelation and further processesit into more
useful forms.

In general, the subdivision providing the cyclical reitera-
tive modulation of sequences illuminating fiber span 9
comprises master correlation code generator 53 (via one of
its electrical pathway outputs) and optical modulator 5.

In general, the subdivision for performing heterodyning
with and picking up of virtual sensor signals from the
retrieved back propagation from fiber span 9 includes local
oscillator laser 45, and the network which phase locks
transmitter laser 3 and local oscillator 45, and a sequence of
elements which perform processing upon the retrieved back
propagation. The phase locking network comprises beam-
splitter 4, phase locking means optical receiver 35, phase
locking circuitry 30, and optical coupler 43. First in the
sequence of processing elements is an optical receiver 15
which photodetects interference power“derived” by hetero-
dyning the back propagated illumination portion retrieved
from fiber span 9 with the output of a local oscillator 45.
Lasers 3 and 45 are operated with a frequency difference to
produce an rf. beat signal, AW. Then correlation system 23
receives as one of its inputs another electrical pathway
output from master correlation code generator 53, and
provides a series of channels which in turn respectively
provide predetermined time delays in relation to the timing
base of cyclic reiterative code generator 53, to perform a
series of autocorrelations of the respectively delayed inputs
from code generator 53 with the signal AW.This picks up rf.
signals respectively representative of the affects in the
lightwave domain of the external physical signals incident
upon the respective virtual sensor. Phase demodulator sys-
tem 66 provides a linear phase signal derived from such rf.
signals representative of optical signals at the respective
virtual sensors. Programmable phase differencer 99 pro-
cesses pairs of these linear phase signals occurring across
segments of fiber span 9 between programmably selected
pairs of the virtual sensors.

Following is another overview description which more
particularly calls attentions to an aspect of the invention that
the system elements which performs the autocorrelation
enable providing an output in the form of an r.f. counterpart
of a lightwave time-domain reflectometry output of signals
incident to the virtual sensors as lightwave time domain
reflectometry outputs a CW lightwave modulated by a
continuously reiterated binary pseudorandom code sequence
is launched into an end of a span of ordinary optical fiber
cable. Portions of the launched lightwave back propagate to
the launch end from a continuum oflocations along the span
because of innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scat-
tering. This is picked off the launch end and heterodyned to
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produce an r.f. beat signal. The rf. beat signal is processed
by a plurality (which can be thousands) of correlator type
binary pseudonoise code sequence demodulators respec-
tively operated in different delay time relationships to the
timing base of the reiterated modulation sequences. The
outputs of the demodulators provider.f. time-domainreflec-
tometry outputs representative of signals (e.g., acoustic
pressure waves) incident to virtual sensors along the fiber at
positions corresponding to the various time delay relation-
ships.

Following is still another overview description which
moreparticularly calls attention to an aspect of the invention
that the system elements performing the autocorrelation
enable detection ofunique spectral components representing
a phase variations of external signals incident to the virtual
sensors. A CW lightwave modulated by a continuously
reiterated pseudorandom code sequenceis launched into an
end of a span of ordinary optical fiber cable. Portions of the
launched lightwave back propagate to the launch end from
a continuum of locations along the span because of innate
fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering. This is picked
off the launch end and heterodyned producing an rf. beat
signal. The rf. beat signal is processed by a plurality (which
can be thousands) of correlator type pseudonoise code
sequence demodulation and phase demodulator units, oper-
ated in different time delay relationships to the timing base
of the reiterated modulation sequences. These units provide
outputs representative of phase variations in respective
unique spectral componentsin the rf. beat signal caused by
acoustic, or other formsofsignals, incident to virtual sensors
at fiber positions corresponding to the various time delay
relationships.

Following is yet another overview description which
moreparticularly calls attention to an aspect of the invention
that a pair of the different delay time relationships of the
autocorrelation system elements are effective to establish a
virtual increment of the optical fiber span, and that a
substracter circuit of phase differencer 99 enables represent-
ing the differential phase signal across the virtual increment.
A CW lightwave modulated by a continuously reiterated
pseudorandom (PN) code sequence is launched into an end
of a span of ordinary optical fiber cable. Portions of the
launched lightwave back propagate to the launch end from
a continuum of locations along the span because of innate
fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering. This is picked
off the launch end and heterodyned producing an rf. beat
signal. The rf. beat signal is processed by a plurality (which
can be thousands) of correlator pseudonoise code sequence
demodulation and phase demodulator units operated in
different delay time relationships to the timing base of the
reiterated modulation sequences. Pairs of outputs of the
units are connected to respective substracter circuits, each
providing a signal representative of phase differential of
incident acoustic signals, or other forms of signals, across
virtual increments of the span established by a pair of said
delay timerelationships.

n. Air-Backed Mandrel Modified Form of Invention
FIG. 13 illustrates a so-called fiber-on-an-air-backed

mandrel assembly 801, useful in applications in which a
fiber optic span 9' is to be immersed in a liquid medium.
Assembly 801 comprises a hollow cylindrical mandrel 803
having formed therein a sealed central chamber 805 con-
taining air or other gaseous medium 807, which is com-
pressible relative to the liquid medium. A segment of span
9' of a ROSE system 2, FIG. 3, is helically wound the
cylindrical exterior surface of mandrel 803, and suitably
fixedly bonded to the surface. The cylindral wall 809 of
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mandrel 803 is of a material so chosen and ofa thickness so

chosen to form a containic membranewith a hoopstiffness
that enables acoustic pressure wave signals incident upon
assembly 801 to be transformed into mandrel radial dimen-
sional variations. As a result of mandrel 801’s geometry
these radial variations result in magnified longitudinalstrain
variations in fiber 9'. It is to be appreciated that the physical
structure of assembly 801 inherently provides a spatial
succession of two locations along the fiber span, which a
phase signal switch and routing network 701 could select
and route to become the virtual bounding positions of a
differential phase signal virtual sensor. This is to say, posi-
tioning a mandrel wound span 9' as a segment of a system
total span 9 of ROSE system 2 can facilitate providing a
sequentialpair of virtual sensor locations along a span 9, and
the provision of a corresponding pair of delay circuits in
correlator circuit 23 would cause assembly 801 to operate as
a differential phase signal sensor.

(4) Advantages and New Features

The invention enables the interrogation or time-delay
correlational multiplexing and demultiplexing of optical
phase signals.

The invention enables the interrogation of ROSE (Ray-
leigh Optical Scattering and Encoding) fiber optic sensors.
The invention enables the spatial sorting and separation of
the temporal optical phases of backscattered optical signals
arising from a plurality (which upwardly may include a very
large number, for instance 5,000) of virtual optical sensors
along fibers or other optical mediums. The invention enables
the spatial decoding of backscattered optical signals with a
bandwidth of tens of kilohertz. The invention enables the

sensor locations along the fiber to be programmable. The
invention allows the electronic separation or segmentation
of the array of fiber sensors into programmable bounded
lengths and positions. Because the correlation signal, c(t),
can be designed to be a continuous wave, the invention
increases the average optical power considerably over con-
ventional pulsed optical phase sensor interrogation methods.
Because the correlation signal c(t) can be chosen to have
spectrum spreading properties for which dispreading elec-
tronic circuitry is readily available, undesired optical fiber
system noises, such as reflection discontinuity noises due to
cable couplings, can be materially attenuated.

In hypothetically assessing the potential achievable by the
present invention with regard to employment of a common
grade of optical fiber cable buried beneath the ground
surface as a perimeter intrusion monitoring fiber span, the
following assumptions have been made:(i) signal to noise
ratio (S/N) degradation of Rayleigh effect light propagation
in such an optical fiber cable are assumed to be 0.5 db/km;
(11) it is assumedthere is a requirement for bandwidth of ten
times that of the geo-acoustic intruder signal needs to be
detected; (iii) and digital circuitry functions are performed
employing conventional “high end”clock rates. Using these
assumptions, and employing conventional single-mode or
multimode fiber buried 6-12 inches underground, and using
conventional engineering methodology for noise effect pre-
diction, it can be shown that ROSE system 2 has the
potential of sensing intruder caused geo-acoustic, (i.e., seis-
mic) signals along a length of fiber span line as long as 8 km
or 5 miles. (This assessmentis based upon S/N degradations
for flyback travel of signals from the interrogation launch
end of fiber span 9 to its remote end and back.) The
hypothetical segment resolution capability with such a 8
km., or 5 mile line, would be 1 meter.
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The invention provides a new capability of heterodyne
optical phase detection without resorting to dithered phase
carrier methods. The phase demodulation methodintroduces
heterodyne I & Q demodulation to produce cosine and sine
phase components, clipped signal amplitude stabilization
techniques and digital signal processing based phase detec-
tion. The spatially differential phase detection method pro-
vided by the invention enables the rejection of unwanted
lead-in fiber phase signals.

The details, materials step of operation and arrangement
of parts herein have been described andillustrated in order
to explain the nature of the invention. Many modifications in
these are possible by those skilled in the art within the
teachings herein of the invention. For example, while in
system 2 the transformation from optical to rf. signal takes
place prior to processing by programmable correlation 23, it
is within the skill of the art to design optical receiver 15 and
correlator system 23 to have the transformation take place
otherwise. Also, as an alternative to the previously described
mechanism for phase locking laser 3 and 45,the laseroptical
wave on an optical path 39 can be passed through an
acoustic-optic modulator, sometimes called a Bragg Cell.
The diffracted optical wave exiting the acousto-optic modu-
lator will be Doppler shifted by an impinging-driving RF
wave, that is translated into a sound wave in the acousto-
optic modulator, and the so-called Bragg shifted-diffracted
optical wave will exit the acousti-optical modudulator with
an optical frequency equivalent to the phase locked laser 45.
The acousto-optically generated lightwave, at an equivalent
frequencyof the phase locked laser 45, is sent along optical
pathway 13 and becomesthe local oscillator input to het-
erodyne photoreceiver 15. An acousto-optically frequency
shifted version of the light in optical path 39 can therefore
replace the phase locked light of coherent optical source 45.
Accordingly it is to be understood that changes may be made
by those skilled in the art within the principle and scope of
the inventions expressed in the appended claims.

Whatis claimed is:

1. Atime-domain reflectometer for sensing at a desired set
of n spaced sensing positions along an optical fiber span,
said sensing positions being for sensing a type of external
physical signal having the property of inducing light path
changes within the optical fiber span at regions there along
where the signal is coupled to the span, comprising:

an opticalfiber span havinga first end which concurrently
serves as both the interrogation signal input end and the
back propagating signal output end for purposes of
reflectometry, and having a second remote end;

a first light source for producing a coherent carrier light-
wave signal of a first predetermined wavelength;

a binary pseudonoise code sequence modulator modulat-
ing said carrier signal for producing a pseudonoise code
sequence modulated interrogation lightwave signal
which continuously reiterates the binary pseudonoise
code sequence, the reiterated sequences being executed
in a fixed relationship to a predetermined timing base;

a lightwave heterodyner havingfirst and second inputs for
receiving a primary signal and a local oscillator signal,
respectively, and operative to producethe beat frequen-
cies of their respective frequencies;

a lightwave directional coupler having a first port which
receives said binary pseudonoise code sequence modu-
lated interrogation lightwave, a second port coupled to
said first end of said optical fiber span, and a third port
coupledto said primary signal input of the heterodyner;

said directional coupler coupling said binary pseudonoise
code sequence modulated interrogation lightwave to
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said second port where it is launched in a forwardly
propagating direction along said optical fiber span
causing the return to said second port of a composite
back-propagating lightwave which is a summation of
lightwave back-propagations from a continuum of
locations along the length of the span, said composite
back-propagating lightwave signal comprising a sum-
mation of multiple components including

a first signal component comprising the summation of
portions of the said pseudonoise code sequence
modulated interrogation lightwave signal which the
innate properties of the optical fiber cause to back-
propagate at a continuum oflocations along the span,
and

a second signal component comprising the modulation
of saidfirst signal component caused by longitudinal
components of optical path changes induced into
said span at a continuum oflocations along said span
by external physical signals, said second signal com-
ponentfurther including a corresponding set of sub-
components comprising the modulation of saidfirst
signal componentby optical path changes caused by
said external signals at the respective sensing posi-
tions;

said directional coupler coupling said composite back-
propagating lightwave to said third port where it is
applied to said first input of the heterodyner;

a second light source coupled to said second input of the
lightwave heterodyner, said second light source pro-
ducing a coherent local oscillator lightwave signal in
phase locked relation to said carrier lightwave signal,
said local oscillator signal being of a second predeter-
mined wavelength which differs from the first prede-
termined wavelength by an amountof difference small
enough to produce at the output of the heterodyner a
radio frequency (rf.) composite difference beat signal,
but by an amount large enough to cause said rf.
composite difference beat signal to have sufficient
bandwidth to cause it to include rf. counterparts of
signal components and subcomponents of said com-
posite back propagating lightwave signal;

said rf. composite difference beat frequency signal being
coupled to an n-waysplitter providing a corresponding
set of n output channels, each transmitting said rf.
composite difference beat signal;

a corresponding set of n correlation-type binary pseud-
onoise code sequence demodulators having their
respective inputs connected to the corresponding out-
put channels of said n-way splitter through a corre-
sponding set of time delay circuits which respectively
provide a corresponding set of predetermined time
delays in relation to said predetermined timing base of
the binary pseudonoise code sequence modulator, to
establish said n desired sensing positions along said
optical fiber span; and

said set of correlation-type binary pseudonoise code
sequence demodulators serving to conjunctively tem-
porally and spatially de-multiplex said rf. composite
difference beat signal to provide at their respective
outputs rf. counterparts of the subcomponents of said
second signal component of said composite back-
propagating lightwave signal caused by changesin the
optical path within said optical fiber span induced by
external physical signals respectively coupled to the
corresponding sensing positions.
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2. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein:

said innate properties of the said optical fiber material
include the generation of Rayleigh optical scattering
effects at a continuum of locations along said optical
fiber span in response to said forwardly propagating
binary pseudonoise code sequence modulated interro-
gation lightwave.

3. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein said type of
external physical signal which induces light path changes in
said optical fiber span is an acoustic pressure wave signal.

4. The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein:
said optical fiber span is an acoustic security alarm

perimeter monitoring line buried at a predetermined
depth beneath the surface of the ground;

said acoustic pressure wave signal being caused by the
vibration of the ground surface by movement of an
object thereon; and

said set of n sensing positions alongthe line form a virtual
array of n geophones which respectively produce sub-
stantially linear signals respectively representative of
the vibrations of the surface of the ground at corre-
sponding sensing positions.

5. The reflectometer of claim 4 wherein the range of
depths of burial of the optical fiber span beneath the surface
of the ground is of six inches to the order of one foot.

6. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein:

said optical fiber span is of a length L; and
said first light source is a laser having the performance

capability to generate a lightwave signal with sufficient
phase stability to substantially retain coherency in
propagation along said optical fiber span for a distance
at least equal to 2 L.

7. The reflectometer of claim 6, wherein:
said the length L of said optical fiber span is at least 5.0

km.

8. The reflectometer of claim 7 wherein said first light
source is a planar, ring-type laser.

9. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein said optical fiber
span comprises a single-modefiber optic cable.

10. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein said opticalfiber
span comprises a fiber optic cable of the polarization pre-
serving type.

11. The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein:

said optical fiber span has a coating made of a thermo-
plastic material having the combined characteristics of
alow Young’s modulus and a Poisson’s ratio below that
of natural rubber; and

said coating serving to enhance the longitudinal compo-
nent of strain variation derived from an acoustic wave

signal whose wavefront is incident to the span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral component in
the direction along which the wave front propagates.

12. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein:

said lightwave heterodyneris of the photodetector type.
13. The reflectometer of claim 12 wherein:

said lightwave heterodyner of the photodetector type is a
balanced optical detector circuit including a matched
pair of photodetectors with the composite back-propa-
gating lightwave signal applied to each photodetector
of the pair; and

said balanced optical detection circuit produces said rf.
composite difference beat signal as a differential cur-
rent from the matched pair of photodetectors.

14. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein the continuously
reiterated binary pseudonoise code sequences are binary
pseudonoise sequences wherein shifts between binary states
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ofthe signal alternatingly shift the radian phase of the carrier
between substantially 0° and substantially 180°.

15. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein said pseudonoise
code sequence is a pseudorandom number (PN) code
sequence generated by a shift-register type PRN code gen-
erator.

16. The reflectometer of claim 1, and:
a fixed frequency reference oscillator which produces a

reference phase signal;
each phase demodulator including an I & Q quadrature

demodulator having a first input for receiving said
reference phase signal and a second input for receiving
an r.f. counterpart of the corresponding subcomponent
of said second signal component of said composite
back-propagating lightwavesignal, said I & Q demodu-
lator being operative to derive from said reference
phase signal an interim in phase signal and an interim
quadrature phase signal and to split the signal received
at its second input and mix onepart thereof with the
interim in phase signal and anotherpart thereofwith the
interim quadrature phase signal to provide a pair of
output signals; and

each phase demodulator further including a phase detector
having a pair of inputs for receiving respectively one
and the other of said outputs of the I & Q demodulator
and operative to provide at the output of the phase
demodulator said signal representative of the radian
phase of the respective subcomponentofsaid set of n
subcomponents.

17. The reflectometer of claim 16, wherein said reference
phase signal produced by said fixed frequency oscillator is
used in establishing the phase locked relationship between
the local oscillator lightwave signal and the carrier light-
wave signal.

18. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein:
a time period TP is required for forward propagation of

said autocorrelatable spectrum spreading signal from
the output of the source of the spectrum spreading
signal to where saidfirst light source is modulated, and
then for the forward propagation of the derivative
spread spectrum modulated interrogation lightwave
signal to the second remote end of the fiber optical
span, plus the time period required for the back propa-
gation of a subcomponent of said composite back-
propagating CW lightwave signal produced at the
remote end of the span to the input of the heterodyner,
and then for the back propagation of the derivative
counterpart subcomponentof the r.f. composite differ-
ence beatsignal from the output of the heterdynerto the
input of a corresponding de-spreader and de-multi-
plexer of said set of n de-spreader and de-multiplexers;
and

the temporal length of a single autocorrelatable spectrum
spreading signal sequence of the continuously reiter-
ated code sequences is one of one and the other of
less than the time period TP, and
greater than the time period TP.

19. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein said type of
external physical signal which induces light path changes in
said optical fiber span is a selected one of a group consisting
of: (i) a seismic signal wherein with the media which
couples the signal to said optical fiber span includesat least
in part the ground in whichthefiber optic span is buried; (11)
an underwater sound signal wherein the media which
couples the signal to said optical fiber span includesat least
in part a body of water in which the fiber optic span is
immersed; (111) an electromagnetic force field coupled to the
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optical fiber span; (iv) a signal comprising temperature
variations coupled to the optical fiber span; and (v) at least
one microphonic signal which is coupled to said optical fiber
span at an at least one ofsaid set of n sensing positions along
the optical fiber span.

20. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein eachof: (i) said
coherent carrier lightwave signal; (i1) said coherent local
oscillator lightwave signal; (111) said spread spectrum modu-
lated interrogation lightwave signal; (iv) said composite
back-propagating lightwave signal; (v) said radio frequency
(x-f.) composite difference beat signal; and (vi) each coun-
terpart of said rf. counterpart of the subcomponents ofsaid
second signal componentof said composite back-propagat-
ing lightwave signal, is a continuous wave (CW)signal.

21. A system wherein, at respective sensing stations of a
plurality of sensing stations along a span ofopticalfiber, the
system senses input signals of a type having a property of
inducing light path changes at regions of the span influenced
by such input signals, comprising:

means for illuminating an optical fiber span with a CW
optical signal;

means for retrieving back-propagating portions of the
illumination back propagating from a continuum of
locations along the span;

means for modulating said CW optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation;

meansfor picking off a radio frequency (rf.) counterpart
of the retrieved signal, wherein the r.f. counterpart is in
phase locked synchronism with the CW optical signal;

means for performing a corresponding plurality of auto-
correlation detections upon said (r.f.) counterpart of the
retrieved optical signal wherein said performing of the
respective autocorrelation detections of the plurality of

20
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autocorrelation detection by said meansfor performing
autocorrelation-detections are done in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships with respect to
the reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of

the CW optical signal.

22. Signal sensing apparatus for sensing input signals at
an array of a plurality of sensing stations along an optical
fiber span, wherein at respective sensing station of the array
the apparatus senses input signals of a type having the
property of inducing light path changes within regions
influenced by such input signals, said apparatus comprising:

an optical wave network comprising a transmitter laser
and a lightwavedirectional coupler, said network being
operative to illuminate an optical fiber span with a CW
optical signal andto retrieve portions of the illumina-
tion back-propagating from a continuum of locations
along the fiber span;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW optical signal
in accordance with a reiterative autocorrelatable form

of modulation code;

a heterodyner which, in phase locked synchronism with
said transmitter laser, receives said retrieved back-
propagated portions of illumination and derives there-
from a radio frequency (rf.) counterpart; and

a corresponding plurality of autocorrelation detectors
operative upon said rf. counterpart of the retrieved
optical signal in respective timed relationships of a
corresponding plurality of different timed relationsips
with respect to said reiterative autocorrelatable form of
modulation code.
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iNOTE: A separate copy (L¢., a ue copyof ihe arlginal asdignmontdecument(ah mustbs aubmitiedta Assignment
Division in aceardance wilh 87 GFR Pant , (6 record the asaidnmont inthe records.of he USPTO. Sea MPEP 302.08}

signed (whose tills is suppliedbela] is authorized fo act an behalf of the assignae.ss ler;

_CbtKoyMe LYUpall.221.
| Signg! DataJee es M. Kasischke

a 3s6se2—
| Painted or Typad Name — Title or Regisiralion Number
Boocs sansa SakaeSONI

 
  

 

 

 

[Page 2 of 2]
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Dec Gode: REIS.BEC

Desument Desoription: Reiseue Declaration Filed In Accordance With MPES 1414 PTOIAAIGS 166-12)
Approved foruse through 08/91/2012, OMB 0661-0034

/ US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Papenvork Reduction Act of 1985, no parsons are required to reapond to a collection of} 3 tA rel number.

 
| hereby declare that:

| The residence and mailing addvess of the inventoror joint Inventors are siated below.

nite : ices } 2
bam authorized to act.on behalf of the following-assignes: The United States of America as Fepresented by the Secig 

| The entire ile to the patent identified below is vested in sald assigines.

| Inventor Robert Michael Payton

 

  
 
 

| Residence: Oly

 

{ romban

(MalingAddress =SO*=C~=“‘<‘~Sst“‘=~S*~S |
: 16307 Avenplace Road ;
ey | State ~ Count :
Tomball TS lis&

C] Additional fnventers are named on separately numbered sheats atlachedhereip.
Date of Patent issued 48 Apel 2008

n

i Patent Nurnber 7,036,971

| i believe said inventor(s} to be the original inventor or original joint inventors of the subject matter which is described and
| claimed in-said patent, for which a reigsuepatent is-sought on the invention dled

 Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
the specification of which

is atlached Aerato.

Li wasted an

| The above-identified appiicaiion was made orauthorized to. be made by me,

as reissue. application number
 

$

| i hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made inthis declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1004 byfine
| or iraprisonment of not mare thar five (5) years, or both,

i believe the original patent to be wholly or partly inoperative or invalid, for the reasonsdescribed below.
(Check all boxes that apply)

[I hy reason ofa defective epecificatian or drawing.
iv] by teason of the patentee.ciaiming more. or less than he hadthe right te claim in the patent.
["] byseason of athererrars.

 

formation fs required to oblainor raiain a benefitby the public which is to file {and by the USPTO
to process) an application. Confidentiality is gavemied by 36 U.SUG, 122 and 37 CFR 144.and 1.44. This. collection ig estimatad to take 30 minules te complete,
inclding gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application férm- tothe USPTO. Time wilt vary depending unas the individual case. Aggy cammantls.on
ihe. amount oftime.you require to campleta this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, shouldbe sent to the Chief Infannation Officer, US, Patent and
Trademark: Office, 0.8. Denartraent of Cominarce, P.O. Box 1460, Alexandda, VA 22343-7450. DG NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS.SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22219-1450,

 

iFyou need assistance in completing the lan, call 1-800-PTO-9799 andselect option 2
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PTOVAIAING (08-12)
use through OBV34/2013, OME 6651-0035

US, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Approved for.

US: Patent and Tradernark Off
_.vider thePanenvork Redustion Act of 1998, no parsons aferequired to eapond to. a collectionofliformation u plays a valid GMB contol number.

” REISSUE APPLICATIONDECLARATIONBY THE ASSIGNEE Dockat Number (Optional) aggqg9
| Atleast one error upon whichreissue ig based is described below. if the reissue Is a broadening
| teigsiie, a claim thatthe application seeks to broaden fnust be identified and the box below must be checked:

Application failed te claim aspects of the invention related te sensing gone
Segments on @ span optical fiber wherein the zone segments have specialiged. eco.ih.
sensing functions

  
  

   
    

  
  
  
  

Attach additional sheets, ifnesded.j

| | heraby appoint: a

Practitioners associated with Customer Number | 23593 |OR 
  
 
 

 

 Correspondence Address: Direct all communications about the application to: 

 
The address associated with Customer Number

 

 

 

23523
DR
Firm ora
individual |
Name

Address

Ee i

| City |eft

Country i

WARNING: .

} Petitioner/agplicant is cautionad te avoid submitiing personal information in documents filed in a patent application that nay
F contvibtite to identity theft. Persona? information such asx social secuiy numbers, bark account nlunbers, or cradit card
| numbers (other than.a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for sayment purposes)is never required by
| the USPTO to support @ petition or an application. H this type of persanal information is included in documents submitted to i
f the USPTO, petifloners/apglicants should consider redacting such personal information fora the dequments before submitting |
| theni fo the USPTO. Patitioner/anplicant is advised that the record of a patent aonlication is avaliable te the aublic after |
| publisalion of the application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1,273{a} is made in the application} |
| cr issuance of a patent. Furthermore, the record fom an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the
| application is referenced in a publiehed application or an isaued patent isee 37 CFR 144), Checks and credit card
j authorization forms. PTO-2038 submitted for payment purgoses are. not retained in the applicaiion file and therefore are not}
| publicly available.

Signature” enti!A. ¢ “Bok awoe tee)

| Full namepi person signing (given name, fami

 

 
 

 
 

 

| Address of Assigneeee Ssignee Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Division, Newport, 1176 Howell Street, Newport, RI09844
Page Zof2]
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Robert M Payton

Attorney Docket Number: 300099

Filed as Large Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD(S$)

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Late Filing Fee for Oath or Declaration 1051

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

HALLIBURTON, Exh. 1014, p. 0434

Description Fee Code Quantity 
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Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity USD(S)

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

sec

Title of Invention: Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

a
i

a

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment yes

Deposit Account 140590

Authorized User KASISCHKE, JAMES M

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:
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File Listing:

Document gs File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

. 4131813
Applicant Response to Pre-Exam

Formalities Notice 300099responsetopreexam.pdf 7ae988786ab9ac 1 a96cdeel OSdb8bafetf34
ed2f

The pagesize in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4.If this PDF is submitted, the pageswill be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and mayaffect subsequent processing

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
5815a1d6bd41e9ddbb2 1b773d7aa85d823

6abebb

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/686,161

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c))
SEARCH FEE
or GF 1.9m)

SCNasen(37 CFR 1.16(0

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE_|sheets of paper, the application size fee dueis
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheetsorfraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

* If the difference in column1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

(Column1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
) OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
 
   

14/686,161 04/14/2015 Robert M Payton 300099
CONFIRMATIONNO. 5544

23523 FORMALITIES LETTER

NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER

DIVISION NEWPORT INOUEA
1176 HOWELL STREET,Code 00L 00000007
Bldg. 102T
NEWPORT,RI 02841

Date Mailed: 04/16/2015

NOTICE OF INCOMPLETE REISSUE APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

A filing date has NOT been accorded to the aboveidentified application papers for the reason(s) indicated below.

All of the items noted below and a newly executed oath or declaration covering the items must be submitted
within TWO MONTHSofthe date of this Notice, unless otherwise indicated, or proceedings on the application will
be terminated (37 CFR 1.53(e)).

The filing date will be the date of receiptof all items required below, unless otherwise indicated. Any assertions
that the item(s) required below were submitted, or are not necessaryfora filing date, must be by way of petition
directed to the attention of the Office of Petitions accompanied by the $130.00 petition fee (37 CFR 1.17(h)). If
the petition states that the application is entitled to a filing date, a request for a refund of the petition fee may be
includedin the petition.

* The specification is missing.
A complete specification as prescribed by 35 U.S.C. 112 is required.

The required items noted below SHOULDbefiled along with any items required above. Thefiling date of this
reissue application will be the date of receipt of the items required above.

* The application was deposited without drawings. 35 U.S.C. 113 (first sentence) requires a drawing "where
necessaryfor the understanding of the subject matter sought to be patented."
Applicant should reconsider whether the drawings are necessary under 35 U.S.C. 113 (first sentence).

* Consentof assignee is missing. 37 CFR 1.172 requires that a reissue oath/declaration be accompanied by the
written consentofall assignees.

page 1 of 2
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Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web mayalternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web, including a copy
of this Notice and selecting the documentdescription "Applicant response to Pre-Exam Formalities Notice”.
https ://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPF.html

For more information about EFS-Webplease call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Webto submit your reply, you must include a copyofthis notice.

/vostuart/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 2 of 2
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PTOPAIA/SG OD145
Asproved for-use thraugh 20/33/2076, OMB UES1-0033

US. Patent and TrademarkOffic: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Uaiderthe Paperwork Reduction Act of1995 ne persons are required te resgand to a collectionof inter.mation balese ik displays aa valid OMS contrat nismber

REISSUE PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL  Address ta:  
 

Aitorney Dacket No,  

Robert M. Payton

 

 First Named liventor 
 

 

 
Mail Stop Relssue votes enereer

Commissioner for Patents Original Patent Rumber 7,020,BF1
PG. Box 1456 Orginal Patent issue Date a

"ah fDin 04/18/2006Alexandria, VA. 22523-1450 (Maonth/Day/Yeat}
Express Mall Label No.

| APPLICATION FOR REISSUEOF:
{Check opplitable box} iv’|uthity Patent |_| design Patent [| ptarit Patent

ee APPLICATION ELEMENTS (97 CPR L473) CUS ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION PARTS
uf] Fee Transmittal Porn (fTG/e0/56) 4. i Statement of status and support far all changes to the
ii Applicant asserts sraall antity status, ses 37 CER 1.27 __ Malms. See 37 CFR LIE],

42. {| Power of Attamey
43.| information Bistiosura Statement HOS}

~ PTOSB/OS of PTO.1945

{|Copies of citations attached
44, r| English translation ofReissue Oath/Declaration

(fapoliebie}

Return Receipt Pasicard (MPES-§ 563}
{Should be specifically itemized}

16. iv] Preleainary Ametelment (2% CFR 1.473; MPEP § 1453}

 
 

 

it

3. Lj Appiant certifiesmicro aniity status. See 37 CFR 41.29.
Agplicant must attach form PTO/SB/45A er 8 oraguivalant.

4. | ¥| Specification and Clalnisis double calicopy of patent format
~" taniended, ifappropaote)

5 | Growinels] {acagased amendments, fappteprinig}
6. ¥} Reissue Oath/Declaration or Substhute Statement

{37 CER.L175} (PRO/AIASOS, 06, or OF}

7.1¢| Application Data Sheet NOTE: Senefitclaimsunder37 CRA 1.78
and foreign prinrity claims under $7 CFR 1.55 MUST be set fortivin aa
Agolication Pata Shoet {AGS}.

iE [vl Original U5. Patent currently assigned? (¥] Yes {| No
{if Yes, check applicable box{es}

[| Written Consent of ail Assigness (PTO/AIA/S3}
[¥| 37 CFR 3,72(c) Statement FTO/AIA/98}

af | CD-ROM. ar CO-R in duplicate, Computer Program (Agoendix} ar farge i
table i

__| tendscapeTable on cD
10. Nucleotides and/or Aming Add Sequence Submission

Ufoopltabletems a, ~ core ceguired}

ae [ Computer Readable Foran {CRF} This isa continuation ralssue or divistonal reissue application

 

ae Seat ft
bf] Specification Sequence Listing an: ‘——" (ie, a second oy subsequent relssueapplication for the same

i + CB-ROM(2 coples} or CLR {2 copies; oF issued patent}. (Check Gox #f applicable.)Hy | Paper 

 38, CORRESPONDENTE ADDRESS
 

ORi| Correspondence address below
Name

aaaaanaaane State Zip Code

Telephone

} Address

 
Date V6 ch van nOlesRegistration No.  | nage[James M. Kasischke

This collection of information's requited by 37 CER 1.473. The information Js required to. obtein.oy retain a benefit by the public ware is to fle fane bythe USPTO te
process} an application.Confidentiality iz governed by 35 USC. 122 sad 37 CFR LiLend 1.44. Ths coliertion is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, ingluding
gathering, orepariag, and submitting the complated application form to. theUSPTO. Time wilt vary depending upon the jadividial case, Any colfimients of the
amaunt oftime you raguire te complete this form andjar suggestions forreducing unis burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, U.S. Pateat and
Trademask Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O, dor 1456, Alexandila, VA 22373-1450. GONGT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS: TO THIS:AQUHESS, SEND
{Qr Mall Stop Rélssue, Coramissioner tor Patents, PG. Box 1450, Alexaudsis; VA 22313-1456,

ifyvouwnerd assistance in completing thefarm, call 1-308-/TD-9199 wad select aption 2.
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PTO/SB/58 (03-13)
Approved for use through 68/31/2033) OMB G651-2033

us&. Patent.and Trademark Office; US.REBAREBIENT OF COMMERCE

 | DocketRamerOptional
3000939
 

  
 ry {2}

tlalms:{|Clalens Filed
in in. Reissue

Patent.|Application

 
  

 

 
 
 

 
 

 3

 
  
  
  Yotal Claims  
   

 

| Gy crate| ty 22116 i+ _
Fo ind. Claters ' r |
| (37 CFA 4.16(h}} ge ore | FF =  

¥#thespecification and drawings exceed 400sheets of
paper, the application size fae duets 340015260for small ;
entity, $200 for micro aatity} for sacty adiifional'S0 sheets

 
 | Application Size

: Fee Y
(BPCER LtGis} | ar fraction thereol, See 45 U.5.0. 24a}NG) and 37 CER i
_ [ 2.46{5}. ee i _.

i Search Fee a CER|4asin |
Exarnination fee(37 CFR 1.16{))
Tetal Fis ;

 

   
 

  28000

2160.00

  
 
 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 
 

 

An illcationas Amended Part 4
 
 

  
 

    
 

ay By ‘3 Mico Entity Undiscaunted
Claims Highest Extta r earre : ey

Remaining Number Claims 4) " ,
i After Previously|Peasent
i Amendment PaidFor 

  
 

Total Claims

eetCER Tet} 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

ifthe soecification and drawings exceed
400 sheets of paper; the application size
fee-due is $400 ($200 far srnailentity, S100 |
ior micro entity} for each advition:l $0
sheets‘or traction thereal. Sea ISS,
AUaHUNG) and 37 CEH 418is},

  
Agpkcation Sire

fag

{37 CFR E1G(sh}   

 
 

 
 

 

  f Total Additional Fee.

f* Enter (8}— 20, or enter “OWit{8} is tess than 20.
i** Enter (0)—ilsus3, or enter “6”if (0)is tess than 3:
f t**  aiter any cancellation of claims,
*et the Highest Mumber of Total Clatmns Previously Patd For”is tess than20, eriter "20" tn this space:
*ee4e ifthe “Highest Number of independentClainis Previously Paid For” is tess than 3, enter “2” in this space.

AL| Applicant asserts snail antity status. See 3? CPR 127,
ii] Applicant certifies micro entity status. See 27 CFR 1.29,

Farm ®1T0/SB/154 O18 ot equivalent must elther be-eaclosedor have deca submitted previous.

 

 

  
    
  
 Li] The Director is hereby authorized to chargeany additional fees under 37. CFR 1.46 or Lizwhich maybe required, ar crediS. any

overpayment to Deposit Account No, Peesoo  
 | |_| Acheckin the amauntof$ ___ tacover the filng/additional feais enclosed,

fit Payriierit made via EES-Wets,

i” Payriagt by credit card,spn PTO-2038 Is attached. WARNING: Information on this form may beconie public. Credit card Information

 

 

   
 

     

   
   

 
 

should nét. be lacinde. Sym. Provide credit card Information and authorvayion on PTO.203: .guid i é oe rovide gredit-card shor} ae Qtrll, tthe lee. CAME:Se 4
Signature Date

sMKasischke 36562
Typed of Printed Name Registration Number, appticable  
 401-832-3653
 

 
  This collection of information ts vequired by 37 CFR 1.16. the infarmation if requirad ta obtain Of felaina benefit by Re public which fs.to file tand by the USPTO to

process} an applicatian: Confidentiality is governed by 5 U3.) 122 and 37 CPR LG4, Ed-and 41,6. This tollaction is estimatedto take 12 minutes to complate,
including gathering, preparing, and. submittingthe completed application forntte the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case, day comments on
the smount ad tinve you require te complete this form andjar. Suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief infamustion Giflcar, U.S, Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, 2.0. Box 1450, Alevandiia, VA 22313-14650, DO NOT SENG FEES D8 COMPLETED FORNS-TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner far Patents, 6.0. ox 2459, Alewandes, VA 22919-4456,

af you-aeedossistonce Ia-cempletiag theforint, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Dee Code: REIS.DECL

Document Description: Reissue Declaration Filed in Accardarice With MPEP 1414 PTOIAIAI08 (08-13)
Approvedfor use through G8/3 172013, OMB 0657-003S

ERCE

 
 

Docket Number {eptional)
306089  | REISSUE APPLICATION DECLARATION BY THE ASSIGNEE
 
 
 

Lhereby declare that:

 The residence and mailing addrass-of ihe inventor or joint inventors are stated balow.

‘ . 5 totes of frei * c
| fara authorized to act on behalf of the following assignee: The United States of America as represented by the Seog 
 Fhe entire ttle te the patéentidentified below is vasted in-said assignee. 
 

 
 

 
  

 inventor Robert Michael Payton

|Residence:cy
¢ Formball

 

Mailing Address

11823 Trail Point Drive

| City

Tombalt

CO Additional Inventors are narned an-segarately numberedsheets attached hereto:

Patent Number 7030,974 | Date of Patent lssued 18 April 2006
| i balleve said inventor{s} to bethe original inventor ororiginal joint inventors of the subject matter which Is desorbedand

i claimed in said patent, for which @ reissue patent is sought an the invention titled:

 
 
 ip

FPS0F | USA

 

 
 

 Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

the specification of which

 

[7] is attached hereto.

C1 was filed on as reissue application number 20

The above-ideniified application was made or authorized to ba made by ma,

i hereby acknowledge that any willful faise statement made in this daclaration {js punishable under 18.U.S.C. 1004 by fine
of imprisonment of not more than five (5) years; or beth.

i batieve the original patent to be wholly or partly Inonerative or invalid, fer the reasons described below.
{Checkall boxes that apply)

= by reason of a defective specification or drawing,
by reasonof the patentee.claiming more or lessthan he had the right toclaim in the patent.

|] by reason of athererrors.

{Page-1 of 2]
This collection of information is vequired by 3? CFR 4.978. The information is requived 1a obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO
fo plocess) an application. Confidentiality isgovermed by 25 U.S.C, 122 and 87 GFR 1.44 and 1.44. This collegtion is astimated to take 30 miidtes lo complete,
including gathering, preparing, and.eubmilting the completed applization form t the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon tha individual cass, Any comments ca
tye amount of time you require to complete this form and/ar suggestions for reducing this burden, should be seat to theChief Information Officer, U8,Patent-aad
Trademark. Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. ‘Box 1450, Alexantiia, VA. 22213-4450,D0 NOT SEND FEES. OR SOMPLETED FORMS TO. THIS
ADORESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1480, Alexandria, VA 22343-1456.

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-806-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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; ; PTOIAIAINS: (8-42)
Appraved for use through O8/S1/201%, OMB 0354-0033

US. Palantand Trademark Office US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

REISSUEAPPLICATION DECLARATION BY THE ASSIGNEE|DocketNumbar (Optional) aqpq99   

Applicantfailed to claim aspects of the invention related to sensing zane segments ana span of optical fiber
| wherein the zane segments have specialized sensing functions.

{Aliach additional sheets, if needed]

i hereby appoint rs

| Practitioners associated with Customer Number: 59R94 |
[| Prastitionar(s) named below:

 
Correspondence Address: Diract all cormmunications about ihe apolioation to:

The address associated with Customer Number: |
23823

GR

| a Firm07 A[ Individual
Name a |

Address

 

 
| Petitioner/anplicant ie cautioned to. avoid submitting personal infermationin documents filed dy 2 patent application that may |
i contribute to identity theft. Personal Information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card i
i numbers (othar than @ checkor credit dard authorization form PTO-2088 submited for payment purposes} is fever required by |
| the USPTO to support a patition or an application. #f this tyes of personal information is Included in documents submitted to

| the USPTO, pelitionersfapelicants should consider redacting such personal information fram the documents before submitting |
them {6 the USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that ihe record of a patent application is availabie to tha public after 4

| publication of the application (uniessa non-publication request in compliance with 37 GER 1.273(a) is madein the application) |
| or issuance of a patent. Furihermore, ihe record from an abandoned application may also be available tothe public ifthe

application is referenced in a published applicatian or an issued patent (see 37 OFR 1.44). Checks and credit card |
auihorization forms PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore are not
publicly availa’ fe, , 

 
    | Signatures.JPe201) SKig aebo Ay, [Bate(Opiiona)

regi a eon signi ‘aiver famine or amrQ lea person signing (given name, family naras} James M. Kasischke, Reg. No. 36562
Address ofAssignee aa -_

Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Division, Newport, 1176 Howell Street, Newport, Ri 02841
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Doe-Code: REIS.DECL

Gocument Description Relssue Deciaration Filed In Accordance With MPEP i414 PTOIAIAIOS (06-19)
Approved far use trough 08/94/2013, CMB 03510933

ti.S. Pateatand Trademark Office: US. DEPARTMENT GF COMMERGE
ustionActof1896,neparsonsarerequired torespondtoacallectionofinformationunless it displays2 validOMBcontra!number,

Dacket Number {Opeonal ;
REISSUE APPLICATION DECLARATION BY THE INVENTOR 300005

a anderthe PapenwamReeRex 

 
 

i hereby declare that:
Each inventors residance and mailing address are stated below next to their nanie,
Lbelieve | ami the original invertor or an original joint Inventor of ihe subject matter which is described and claimed
inpatentnuraber2eest0,arantedd Amz and for which a

} reissue patent is sought on the invention titled —_Nelurat Span Refiectonwlry with Sedaing Zone Gegments ;

| the specification of which

Liv) is attached heretu.

ii was Hedon.OSTISSUE ADDHCBliN NUMber

The above-Wentiiied application was made or authorized to be made by me.

i hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable undar 18 U.S.C. 7001 by fine
| of imprisonment of not more than five (S} years, or both.

i belleve the orginal patent ico be wholly or parlly incperative or invaiid, for the reasons dascribad
f below. (Checkail boxes that apply.)

[| by reason ofa defective specification or drawing.

by mason of the patentee claiming more of lpse than he had the fight to. cigini in the patent.
gg
b

} by reason of ather errors.

Atieastone arror upon which reissue is based is desoribed below. [f the reissue is-a broadening
i reissue, 9 clair that the application seeks to broaden must be identified:

Applicantfailed to claim aspects of theinvention related to sensing zone segmentson a span
of optical fiber wherein the zone segments have specialized sensing functions.

 
iPage4 of 2}

Hils collection of information is required tby 37 CFR 1.175. The information is: required to obisin ar fetain-a Banelit by the public which ise file fand by the USPTr
io process) an epplicalion. Confidentiality is govained by 46 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and'4.14. This collection is éetimated to.take 30 minuies 10 complele,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application formvio the USPTO, Time. will vany depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amount of tite you feguird’ ta somtpiele this fore anitfor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sant to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent andrademark Olficg, us. Deparnant of Commerce, FO. Box 1450, Alexandfa, VA 22313-1480. DO NOT SEND. FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS. TO THIS
AODRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.G. Box 1480, Alexandria, VA 22343-4480.

Hyouwneed aasiatancein completing the. forn, oat J-8O0-PTO-O199and select option 2:
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PTOVAIANS (08-13)
Approved foruse- through GSS1/20 15 Of 8894-0033.

U.S,Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT GF COMMERCE
_»___fides the PapenReduction Act of 1995,no. persons are requited to respond tos collection Winformation unless it disclays 2 valid OMB eontral number.

Docket Number (QCotional}

300099

  

 
  

{REISSUE APPLICATION DECLARATION BY THE INVENTOR, page 3) 
 
 

| Note: To appoint a power afaliornay, use fora PTO/AIAIS.

i Corressondence Addrass: Direct all communications about ihe application to:

[vl The address associated with Customer Number:23828 |
Fi or - seancenneennennneeTSSSSSSSSSSSRSSSGSSSS SSSR es
+ individual Name toiAddrass.

 

 

Country

Telephone T Emalt
 

WARNING:

Pativionerapplicant is cautoned to avold submiting personal information in dasuments Med in-a patent application that may
centtibule 6 identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit-card |
numbers {ather than a check arcredif card aufharizalion form PTO-2036 submitted for payment Surposes} is never raguinad by |
the USPTO to ausport a petilion of an appiloation. Hf this (ype of personal infermation is included in documents subniitied to |
the USPTO, pelitionars/applicants. should consider redacting such parsonal information from the documents bafore submitting|
them fo the USPTO. Pelitioner/applicant is advised that the recerd ofa patent application is available ic the public after |
publication ofthe applisation (unless 9 non-pudlication requast In.comotiance with 37 CFR 1213(a) is made i the apalication) |
of issuance of a patent. Furlhermare, the record from an abandoned application may also be available te thepublic if ihe |
application is referenced in @ published application or an issued patent (see 37 GFR 1.44). Checks and credit card |
authorization forms PTO-2038. cubmitied for payment purposes ara. nat retained iA thé applleation file and therefore are nat |
publicly available.

AMARASEESELANASe

 

pric

Legai name of sole ar firlestinventor{E.‘G..GivenName(frst andmiddie{i(ifany}and Family Name or Surname}
Rebert Michael Payton

Date (Optional) 
  

 

   

 

; ew } 06 April 2016

Residence City  ~ | State County

Tomball TX jUSA
Malling Address — Ce

11623 Trall Point Urive
Clty “T saeSSSSSStSSsZig — i Country
Tomball feofeet 349 

 
[Page 2 of 2]
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PTOVAIAI14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection ofinformation unless it contains a valid OMB control number.
 

Attorney Docket Number|300099  Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 —
Application Number

Title of Invention|Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

The application data sheetis part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for whichit is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and included in a paperfiled application.

    
Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2

Oo Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuantto
37 CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may notbe filed electronically.}

Inventor Information:

Inventor 1

Legal Name

 

 

Prefix) Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

RootiPeon
Residence Information (Select One) (e) US Residency ©) NonUS Residency () Active US Military Service

City|Tomball State/Province Country of Residence i|US

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address 1 11623 Trail Point Drive

Address 2

Postal Code 77377 US

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be
generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

Add

CorrespondenceInformation:

Enter either Customer Number or complete the CorrespondenceInformation section below.
Forfurther information see 37 CFR 1.33({a).

[|An Addressis being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.

 
 

Customer Number

Email Address

  
   Add Ema

Application Information:

Title of the Invention Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

Attorney Docket Number] 300099 Small Entity Status Claimed [|

Application Type Nonprovisional

Total Numberof Drawing Sheets (if any) fF Suggested Figure for Publication {if any)
Filing By Reference:

  
 

EFS Web 2.2.11
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Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 
 

   
  
 

 

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Title of Invention 

Only complete this section whenfiling an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111{c) and 37 CFR 1.57{a). Do not complete this section if
application papers including a specification and any drawingsare being filed. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be
provided in the appropriate section(s) below (i.e., “Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information” and “Foreign Priority Information’).

For the purposes ofa filing date under 37 CFR 1.53(b), the description and any drawingsof the present application are replaced bythis
reference to the previously filed application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57(a}.

Application numberof the previously Filing date (YYYY-MM-DD) Intellectual Property Authority or Country i
filed application

Publication Information:

[_] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

 
 

Req uest Not to Publish. | hereby request that the attached application not be published under
[] 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the

subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires
publication at eighteen monthsafterfiling.

 
 

Representative Information:

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorneyin the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer
Numberwill be used for the Representative Information during processing.

Please Select One: (e) Customer Number (©) US PatentPractitioner ©) Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)

Customer Number 23523

 
Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:
This section allowsfor the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) or indicate National Stage
entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required
by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.
Whenreferring to the current application, please leave the application numberblank.

 

 
Prior Application Status

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD}
    
 

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form nad
by selecting the Add button.

  
Foreign Priority Information:
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PTOVAIAI14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
 

 

  
 

 

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 
Title of Invention 

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119{b) and 37 CFR 1.55(d). Whenpriority is claimed to a foreign application
thatis eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX) 'the information will be used by the Office to

automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(h){1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority application is filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g){1).

[Remove|
Application Number Country i Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Code! (if applicable)

 

    
Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Add button. Add

  
Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications

 

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after March

[] 16, 2013.
NOTE:By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March
16, 2013, will be examined underthefirst inventorto file provisions of the AIA.

  
 

Authorization to Permit Access:

[] Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices
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PTOVAIAI14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
 
 

 

 Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 
Title of Invention 

If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO),
the Japan Patent Office (JP©), the Korean Intellectual Property Office {(KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and any otherintellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application
is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checkedif the applicant
does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO,or otherintellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority
to the instant patent application is filed to have accessto the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect
to: 1) the instant patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-{c) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of
37 CFR 1.55 has beenfiled in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application-as-filed from which benefit is
soughtin the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14{c}, access may be provided to information concerning the date offiling this Authorization.

  
Applicant Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Applicant 1

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be provided in this section is the name and addressof the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and addressof the assignee, person to whom theinventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise showssufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46.If the applicantis an
applicant under 3? CFR 1.46 {assignee, person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

©)_Joint Inventor O Assignee OQ Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117  
  (e) Person to whom theinventoris obligated to assign. Cc) Person who shows sufficient proprietary interest  

If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is:

 

  
Nameof the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventorfo

If the Applicant is an Organization check here. [|
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PTOVAIAI14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|300099

Application Number

Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

 
 
 

 

 Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 
Title of Invention 

Mailing Address Information:

Address 1

Address 2

Email Address
 

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

  
 

Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to
have an assignmentrecordedby the Office.

Assignee 1
 

Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent
application publication . An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant Information” section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section onlyif identification as an assigneeis also desired on the
patent application publication.

Remove

If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here. [|

Prefix Middle Name Family Name Suffix 
Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

 

 

 
 
  

 

Address 1

Address 2

 

 
State/Province

Postal Code

Phone Number Fax Number

Email Address

 

 

 
Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by
selecting the Add button.
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PTOVAIAI14 (12-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

- - Attorney Docket Number|300099
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 — Title of Invention|Natural Span Reflectometry with Sensing Zone Segments

Signature:

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and
certifications

"Signature |uames M. Kasischke/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD}| 2015-04-14

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information sclicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.

Privacy Act Statement

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine
whether the Freedom cofInformation Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of
the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181} and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 29804 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the
USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PTOVAIANS OB
Appraved fer use Through 0101/2013. OME 6651-0031

OLS, Batent.and Tratemaik Offies; U8. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
$a. valid OMB control number.  

 
| Agplicant/Patent Quner, The United States of America rapresented by the Secretary of the Navy

Tre United Sistas ofAmarca rapmsentad by the Secretary of the Navy 4 government agency(ee nent: ee:

{Name of Assignea) . (ype of Assignees, e.9., carporaiion, partaership, university, goverment agency, ate.)

f States that, for the patent applicallon/patént identilied above, tt ls (choose. one of options 7, 2, 3.0r 4 below):

14.[¢]The assigneeofthe entire right, tile, and interest.

2. T] An assignée of lesa than the entire right, titfé, and interest (check applicable box):
L| The extent (hy percentage} of ts ownership interest ig *: Additional Staterneni{s) by Ihe awners

heldingthe balanceaf Me intetesl must bo submitted i6 account for 100%of tne ownership interast.

i| Taare are unspecitied percentages of ownership. The other pares, including inventors, whodegather own the eniir
right, file and interest are:

Hg@ht, title, and interest,

a. a The assignee of ar undivided Interest In the entirely (4 complete assigrimantfrom one of the joint inventors was made).
The Giher pariics, including inventors, who together owntheentire right, life, and interest: are:

Additional Statementis} by the owner(s} holding ihe balance of the interest must be submitted to account forihe entire
right, ttle, and interest:

4, LI The recipient, via 4 court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate}, of an undividedinterest in the entirely (a
| complete transfer of ownership interest was mada}. The certified dacument(s) showing the lransferis attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 af 3 abaveé (not option 4} fs. evidenced Sy either (choose one of options A or B below}:

A. [| An assignment from theinventor(s) of the patent applisation’patent identified above. The assignment was recordedin
the Uniied States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel o1s024 » Frame 826 , or for which a copy
ihereof is attached.

B. i A-chain of fille from the inventor(s}, of the patent application/patant identified above,to the current assignee as follows:
1. From: Tor

Res! , of for which a copy thereof is attached.

2 From Te:

The decument was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel _. Frame ar for which a copy thereofis attached.

Page 1 of 2]This collection of information is requirad Ly 37 GFR 3.73(b), The ifarmate is required to obtain or raisin a benefit by the public which is tn Ble (and by the USPTO te
process} ab application. Confidentiality is governed by 36 U.S.C. 122 and.37 CFR14t and 1.14. This collention isastimated to take 12 minutes to complete, Including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application termtothe LISPTO. Time will vary depending pan the indhidual case. Any. comments.on ihe amount
alti you require to coniplete this tarm-and/or suggestions for reducing this burdan, should be sant'te the Chlat iniormation Giicar, U.S: Patest and Tradamark
Oifice, G.S. Department of Gomme, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22319-1450, DO NOT. SEND FEES OB COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS. ADDRESS. SEND
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Customer No. 23523 14 April 2015

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 

   
 

 
Applicants: ROBERT MICHAEL PAYTON Orig. Patent No.: 7,030,971
Serial No.: 11/056, 630 Orig. Issue Date: 18 Apr 2006
Filed: 7 February 2005 Attorney Docket No. 300099

    
For: NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Mail Stop Reissue
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 

 

 Dear Sir:

 This Preliminary Amendment is being filed with a continuing

 patent application of reissue patent application.

 Amendments to the Specification: are reflected in the substitute

 paragraph provided on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Abstract: is reflected in the substitute 

 paragraph provided on page 4 of this paper.

  Amendments to the Claims: are reflected in the listing of claims

 which begins on page 5 of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings: None.

 Remarks: begin on page 10 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

 Replace the title of the application at column 1, line 1,
 

 as follows: NAPGRAESTEERSPAMREEEECTOMETERPROVISINGACAREIDAE
 

    
 

SEGALSENSENGARRAYCAPABETEY NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH
 

SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS.     
 

 
 Insert the following paragraph at column 1, line 3,        following the title of the application, prior to the STATEMENT

 

  
OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST:    
 

 This application is a continuation of reissue Application

Ser. No. 14/190,478, filed February 16, 2014, which is a reissue 

 
 

 
 

of U-S.—PatentApplicationNew-H(56,7630 #1 ted Fepesary +

2005,—nRew U.S. Patent No. 7,030,971 that claims the benefit of a

provisional application, No. 60/599,437 which was filed on 6
 

aoe

August 2004, and which is entitled "Continuous Rayleigh Effect

      
 

Sensor Backscattering Heterodyne Optical Sensor System" by  
Robert M. Payton.

At column 33, lines 10-37, replace the paragraph as

 follows:

 The details, materials, step steps of operation and arrangement 
of parts herein have been described and illustrated in order to
 

 
  

 explain the nature of the invention. Many modifications in 
these are possible by those skilled in the art within the  teachings herein of the invention. For example, while in system
 

  
 

 2 the transformation from optical to r.f. signal takes place 
prior to processing by programmable correlation 23, it is within

 the skill of the art to design optical receiver 15 and    correlator system 23 to have the transformation take place

otherwise. Also, as an alternative to the previously described

2 of 10 
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mechanism for phase locking laser 3 and 45, the laser optical

wave on an an acoustic-

The di

optical path 39 can be passed through  
  optic modulator, sometimes called a Ffracted Bragg Cell.

   
will be  optical wave exiting the acousto-optic modulator Doppler 

 shifted by an impinging-driving RF wave, that is translated into 
a sound wave in the acousto-optic modulator, and the so-called    Bragg shifted-diffracted optical wave will exit the acousti-

 

 
optical medudetete+ modulator with an optical frequency
     

equivalent to the phase locked laser 45. The acousto-optically    generated lightwave,

locked laser 45,

 at an eguivalent frequency of the phase

is sent along optical pathway 13 and becomes

the local oscillator input to heterodyne photoreceiver 15. An
 

      ted version of acousto-optically frequency shif the light in
 

  for  
 

optical path 39 can ther

coherent optical source 45.

replac the phase loc

Accordingly it is to be 
that changes may be made by those skilled in the ar

ked light of

understood

t within the 
 principle and scope of the inventions expressed in the appended

claims.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE ABSTRACT

 Replace the abstract with the following replacement

abstract:

 A distributed sensing system for an optical fiber span wherein
  

the geometric arrangement of the span provides one or more
 

  
 

sensing zones with different sensitivities. The span is

 interrogated with a series of radiated optical pulses. The back-  
 scattered signals are detected from positions along the optical

 fiber span and the received signals are processed to provide a
 

 measurement representative of acoustic pressure waves incident 
on the span at the positions.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

The attached claims represent new claims in the continuation

application, replacing the claims in the parent application.

Listing of Claims

1.-22. (Cancel).

23. (New) A system comprising:

 a span of optical fiber having sensing zone segments
 

 
wherein signals incident to said span have a property

 of inducing light path changes at sensing zone

segments that result in a back-propagating signal

wherein each zone segment has a specialized sensing

 function;

a light source operative to provide a continuous wave (CW)

optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW optical signal  with a reiterative autocorrelatable form of
 

modulation, said modulator providing the modulated CW

 optical fiber to the span;

 an optical receiver joined to said span and capable of

receiving a retrieved optical signal returned

 therefrom, wherein the retrieved optical signal

comprises back-propagating portions of the  
illumination from sensing zone segments, said receiver

  operative to produce a radio frequency (r.f.)
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 counterpart signal of the retrieved optical signal;

and

a processor operative

24. (New)

 segment of

25. (New)

L and said

generate a

coherency in propagation al 

autocorrelatable

counterpart signal in a corresponding plurality of

di

to detect a reiterative

  form of modulation from the
 

 
  fferent   

 
 

timed relationships with respect to the   reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of the
 

  CW optical signal to give at least one signal for each

zone segment.

 The system of claim 23, wherein at least one zone

Said span is

 

helically disposed.

The system of claim 23, wherein said span has a length

 light

light
 
ct source is

twave signal 
a laser having the capability to   

  
 

with sufficient stability to retain

 long said span for a distance at least

equal to two times the length L.

26. (New)   The system of claim 25, wherein the length L of said

span is at least about 5 km.

27. (New)  The system of claim 23, wherein said light source is a

planar, ring-type laser.

28. (New)

 

 The system of claim 23, wherein said span of optical  fiber comprises a single mode fiber optic cable.
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29. (New) The system of claim 23, wherein said span of optical
      fiber is made from the polarization preserving type of optical
 

 fiber.

  30. (New) The system of claim 23, wherein said span of optical

 fiber has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the  
combined characteristics of a low Young's modulus and a

 Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber, wherein the
 

 coating enhances the longitudinal component of strain variation  derived from an acoustic wave signal whose wave front is

 incident to the optical fiber span from a direction at least in 
part having a lateral component in the direction along which the
   

 wave front propagates.

  31. (New) A method for sensing comprising the steps of:

 
 

providing a span of optical fiber wherein signals incident 
to the span induce light path changes at sensing zone

 segments of the span responsive to the signals

resulting in a back-propagating signal;

illuminating the span with a modulated continuous wave (CW)

optical signal with a reiterative autocorrelatable  form of modulation;
 

 
 

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the span, wherein

the retrieved optical signal comprises a back- 
  propagating portions of the illumination from
 

locations along the span in response to induced light

path changes;
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Preliminary Amendment

32.

 

33.

 

having the capability

 producing a radio

the retrieved optical signal;

detecting the reitera

frequency

 
 modulation from

 (r.f.)

tive autocorrelatable

counterpart signal of

Attorney Docket No. 300099

 

and

  form of
 

the counterpart signal ina
 

di  fferent timed
 

corresponding pl urality of 
relationships wit

autocorrelatable  

th respect

form of

   LO

 

  Ss signal to provide signal

 of said span.

The method of (New) claim 31, wherein
 

the span includes providing at

the span in a helical disposit

The method of (New)

fiber span has a length L,    
 suf ficient stabili CY
 

propagation along
 
the span

times length L.

34. The method of (New)

 

claim 31,

and

to generate a

 for

claim

span is at least about 5 km.

 35. (New) The method of claim

planar, ring-type laser.

36. (New) The method of claim

  
fiber comprises a single mode

 
Lion.

wherein

   
a distance

wherein33,

wherein31,

31, wherein

 fiber optic

10 of

fF modulation of

from sensing

least one sensing zone

the reiterative 
the CW optical

zone segments

 said step of providing

 segment of

 the span of optical

the light source is a laser

lightwave signal with

to substantially retain coherency in

at least equal to two

said the length L of

said light source is a

 said span of optical

cable.
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37. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said span of optical

      fiber is made from the polarization preserving type of optical
 

 fiber.

  38. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said span of optical

 fiber has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the  
combined characteristics of a low Young's modulus and a

 Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber, wherein the
 

 coating enhances the longitudinal component of strain variation  derived from an acoustic wave signal whose wave front is

 incident to the optical fiber span from a direction at least in 
part having a lateral component in the direction along which the   

 wave front propagates.
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REMARKS / ARGUMENTS

Claims 1-22 are currently pending in the application. New claims 23-38 are added. No new matter has been added.

Claims 1-22 are canceled.

Concerning changes to

abstract have been amended  
 the specification, the title and the   to more accurately reflect the

claimed invention. The paragraph at col. 33, lines 10-37 is

amended to correct typographical errors.

 The amended claims are supported in the specification as

described hereinafter. Claim 23 has the same scope as claim 21  

 in scope than the claims ot

7,030,971.

of the parent application with an additional limitation narrower 
fF parent patent, U.S. Patent No.

 Reconsideration and allowance of the claims as amended is

 respectfully requested.

 The Examiner is invited to telephone James M. Kasischke,   Attorney for Applicant, at  

401-832-3653 if, in the opinion of 

   
the Examiner, such a telephone call would serve to expedite th

 
 

prosecution of the subject patent application.

14 April 2015

 Respectfully submitted,  RO  BERT M. PAYTON 
 

 

 

10

By/JAMES M. KASISCHKE/

of

 

   
 
  JAMES M. KASISCHKE

Attorney of Record

Reg. No. 36562
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